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PEEFATOEY EEMAEKS.

The reports contained in the following pages cover, in a brief

space, the progress of the Butter and Cheese Exchange during its

second year. With the beginning of its third year, the restrictive

title of " Butter and Cheese Exchange " gives place to the more

comprehensive one, " The American Exchange of New York."

This change of name is made in justice to the trades outside of

domestic produce that have within the past year shown a disposition

to avail themselves of the advantages offered by a general Exchange

at this center. The organization of the produce trade loses none of

its strength or prominence by this change, but its position is bettered

by being brought into closer relations with other interests which are

directly identified with it in all that pertains to the commercial

prosperity of New York, if not in their daily transactions. The

Exchange, therefore, enters upon its third year with a steadily

widening field before it, and its members have reason to hope that

its infiuence may be as beneficial in other branches as it has been

during the past two years in the produce trade. The report of the

American Dairymen's Association, which occupies the second part

of this book, will be found, as heretofore, to contain much informa-

tion of great value to those interested in the manufacture and

handling of dairy products.
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REPORT OE THE EXECUTITE COMITTEE
OP THE

AMERICAN EXCHANGE.

To the Members of the American Exchange of Neio York

:

Yonr Executive Committee, in closing its official labors, feels

that the progress made by the Exchange during the second year of

its existence, and the prosperity it has now attained, are matters for

general and hearty congratulation. The membership of the Ex-

change has grown rapidly and has extended not only in the trades

by which the .institution was founded, but among interests identi-

fied with these trades indirectly in their daily traffic and directly in

the great aim of this association to promote the prosperity of all

branches of trade at this center, by providing an Exchange so gen-

eral in its character that its benefits should be available to the rep-

resentatives of each and every commercial interest.' This result

your -Committee believes to be easily attainable, and once attained,

the first and most important step toward economical terminal facil-

ities has been accomplished. In our own trades the benefit of a

unity of action has been frequently shown during the past year,

and efforts are making by different branches of the grocery trade

to effect organizations and remedy the many evils under which they

are, in their present disorganized condition, suffering. This organ-

ization will be effected under the cliarter of this association, and

will add materially to its commercial strength and importance.

The title of the " Butter and Cheese Exchange " of New York being

restrictive and not adapted to the other trades desiring represen-

tation here, your Committee has deemed it advisable to alter the

name of the institution, and after due process of law a decree has

been granted by the courts changing the name to " The American

Exchange of New York." Under this general title, and with its

broad charter, the benefits of the Exchange may be enjoyed by any

branch of trade, however remote its interests may be from those of

the merchants who form the nucleus around which this institution

must grow. Beyond this important step, and the efforts it has made



to extend its membership, the labors of your Committee have been

chiefly in connection with the ordinary business of the Exchange.

The report of the Treasurer showed a balance on May 1st (at which

date the fiscal year practically ends) of $2*71.92. Since that time

the collection of dues for the ensuing year has been in progress, and

the revenue from the dues of old members and the initiation fees

and dues of new members who join with the beginning of om- new
year, will give us a handsome fund for the defraying of expenses for

the next twelve months. It should be understood, however, that

with the facilities we are adding our expenses are increased to some

extent, and, while every effort is made by the officers to afford every

thing requisite or desirable, in the way of news, telegraphic reports,

and other attractions to members, there should be a strong effort

made by the members individually and as a body to add to our

membership roll.

The work of the Finance Committee has been confined to the

careful scrutiny of accounts and to the economizing, so far as possible,

of the expenditures of money. The Law Committee has conducted

the change of name and framed an amendment to Section 1, Art. 3,

of the by-Laws, and under its nomination, a counsel, T. M. Seaver,

Esq., has been appointed, whose services to^^the Exchange commend
him to the favorable consideration of the members. Undor the

direction of the Committee on Trade, Information, and Statistics,

the system of collecting receipts of domestic produce, inaugurated

by the proprietors of the American Grocer, has been brought under

the supervision of the Exchange, and the care with which it is

worked gives results which may be accepted by the trade as entirely

trustworthy. Tlie Committee on Kooms, Property, and Member-

ship, has approved the applications of seventy-two new members

during the year ; it has also renewed the lease of these rooms from

Messrs. R. L. & A. Stuart, and in its general supervision of the

rooms and property of the Exchange, has discharged its numerous

duties in a manner best calculated to promote the success of the in-

stitution. There have been three cases brought before the Complaint

Committee during the year, of which one was referred, through the

influence of the Committee, to private arbitrators, while the two

others were referred to the Executive Committee for hearing. Of

these latter, one resulted in the suspension and subsequent expulsion

from tlie Exchange of the defendant, while action on the other has

been postponed for a time at the request of the complainants. No



cases have gone before the Arbitration Committee. The work done

by special committees has been important. The adoption of rules

by the Butter and Egg Trades has resulted in much benefit to those

interests, and will be the means of bringing them to a more satis-

factory basis than they had previously occupied.

The adoption of uniform and standard terms of credit, too, is -a

most important work, and one which, it is hoped, for the good of the

trades, will be sustained by the members in their daily transactions.

The Committee appointed last Fall to make a test of dairy salts, and

the eifect of the different kinds upon butter, has completed its

labors, and its report in detail, which is now in preparation, will be

presented in full in the annual report. The main features of the

work of the Committee and the general results are ' already familiar

to most of you.' The Exchange has been brought into greater

and deserved prominence by its participation in connection with

other trade bodies, in meetings and conventions affecting the welfare

of our local. State, and National Commerce. It was represented by

delegates at the ISTational Cheap Transportation Convention at

Richmond,Y a., at the American Dairymen's Association Convention

at Utica, N. Y., at the Convention of Dairymen and Egg Dealers in

the West, in conference with the other trade organizations in thia

city at the Chamber of Commerce, and at mass meetings called for

action aftecting our commercial prosperity. It is asked to be repre-

sented at the ]!!Tational Board of Trade at Philadelphia, in June

next, and your committee recommend the appointment of delegates.

For the first time since its organization, the Exchange has, during

the past year, been once invaded by the hand of death. Charles

Higley, a meml)er well known and greatly respected for his mercan-

tile integrity, and the upright conduct that had ever marked his

walk in life, died on August 10, 1874.

Again, and finally, your Committee congratulate you upon the

progress made during the year; upon the strength of the position

the Exchange has already attained ; upon the uniform good feeling

that has marked the intercourse of the members, and the absence

of strife and dissension in our ranks. Believing that its own

endeavors to promote the success of the institution have been

appreciated, your Committee asks for its successors during the year

to come, and for all time, the same support and co-operation it has

received from you during the year now closed.

WALTER S. FAIRFIELD, President.



MESSAGE OF THE PRESIDENT,

PRESENTED AT THE ANNUAL MEETING,

MAY, 1875.

This occasion of the second annual meeting of your Exchange

presents some powerful reasons for congratulation. Of your numer-

ous members a kind Providence has spared all save one—Mr. Charles

Higley, who departed from us with the esteem and respect of all

our members. The benefits of organization are being more and

more realized, with a permanent and increasing interest in our com-

mercial intercourse, and the tendency to system and just dealings.

The general depression of business throughout this country, and, in

fact, throughout the world, is keenly felt here in the heart of com-

merce, and there is no more powerful fundamental argument for the

growth and success of the American Exchange than the general

situation of affairs. The rigid and unerring law of economy is

forcing an adherence in every direction. Fair dealings, just com-

missions, full weights and measures, are being exacted, and this is

the true foundation of commercial prosperity. It was the necessities

of commerce that established the American Exchange, and involved

in this proposition is the saving, it is estimated, of upward of thirty

millions of dollars annually in the exchange, storage, and transfer of

merchandise. This commercial center is now the very heart of the

trade of New York and of the whole country, and the merchants

now organizing, under the charter of this institution, by such associ-

ation will attain a commercial and financial influence in time more
powerful than was ever before combined, and in view of this oppor-

tunity a more general effort should be made to invite the co-operation

of all classes of business-men, and especially real estate owners in

this vicinity, who are directly benefited by this Exchange.

This institution opens a wide field to the representatives of in-

surance companies, bankers, exchange dealers, and carrying com-

panies, having business with the vast number of merchants in this

vicinity. Upon entering into the new year there is no doubt but

that an efiicient board of ofiicers, representing the different trades,

will be selected, and the opportunity offered to all, and especially

the younger merchants, to attain the advantages of organization.



REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE

ON THE

JD j^XFL'^ S^^r_.T TEIST

To the President and memhers of the Butter and Cheese Exchange

of Neio York.

Your Committee appointed in September last to conduct the ex-

amination and test of the different competing brands of Dairy Salts,

with a view of establishing their relative superiority for use in butter

and cheese, respectfully report as follows :

An examination of 21 tnbs of butter prepared under the auspices

of the Western New York Dairymen's Association, and salted with

foreign and domestic salts, •was made on the 8th of September, by
Messrs. Folsom, Brown, White, Winsor, Belt, and Philips, of the

Committee, for the purpose of ascertaining if the supposed diifer-

ences in the effect of the various salts upon butter could be detected

in the trier. The goods were subsequently examined by other ex-

perts, and, although decided opinions were expressed, the test was

not deemed a fair or satisfactory one, as the brand of salt actually

used in the goods, and which it was intended should be kept a se-

cret, had by some means become known. Without giving much
attention to the result of the first test, therefore, your Committee
requested the Western New York Dairymen's Association, through

its representative, Mr. O. C. Blodgett, to have another lot prepared

with great care and precision, portions of the lot to be salted under

the same conditions, with Ashton, Higgins, Onondaga, and other

leading brands, and the records of the salt used in any particular

package to be kept an entire secret until such time as the test should

be completed. Ihis request was promptly complied with, and the

great care and attention paid by the dairymen to their part of the

work has enabled the Committee to report very satisfactory results

from its work in connection with this lot of goods. In January last

Messrs. Ronk, Conklin, and Seymour, as a special committee, exam-
ined 10 tub^ of butter shipped here by the Western New York
Dairymen's Association, and their opinions of the brands of salt used

in each package were recorded, sealed up, and deposited with

the Chairman, to be opened when record of the salts actually used,

which was in the keeping of the Western New York Dairymen's
Association, should be received. Of the 10 packages 8 were stored

for the winter, and were opened in Api-il last when they were
again examined by the committee of experts, whose report at the

date of both examinations is shown in the tables given on the

following pages

:
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The result of these tests suggests that some diflferences are possibly

detectible in butter salted with American and the various foreign salts
;

but it is evident that the difference is much less marked tlian has

been popularly supposed, and only becomes apparent after long and
very close observation of the form of the grain of the different salts,

and other 'minute variations that would be noticed by very few^ of

our most experienced Ijutter-men. Chemically it has been shown
by a series of analyses, made under the direction of the Coitimittee,

that there is very little difference in the amount of chloride of
sodium (pure salt) contained in any of the competing brands. Sam-
ples of nine brands were selected 1)y your Committee from tlie stocks

in warehouses here, and were intrusted to Messrs. "Walz and Still-

well, chemists of high standing, b}^ whom the analyses were made,
and the above result reported.

These tables show conclusions which are sufficiently clear to need
no remark from your Committee. In its investigations, however,

your Committee lias discovered many facts of importance to dairy-

men, attention to which will be of material benefit to their product,

and will help to lay the blame for the impurities of salt where it

belongs, without always attributing it to the manufacturer. It has

been shown that salt is particularly sensitive to atmospheric taints,

and that, wben transported in cars or stored in warehouses in prox-

imity to kerosene oil, fish, or odorous vegetables, it will soon partake

of their flavor, and its fitness for use in butter and cheese will thus

be destroyed. It has also been shown that large quantities of com-
mon salt are put upon the market under the brand of pure dairy salt,

and find their way into the product. This is difficult to detect, but

dairymen can derive security from it by buying only tlie regular

established brands, and of dealers of known integrity, and who obtain

their supplies direct from agents, or from jobbers of known good
report. It is this system of fraud that has done much to injure sev-

eral of the brands shown by the analysis to be very pure, especially

the Onondaga salts. Instances have come within the notice of your

Committee of the very inferior grades of salt, intended only for salt-

ing hay, being put up by unscrupulous dealers and supplied to

dairymen under the brand of " Factory Filled." It is essential, in

view of these facts, that great care should be observed by dairymen
in buying salt, to obtain nothing but the purest of whatever brand

they may order.

The very slight dift'erences in the chemical purity of the compet-

ing salts suggest that there should be less inequality in the prices

of these salts than has existed for some years past. It would seem
that the prices of all the principal brands should be the same, and
it is hoped that the result of tlie Committee's labors may aid the

dairymen in breaking down the excess that has been for so long a

time charged for the supposed superiority of some brands.

Your Committee, in concluding their labors, would return thanks

to Mr. O. C. Blodgett and the association which he represents, for
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their ready co-operation in all matters pertaining to this work,
which was begun at the request of that association. They would
also express their obligations to the manufacturers, importers, and
principal distributors of salt, and especially to Messrs. St. John &
Avery, for the facilities and information they have so freely extended,

and which have greatly aided your Committee in their labors.

Signed, M. FOLSOM, Chairman.

W, WiNSOR, W. H. Philips,

J. H. Seymour, W. Belt,

C. S. Brown, J. S. White.
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COMPARATIVE PRICES, 1874-'76.

BUTTER.
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RECEIPTS AND EXPORTS l874-'75.
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ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION.

Whereas, It is deemed expedient to merge the New York
State Clieese MMiiufacturers' Association, wliicli was oi-ganized in

January, 1864-, into an Amerifan Association, througli wliicli, as a

medium, results of the practical experience of dairj'men may be
gathered and dissemminated to the dairying conmnmit}- ; therefore,

Resolved^ That we, the undersigned, do hereby associate our-

selves together for mutual improvement in the science of clieese-

making, and more efficient action in promoting the general interest

of the dairy commnnity.
Article I. The name of tlie organization shall be The Ameri-

can Dairymen's Association.

ciaj|on

rreasur(ident, Vice-President, Secretary, and Treasurer.

Art. III. The President, Vice-President, Secretary-, and Treas-

urer, shall constitute the Executive Board of the Association.

Art. IV. The Officers of the Association shall be elected at the

regular annual meeting, and shall retain their offices until their suc-

cessors are chosen.

Art. V. The reo-ular annual meetino- shall occur on the second

Tuesday in January of each year, and at such place as the Executive

Board shall designate.

Art. VI. The payment of one dollar shall admit any person

to all the sessions of an Aimual Meeting—and the additional pay-

ment of seventy-five cents shall entitle him to the Annual Report

for the T3urrent year.

Amendment.—The Secretary is hereby empowered to a]ipoint

an Assistant Secretary to assist during the sittings of tlie Conven-

tion, and discharge such other duties as may l»e assigned to him,

and, in case of the absence or inability of the Secretary to act, to

temporarily discharge the duties of that office ; it being distinctly

understood that no compensation is attached thereto.

[One dollar constitutes a person, not attending an Annual Con-
vention, a member of the society for one year, and entitles him to

the Annual Report.]

ly The next Annual Meeting will be held at Rome, N Y.,

on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, the 11th, 12th, and 13th of

January, 1876.



PEEFATORY REMARKS,

The Annual Keport of the American Dairymen's Association

for tlie year 1874, herewith presented, is put forth with a feeling of

assurance that it will, like its predecessors, be found bearing the

evident impress of progression. Each year the labors of the Asso-

ciation have, reached a little farther, and opened up some new poinds

in the practice and philosophy of dairying, steadily advancing the

vocation of the dairyman onward from an empyric art tow^ard a

more intelligent and scientiiic occupation. In the annual advances

which have been made, none has been greater than that of the

present year. The essays and discussions in the following pages

take in a wider range of thought, and will be found more systematic

and scientific than any of the preceding Reports, well sustaining

the position which has been accorded the Association of standing at

the head of the dairy organizations of the country, if not of the

w^orld,in tlie importance of its labors and the extent of its influence.

The Report of the Butter and Cheese Exchange, with which

this is connected, will be read with interest and profit by every

dairj^man who feels any desire to grasp the necessary relations be-

tween production and commerce in the dairy.

The Exchange is doing an important work for the dairyman in

facilitating a knowledge of these relations, as well as by reducing

the friction of trade and its accurate reports. Located at the great

centre of commerce, like a great heart, it sends out its regular and

reliable pulsations, which are daily felt in all the minor arteries of
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dairy traffic. The steady increase of Boards of Trade in the dairy

districts is an evidence of a growing appreciation of the necessity

of systematic and intelligent marketing, as well as producing. The

unity of action between the Association and the Exchange, it is

believed, is actively contributing to this end.

The Secretary acknowledges his obligations to the Utica

Herald and Utica Observer for the use of their columns in making

up this report.

L. B. ARNOLD,

Rochester, jST. Y., June 1, 1875. Secretai'ij.
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Chapman, W. L., Olarkville, Madison co., N.Y.
Carpenter, O. R., Inghams Mills, Herkimer co.,

N. Y.
Clark, Dr. B., Washington, Washington co.,

Penn.
Cooper, J. C, Theressa, Jefferson co., N, Y.
Cornish and Curtis, Fort Atkinson, Jefferson co.

,

Wis.
Cook, R. C, Frankfort Hill, Herkimer co., N. Y.
Corey, Calvin, South Hauibal, Oswego co., N. Y.
Clark, James H. South Albion, Oswego co., N, Y.
Clark, F., Vernon, Oneida Co., N. Y.
Converse. Edward, Sterlingville, Jefferson co.,

N. Y.
Caldwell, Prof. Geo. C, Ithacja, Tompkins co.,

N. Y.
Curtis, T. v., Syracuse, N. Y.

Cheever, A. W., Sheldonville, Mass.
Curtis, Gen. N. M., Ogdensburg, N. Y.

Cressey, Prof. Noah A. , Amherst College, Mass.
Clark, W. S., Amherst College, Mass.
Clark, J. W.. Kingston, Green Lake co.. Wis.
Cole, Dr. G. F., Canton. St. Lawrence co., N. Y.
Chadwick, C. E., Ingersol, Ont., Canada.
Caswell, E., Ingersol, Ont., Canada.
Cooper. Madison, Evans Mills, Jefferson co.,

N. Y. D
Davis, Geo. A., Mexico, Oswego co., N. Y.
Davifcon, J. W., Frankfort, Herkimer co., N.Y.
Douglas, G. B., Box 1234, New York City.

Dibble. Andrew J., Franklin, Delaware co.,

N. Y.
Davidson, O., Elgin, 111.

Doty, R. S., New York city.

Ellsworth, J. T., Barre, Maes.
Eldred N., Gillman, 111.

Ellis, E. G., Utica, N. Y.

Fuller, A. M., Meadville. Crawford co., Penn.
Farriugtou, V. P., Middleville, Herkimer co.,

N. Y.
Farrington, Harvey, Oxford, Ont., Canada.

Farrington, S. A., Cambridgeport, Crawford co.,

Penn.
Foster, E. B., Stockbridge, Madison co., N. Y.

Fobes, O. P.. Lindenvaie, Ashtabula co., Ohio.

Flint, 0. L., Boston, Mass.
Folsom, M., New York City.

Faville, Stephen, Ladoga, Wis.
Freeman, Henry O., Sherburne, Chenaqgo co.,

N. Y.

Fenner, Wm. B., Herkimer, Herkimer co.,

N. y.

Gardiner, H. D., McLean, Tompkins co , N. Y.

Gillett, Harris, Sidney Plains, Delaware co., N.Y.
Gary, Geo., Vernon, Oneida co., N. Y.

Gold, T. S., Cornwall, Conn.
Gossman, Prof. Chas. A., Amherst. Mass.
Garlock, Wm., Canajoharie, Montgomery co.,

N. Y.

Goodenough, A. A., Parishville Centre, St. Law-
rence CO., N. Y.

Guller, Gilbert. Forestel, St. Charles co., Mo.
Green, H. Cooley, Lines Hollow, Crawford co., Pa.

Golden, R., Little Falls, Herkimer co., N. Y.
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H
Henderson, S., Madison, Jladison co., N. Y.
Holland, A. H.. Barre, Mass.
Hill. Kdgar, Vernon, Oneida co., N. Y
Hamlin, D., Wat rtown, J fferson en., N. Y.
Hoiton, L. L., Area e, Wyoming co., N. Y.

Honse, i has. C. Hon evile, 1 ewis co.. N. Y.

Hildri th, H. D., Canton. St. Lawrence ec, N. Y.
HoiiKh, Dr. F. B , Lowville, Lewis co., N. Y.

Hegler, J. C , Ingerso , Canada.
H 'IJrid-e, A.. West Burlington, Otsego co., N. Y.

Higgins, John. Speedsvi In, Tompkins co., N. Y.

Hawley. L. T., Syracuse, N. Y.

Jarvis, Frank, Fly Creek. Otsego co., N. Y.
Jones, (J. C. Paris, Oneida co., N. Y.
Jackson, James S.. Lydeu. Lewis co.. N. Y.
Jones, Edwad F,, Binghamton, Broome CO.,

N. Y.
Johnson, B. J., Milwaukee, Wis.
Jocelyn, Josiaii M., Liitle Valley, Cattaraugus

Kendall, A. E., 193 Broadway. Cleveland, Ohio.
Keeler, Frank, Otto, Cattaraugus co., N. Y.

Lillibridge, A. G., Pike, Wyoming co., N. Y.
Li Ubridge, V. J.. Pike, Wyoming Co.. N. Y.

Lewip, J. B., Sandusky, Cattaraugus co.. N. Y.
Lewis, Han is, Frankfort, Herkimer co., N. Y.
Lewis, S. E., Oxford, Chenango Co., N. Y.
Lang. J. W , Brook.s. Maine.
Lewis, Dav d *^ ., Nfw York City, N. Y.
Lewis J., Fredonia. Chautauqua co.. N. Y.
Latnont, A. B., McLean, Tompkins co., N. Y.

JVX

Moseley, F. W., Ponltney, V* rmont.
Morgam, M. T., Cedar Like, Herkimer co., N. Y.
Merry, G., Verona. Oneida co., N Y.
Miner, W. D., Wellington Lorainc co., Ohio.
Mayuard, G. N., Sauford'a Corner.^, Jelferson

CO., N. Y.
Maddaugh, Alvin, Friendship, Cattaraugus co.

,

N. Y.
McAdam, Robert, Lee Centre, Oneida co., N. Y.
Munson E. S., Franklin, Delaware co., N. Y.
Miller. John, East Florence. Oneida co., N. Y.

Miller, S. T., Constablev He, Lew s co., N Y.
Merrill, E. F., Norwich ( henangaco., N. i'.

Moon, B. B.. Nor.viiy. Heruimer co., N. Y.

Morrow, Geo. E., Ciiic go HI.

Moore, F. W., Poultney, Vt.

Miller, L. W., Stockton, Chautauqua co., N. Y.
Mason, E. D., Eichmond, Vt.

Nelson, J. K., Wit.throp, Kennebec co., Maine.
Norton, Edward, Farmington, Bradford co.,Conn.

Obitts, W. H., Elyrie, Loraine co., Ohio.
Olmstead, Lemuel G., Fort Edward, Washington

CO., N. Y.

r»
Prescott, T., Walesville, Oneida co., N. Y.
Poner, R. H.. Maicv, Oneida co., N. Y.
Page, C. S., Eavlville, Madison co., N. Y.
Pierce, Jon'a, Shelbyville, Shelby co., Ky.

Richardson, H. W.. East Aurora, Erie co., N. Y.
Richardsou, C. H., Herkimer, Herkimer co., N. Y.
Richardson, W. \V. Schuyler, Herkimer co., N. Y.
Ralph, William TJtica. Oneida co., M. Y.
Radloy, John H., Turin, Lewis eo., N. Y.
ReaU, J. H., Philadelphia, Penn.
Richards & Gooch, 1«1 South Wkter St., Chicago,

m.
Richardson. C. C. 32 Fayette street, Utica, N. Y.
Richardson, C. W., Herkimer, Herkimer co , N. Y.

Straight, D., and Sou, Hudson, Ohio.
Smith, Geo. A., ^orth Winfield, Herkimer co.,

N. Y.
Scott, V. m , Millford, Otsego co., N. Y.
Stone, F. D , Cleaveland. Cuyahoga co., Ohio..
Smith, L C, Cedarville, Cneida co., N. Y.
Spinning, E. C, Tabu g, Oneida co., N. Y.
Smith, I. H., Constableville. Lewis co., N. T.
Stebbiiis, F. D., Otto, Cattaraugus co., N. Y-

Schemmerhoru, J. M., North Gage, Oneida co,,

N. Y.
.Stephens, L. H., Lowviiie, Lewis co., N. Y.
Stuert. John. North Western, Oneida co., N. Y.
Schemmerhorn, C, North Gage, Oneida co.,

N. Y.
Scoville, J. V. H., Paris, Oneida co., N. Y.
ShuU. Hon. Josi'.h. Ilion, Herkimer co., N. Y.
Sheldon, C. L Lowville, Lfwis eo., N. Y.
Snyder, Alvirus, Etna, Tompkins co., N. Y.
Seymour, Hon. Horatio, Utica, Oneida co , N.Y.
Stewart. E. W., Lake View, ' rieeo., N. Y.
Sturtevant, Dr. E. Lewis, South Framingham,

Mass.
Stewart, Robert W., Hebron, 111.

Spanlding, Washington, Cary's Mills, St. Law-
rence CO., N. Y.

Tallman. E. S., Sterling YaUey, Cayuga co.,

N. Y.
Thomas. Harrison. La Favette, Onondaga co.,

N. Y.
Teft, Dr. .Joseph, Elgin, 111.

Van Duser, J. S., Horseteads, Chenango co.,

N.Y.

\v
Wilder. C. H., Evans mills, Berke co.. Wis,
Wing, L. I., Uuidilla Forks, Otsego c > , N. Y.
Wylioff Garret, Richfield Springs, Otsego co.,

N.Y.
Wright George B., Rome. Oneida co., N. Y.
Whitney W. M.. Philadelphia, Jefferson co , N. Y.
Wilson, C. B. Philadelphia, Jefferson co., N. V.
Wight L. L , Whitesboro, Oneida co , N. Y.
WiUard, X. A., Fairfield. Herkimer co., N. Y.
Weeks. G. B. Syracuse, Onondaga co., N. Y.
Wilkinson Prof. J., Baltimore, Md,
Wickson, Prof. E. J., Utica, N. Y.
Wethere'l, Prof. Leander, Boston, Mass.
Wak field, Horace P., Palmer, Mass.
Wanzer Isaac H., Mgin, 111,

Whittier, C. F., Minn.

Young, Theodore J., Andovcr, Sussex cc, N. J.
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LIST OF CHEESE AND BUTTEK FACTORIES.
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MADISON COUNTY.
Norton's Factoi-y,
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HERKIMER COUNTY.
Herlr. Co. U'n Factory,
Manheim Centre do
Manlieim Turn. do
Manheim do
Snell's Bush. do
I^ewville C. M. A. do
Bice, Broat & Co. 's do
G. W. Davis' do
Cold Spring do
Top Notch do
Van Allen's do
Fairfield Associa'n do
No. Fairfield do
Old Fairfield do
Eatonville do
Locust Grove do
Mohawk Valley do
Eichardson's do
Budlon"g's do
Warren's do
Fort Herkimer do
Bellinger's do
Beckwith's do
Cold Spring do
Stewart's do
Howard's do
Cedarville do
Smith's do
A. G. Norton's do
Frankfort Centre do
Russell's do
"Wetmore's do
D. Hawn's do
Snell's do
Nash's do
Eider's do
Stuart's do
Kichardson's do

Dugway Factory,
Meads' do
Boylston do
Geanly Centre do
Bowen's Corners do
South Geanly do
Wilcox' do
South Hannibal do
Excelsior do
Union do
Colosse Union do
Prattvilie do
Dewey's do
Union Square do
Vanburen s do
Gerret's do
Central Square do
Hunt's Corners do
Oswego Centre do
Henry Loomis' do
Jennings Corner do
Molino do
Pine do
Maple Grove do

Walworth Factory,
Butler Centre do
Williamson do
Palmyra do
Safford's do
South Butler do
Macedon • do

Berry Butter Factory,
Moria "

'

do
Keeler " do
Cold Spring Butter do
Union " do
West Bangor " do
South Bangor •' do

Little Falls.
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COLUMBIA COUNTY.
Hudson
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ORANGE COUNTY.
Circleville Factory,
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STEUBEN COUNTY.
Spalding
Bennett'

I

Eanona
Wing's

Factory,
do
do
do

L. H. Webster's Factory,
Delphi
Salisbury's
CoppernoU's
Edward's
Hopper's
Hissock's
Seneca
Spafford
Loomis'
Van Braiper's
Sternberg's
Delphi
Elbridge
Tally
Jack's Rift's

Cook & Co.'e

Hamlet Factory,
J. E. Robertson's do
Clear Spring do
Burnham's do
J. S. Hulbert's do
Villanova do

J. S. Holbert's Factory,
Bunnell & Horton's do

Howard,
do

Kanona,
Campbell,

Fabius,
Delphi,
Apulia,
Lysander,
Manlius,
CoUamer,
Jamesville,
Baldwinsville,
Spafford,
Cicero.
do

Cicero Centre,
Delphi,
Elbridge,
Tally,
Jack's Rift's

400
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OHIO.
GEAUGA C3UNTy:

Rockv DeU
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ILLINOIS.

Hainesville Factory,
Burchard'8 do
Patterson &Mix do
Wm. Keeney's do
W. C. KicLard's do
W. A. I laiv's do
Wanzer .V Co. do
R. R. Stone's do

do
Thompson k Ab-

bolt do
Huntley Grove do
Maieugo do
Greenwood f do
Marsh & Jackson do
Boies do
Suaar Grove do
Duutoa do
Kenn.cott do
Cameron do
Perry do
Williams do
Gould & Hammond's do

Hainesville, Lake co.

Sumner, Kaiok'kee co.

Momence, do 800
Mautino, do Si'O

Momerrce. do 100
ShurburuvUle.do 200
Herman, Kane co.

Richmond, McHen-
ry CO 800

Spring Grove,

Greenwood, do 500
Huntley, do 250
Marengo, do BOO
Woodstock, do 300
Uuiou, do 500
Kingston, DeKalb, 200
Aurora, 300
Dunton, 250

do 250
do 200
do 200
do 150

Hanover, 425

Gould & Ham.-
mond's
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WISCONSIN.

C. H. Wilder-s
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TENNESSEE.
Stratton's Factory, Crossville, Cumberland Couuty.

KANSAS.
Ameritnis Factory, Americus.

CONNECTICUT.
Eagle Cheese Company, Nortli Colebrooke.

INDIANA.

L. B. Merrill's Factory. MerriUsvUle.
|
Brockman's Factory, Crown Poiut.





OF THE

TEI^TH ANNUAL CONVENTION
OF THE

AMBRICAI DAIRYIEF'S ISSOOIATIOI,

HELD IN UTICA, N. Y.,

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, AND THURSDAY,

January 12tk, I'Stk, and 14ct/i, 1875.

The Tenth Annual Convention (3f the American Dairymen- s As-

sociation opened its morning session of the first day's meeting in

the United States Court-room, at Utica, ^N". Y., at 11:30 a. m.

The attendance, as usual at the first session, was not large, but it

showed a good representation of solid dairymen from distant States.

In the absence of Gov^ernor Seymour, Yice-President T. D. Curtis,

of Syracuse, I^. Y., called the Convention to order, and toolv the

chair.

A motion was made by Mr. J. Y. H. Scovil that the Chair ap-

point the usual standing committees, and that the Committee on
Order of Business be announced at once, and requested to report

at the opening of the afternoon session. Motion carried and the

following gentlemen named for the Committee on Order of Busi-

ness

:

Messrs. J. Y. H. Scovil, of Onejda ; B. B. Moon and Harris

Lewis, of Herkimer; T. S. Gould, of the Connecticut Board of

Agriculture ; L. G. Olmstead, of Saratoga.

Announcement was then made that the room at the rear of the

hall would be at the disposal of members for the exhibition of dairy

products, and the entrance hall for the exhibition of implements.

The Chair suggested that some of the members present give their

dairy experiences, and specified Mr. Moon, of Herkimer.
Mr. Moon—In the spring of the year, in northern Herkimer

county, owing to scarcity of fodder, th5 quality of the milk sent tc
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the factories was poor, and a poor quality of cheese was sent to

market ; the patrons also clamored earlier than usual to use their

milk for making butter. The season was wet in the early part.

Tlie latter part of the season was dry, and the quality of the milk

M'iis deteriorated on account of poor feed. It required, on this

account, one-half pound more milk for each pound of cheese at

my factory, the average l:)eing 9 8-10 pounds of milk for a pound of

cheese. I am strongly impressed with the necessity for improved
curing-rooms ; the exhalations from the vats are such as to injure

the cheese. 'The milk at my factory was skimmed at night by the

patrons until JS^ovember.

A Member—Did not the farmers feed corn to a large extent, thus

producing the poorer quality of milk complained of?

Mr. Moon—I ascribe the poor cheese to the poor condition of the

cows rather than the feed.

M)-. Shull, of Ilion—I found that corn-feed would produce poor

milk; I have experimented upon this, and found that 11 pounds

per day, at two feedings, had a tendency to dry up the cow, and

the milk was poor, whatever the cause may have been. I scalded

my meal, making gruel.

Mr. T. S. Gould, Woodstock, Conn.—1 am not satisfied as to tliis

result of feeding corn-meal. Corn-meal must be fed with discre-

tion ; no general rule can be laid down, owing to differences of

bos'ine organization ; the case of Mr. Shull is no argument for a

general rule.

Mr, Shull—My case was simply experimental. I found the

limit, and thereafter found no trouble. I found that, when I fed

corn-meal to the very last, the cow continued to dry up and gain

flesh. An excess of feeding would be injurious. My test for the

quality of the milk wa's by the eye.

Mr. Arnold (in response to question)—If a cow had not recent-

ly calved, meal feeding would be likel}^ to produce fat. The effect

of feed was very different with cows which had recently come in,

and those which had been long in milk. AVhile the lacteal vessels

were in their most active state, as they are a few weeks after calv-

ing, an excess of food above the requirements of nutrition will be

converted into milk, instead of fat and flesh. Their activity for a

time is such that they will not be satisfied with appropriating a

moderate excess ; they will even take up a part of the necessary

support of the cow and convert it into milk at the expense of her

flesh. As time goes on, this extraordinary activity of the lacteals

dies away, till it becomes less than the demands of the body for

nutrition, and finally runs out entirely, and no matter how much
food is consumed, no milk will be formed. When the attraction

toward the milk-glands becomes less than that of the rest of the

body, an excess of food avails nothing toward arousing them. It

will then rather stimulate the assimilation of fat and flesh, to the

detriment of milk. Food, especially such as creates a little fever-
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ishness in tlie cow, invariably acts in this way. And this is just

the case with Mr. Shull's cow. She had been milked till she was
nearly dry, and the inclination to form milk was so nearly gone out

that nothing short of another birth could increase its activity. The
excitement produced 'by the stimulating effects of corn-meal, the

milk-glands could not share with the rest of the body. They even

failed the faster as the vital forces became more actively engaged in

other parts of the system. The more stimulating the food the less

they could do. Had the food been more succulent and cooling the

result would have been a little different, but the tendency to form
fat and flesh, with high feeding with any kind of feed, is the rule

instead of the exception, when the milk-glands have nearly lost

their activity by distance from the time of calving. Had Mr.
Shull fed his corn-meal at the same rate to his cow, three weeks
after she came in, he would have found that it would have increased

the quantity and richness of lier milk, instead of going to fat and
flesh.

.

At the conclusion of his remarks, the Secretary called upon Mr.
H. Farrington. a veteran and distinguished dairyman, of Canada,
to say what had been the results of the season's operations in the

Dominion.
Mr. Farrington said that dealers had told him tliat the quality of

cheese this season had been better than usual. The great scarcity of

feed which had prevailed in several of the States last spring hud not

been shared in on the other side of the river. Cattle came out well

in the spring, and there had been the usual supply of rain, so that the

feed had averaged well, and the cheese crop, on the whole, had
been a good one, so far as he could judge. The time for summing
up the exact results has not yet arrived, nor had he made himself

acquainted with shipments at all the ports, but, so far as he had been
able to learn, the quality and yield per cow had been satisfactory,

and the increase, from the erection of new factories, considerable.

Mr. Ellsworth, of Barre, Mass.—I have been told by large deal-

ers in Boston that the butter produced this year was much poorer

than usual in my State.

Governor Seymour, who had entered during the discussion, sug-

gested tliat the articles of the constitution be so amended that a

meeting could be called at such time as may be found convenient.

A committee of three was appointed by Vice-President Curtis to

take this matter into consideration.

Messi's. Seymour, of Utica ; J. Shull, of Herkimer ; and J. V.
H. Scovil, of Oneida, were appointed such committee.

The Convention then adi'ourned until 2 o'clock.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The afternoon meeting of tlie Association was called to order at

the time appointed by Mr. Curtis, who suggested as an important

subject of discussion that of curing-rooms, and called for the views

of Mr, Moon.
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The coiu't-room was crowded during the afternoou.

Mr. Moon—I find that, first is needed a pure atmosphere at a

moderate temperature. I think a temperature of 75° would be
about right. We need different temperatuj-es for difierent cheese,

however. A fulf-milk cheese* wouhl need a temperature of 65°.

Second, there should also be a degree of moisture, best secured by
rooms remote from the making-rooms, where heat and moisture are

necessary, and where a vapor is evolved. When we are making skim-

milk cheese, in the cold seasons, the product is stored in cold rooms,

thus injuring the cheese. Currents of air might be directed through
the room in such a way as not to dry but to moisten the cheese.

The disposition of whey 'is a very perplexing question in this connec-

tion. Some contrivance to dispose of it is much needed, as well

to prevent (piarrels among the patrons as tu prevent poisonous

vapors.

After Mr. Moon's remarks. President Horatio Seymour took the

chair, and called upon the Committee on 0\-der of Business to

report.

A partial report was made and adopted.

Mr. T. D. Curtis, of Syracuse, then read thfe following paper

:

SOME HINTS.

Your worthy Secretary, some time since, asked me to prepare a

paper on cheese-making. I gave him an uncertain reply, for two
reasons: 1st, I have not, during the past year, been situated so as

to pick up new ideas from either practice or observation ; 2d, It

was uncertain whether, with my duties and other engagements, I

should have the time. But, reflecting that the work of ediication

is never finished, new men and women constantly coming forward

for instruction, and to take the ])laces of the older ones leaving, I

concluded to hastily jot down a few ideas under the head of " Some
Hints," and managed to snatch a few leisure moments for this pur-

pose.

THE QDAXITY OF MILK.

Many of the misfortunes of tlie cheese-maker grow out of t]ie

variations in the quality and condition of milk. If poor in quality,

it needs different management in both the manufacture and curing.

It needs more rennet, to be kept longer at 98° (the most favora-

ble temperature for the digestive process, or action of the rennet, to go
onj, and needs to be cured in a higher temperature. As I heard Mr.
Arnold sa}^ before the St. Lawrence County Dairymen's Associa-

tion, a certain amount of fats or carbo-hydrates are necessary to

the most complete digestive process, and the action of the rennet

spores in the milk and in the cheese is precisely the same as that in

the stomach. It is the gastric juice of the stomach that does the

work of digestion, and it is this same gastric juice which makes and
cures cheese. It produces a species of fermentation and organic

development, and tlie character of this fermentation or develop-
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meut depends on the material it has to work with—on the relative

proportion of fats and albuminoids, or, in other words, the propor-

tion of carbon to nitrogen. The rennet will not act on the fat

alone, although it will feed on the nitrogenous matter alone. The
fat, liowever, modifies the character of the product. Without the

fat the product is acid, and the result is gour, dry cheese ; with the

fat the product has more of an alkaline character, and, if there is

sufficient fat, we have the rich, mellow, delicious cheese so much
desired and so salable in the market. I contend that the percent-

age of cream can not be reduced much below 12, if we make a really

fine article of cheese.

Some milk does not contain 12 per cent, oj' cream, and I am sorry

to say tliat, where it does contain 12 per cent., or more, it is often

reduced by skimming, until partly-skimmed cheese has become a

drug in the market, and to considerable extent a nuisance. It is

almost impossible to find a first-class cheese' at the groceries, and
people who do not know what good cheese is—there are many such,

because of the little good cheese that is retailed—wonder that

others can be4bnd of cheese. A few years ago, in this city, a fine

cheese was never cut by the grocerymen, unless by accident. They
dealt in the third or fourth rate stufif, and some of it was abomina-
ble. By dint of perseverance, Parker's Sons were induced to buy
and cut fine factory cheese—always keeping a poor cheese on hand
for their unfortunate customers with diseased appetites, who preferred

a poor article. I do not believe these grocers could now be induced
to drop their fine cheese and go back to the exclusive sale of the

refuse of the market. When I went to Syracuse, a year ago, I

scoured the city for fine cheese, but not a pound was to be had.

All sold creamery cheese, which had a good share of the butter

skimmed out of it, and charged just as much for it as they would
for a palatable and nutritive article. I say nutritive, and I say it

deliberately, for skimmed cheese is lacking in nutritive qualities,

notwithstanding what the professional chemists say. Mr. Arnold
tells us that the presence of fat is necessary to perfect digestion.

If the fat is taken out of the cheese, it will not perfectly digest and
assimilate, and hence becomes little more than so much waste mat-
ter introduced into the stomach to tax and irritate all the digestive

organs, and finally be expelled, leaving the whole system about as

hungry as it was before the skimmed cheese was introduced.

But, as I have said, some milk is. not naturally rich enough to

make a first-class article of cheese, and some manufacturers take ofiT

the cream under the mistaken idea that there is some gain in ruin-

ing the cheese for the sake of making a little butter, at the cost of

extra apparatus, extra labor, and extra outlay in money, though it

is demonstrated in every-day experience that the factories which turn
out the finest article of cheese make the most money. This poor,
skimmed, consumptive-looking stuff was what I found in the Syra-
cuse groceries. I protested against this orally, and I protested
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against it tliioiigh the columns of tlie Standard. AVliether this

did any good or not I cannot say, but one day toward the latter

part of this last summer, my grocer, Mr. Atwell, informed me that

he had an article of cheese that he thought would suit. He had
been to Herkimer County to get it. I found it what buyers call

good cheese, and bought freely. Since then a good cheese, and
often a tine cheese, not to say occasionally a fancy one, is to be
found on the counter of Mr. Atwell, and the other day one of the

clerks told me that there was not only a greater demand for this

cheese than for skimmed, but that there was less waste in cutting it

up. I have no doubt this would be the experience of all grocers if

they should introduce fine cheese ; and I believe home consumption
might thereby be doubled. It would be to the interest of our dai-

rymen to Bee that the home market is M^ell supplied witli fine cheese,

on reasonable terms, and I think more attention ought to be paid

to developing our home markets, which are really worth much more
to us than the foreign, large as is the foreign demand. But our

home markets will continue to l)e poor markets until we stop sup-

plying them with skimmed cheese and refuse. *

But, if we must have poor milk or skimmed milk made up into

clieese, let more rennet be used in its manufacture ; let it be ad-

vanced as far as possible in the vat, and then let it be cured at a

temperature of 80*^
, or upward, so that it may be as nearly digest-

ed as possible before it goes into the stomachs of the deceived and
unfortunate wretches who eat it. It will then be the parent of dis-

eases enough to be set to the account of the manufacturer M'hen his

victim sinks prematurely into the grave.

DISEASED MILK.

I think our cheese-makers are much more often involved in trou-

ble by diseased milk than any one dreams of. It is found by inves-

tigation that the (condition of the cow has much to do with the

(juality of the milk she produces, and it is certain that a cow in a

poor, starved condition, does not gi\'e healthful milk. Where the

animal is badly run down the milk has been found to become abso-

lutely poisonous, making every one sick who drinks it, or eats the

product made from it. If the cow does not have food enough, or

that of the right quality, to support her system and furnish a sur-

plus to be converted into milk, she will produce milk at the expense

of animal tissue. This milk, will be poor in butter as compared

with what the cow would give under favorable circumstances, and

more or less diseased, according as the system of the cow is more
or less run down. In other w'ords, you cannot get pure water from

a dirty fountain, nor healthful milk from a starved or sick cow.

When a cow runs down in flesh, it is a sure sign that her milk is

correspondingly deteriorating. Run her low^ enough, and her milk

becomes the essence of disease, and positively poisonous. I have

no doubt that every year thousands of people in tliis country are
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made sick from the use of diseased milk or its products. Especially

fatal is this diseased milk to children. Dairymen, therefore, cannot

be too careful about how they keep tlieir cows, whether they pro-

duce milk to retail in our cities and villages, or to manufacture but-

ter and cheese.

Much, or all of the poisonous cheese which we now and then

hear of, as we do of trichinae in pork, is doubtless the product of

diseased milk. Many a floating curd and unaccountably-acting

batch of milk in the cheese-vat doubtless has its source in the milk

of diseased cows. Insufficient food, filthy stables, and impure air,

swamp water, and stagnant pools, and even harsh treatment of the

cow by cruel milkers, or the use of dogs, are sources of diseased

milk. Extreme fright has been known to give a mother's milk

a poisonous quality ; and it is reasonable to suppose that a like cause

will produce a like effect on other specie^ of the mammalia. The
whole thing is physiological, and the difference between human
and animal physiology is but slight, in most things identical. What
is unhealthful for us is, as a rule, unhealthful for our domestic ani-

mals. This is true as regards the conditions of temperature, of the

atmosphere, and of the food and drink suitable for either. For this

reason I have always had a repugnance to soiling. It is almost im-

possible to soil an animal and keep it in a clean, sweet atmosphere.

Hence, to my notion, a soiled animal cannot be perfectly healthy,

nor its milk secretions the most wholesome. When I step into a

stable and smell the strong odors that are present in most stables,

I cannot repress a feeling of pity for the poor creatures which are

doomed to stand there and inhale that atmosphere, nor even for tlie

persons who have to care for these animals in such a place, and a

long train 'of unpleasant reflections about failing liealth, sickly prod-

ucts and premature deaths, will rise unbidden.

CONDITIONS.

The successful cheese-maker must be a good judge of conditions.

He or she must be able to judge, consciously or unconsciously, of the

condition of the milk received, as each mess is run in, of the condition of
the whole batch in the vat, of the condition of the atmosphere, and to fol-

low the effects of these conditions throughout the entire process of man-
ufacture and curing. Very sweet, very old, or tainted milk, each
has to be managed differently, and the product is different. The
process must be varied to suit the weather, be it hot or cold. If

there is any thing wrong because of a bad mess of milk, the cheese-

maker is expected to trace the bad mess to the patron who delivered
it, and to suggest tlie remedy. All this requires constant care, and
close observation, as well as a knowledge of cause and efiect ; and
what is likely to affect so complex and delicate an article as milk.
A knowledge of chemistry and of the use of the microscope, even
beyond the knowledge now possessed by the scientist, would not
come amiss. Coupled with this knowledge should be a quality of
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mind cajuihle of observing all phenomena and grasping their sig-

nificance. Bnt all these qnalitications in a cheese-maker cannot he
had for $50 nor $100 a month. I refer to them only to show the dif-

ficulties and uncertainties of his calling, and the need there is for

further research and approximation of the art of cheese-making to a

scipntific basis.

I need hardly refer to the condition of cleanliness, after the line

upon line and precept upon precept that have been given to the

world through this organization. Yet, the importance of strict

cleanliness and of sweet and healthful surroundings is no less to-day

than it always has been and always will be. This idea cannot be
too strongly impressed upon all in any way connected with the dairy,

from the man who stables the cows, through the milker, the handler

of milk, and the cleaner of milk utensils, to the manufacturer, who
has to deal not only with his own uncleanliness but with that of all

who precede him. To the manufacturer, I say, look well to the

cleanliness of the factory and its surroundings, and of every article

used in the process of handling milk and making it into cheese.

Not only iinpress upon yom- patrons the importance of thoroughly-

cleaned cans, milk-pails, and strainers, but impress this upon every

hand about the factory. See that your conductors are well cleaned

and your strainers sweet. If you are in the habit of letting the

strainer stand after reviving the night's milk, as some do, to be
used as it is the next morning, you need not be surprised if, in hot

weather, you have some milk in which the acid develops inconveni-

ently fast and produces leaky cheese. Smell of this strainer, after

a hot night, and you will find it almost as sour as vinegar.

Look out for the rennet jar. When opened, you do npt want to

be regaled with the smell of carrion. Keep your jar clean, and use

salt enough to prevent fermentation. It will be a good thing if,

each morning after you have set your milk, you take a little salt in

your hand and rub it round the sides of the jar, as far as the fiuid

has settled and exposed more surface to the air. Much cheese goes

early ofi' fla^^or and hastens to decay because of the impurities and
elements of decomposition introduced through tlie rennet jar.

I do not pretend to hit all points. I only mention these as

samples of the numerous details that need to be scrupulously

attended to. Care and judgment are of more value than hard work,

and are great economizers of labor.

WORKING IN THE CREAM.

A good deal has been said on the question of working in the

cream, and the assumption that it can not be worked in after it has

once separated from the milk is one of the principal excuses for

skimming. But, to begin with, the cream should never be allowed

to separate from the milk. The use of agitators will prevent this.

In this case, of course, there will be no (;liance to skim, and there
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will be but a slight waste of cream, if the milk is properly worked.

But I know by experience that cream can be worked in after it

lias risen, and that taking off the night's milk impoverishes the

cheese. This one fact, in my own practice, is more convincing to

me than all the ingenious theories yet spun. And why can not the

risen cream be again mixed with the milk i It was mixed mechani-

cally in the first place, and it can be mixed mechanically again.

If any portion of it has become hard, so that it will turn to oil when
heated up, it will mix, but imperfectly, and much of it will appear

in oily drops on the surface of the whey, and indeed of the milk

before it is set. But, notwithstanding this fact, aud the claim of

the advocates of skimming that cream once risen can not be worked
in, these same advocates claim that they can take off the cream and
make rich cheese b}^ working in melted, rancid butter or oleo-

margarine ! So it seems that milk will not re-unite with the clean,

sweet fats that are natural to it, but is greedy for soap-grease I

My notion is this—and I think I may safely say it is confirmed

by experience and observation—that, if the cream is in a liquid con-

dition, there is little trouble in mixing it with the milk ; and that, if

the milk is well agitated after it is set, until it begins to show signs

of coagulation, there will be but a minimum of waste. But, of course,

if you waste a certain per cent, of the whole, the loss of butter will

be greater in ricli milk than in poor. If it is very rich, there will

be some waste of butter ; but, if there is no cream in the milk, then

there will be no waste. Hence, I should expect to see more cream
on the whey-vat where whole milk is worked up, than on the whey-
vat where only skimmed milk is manufactured into cheese.

There is another source of waste besides the failure to mix the

cream with the milk—and this source is open where agitators are

used, and the cream prevented from rising, as well as where the cream
is permitted to separate and is afterward stirred in. I refer to cut-

ting the curd too soon, before it has become firm enough to prevent
the butter from washing out into the whey. I apprehend there is

more loss from this source than from failure to incorporate the cream
when the milk is set. For this reason, I never approved of even
one cutting before the curd is fit to cut complete. I always waited
until the curd was firm and brittle, so as to break square, clean, and
smooth, and then proceeded to do all the cutting as expeditiously as

possil)le. Care must be taken not to let the curd get tough and
stringy, so as to drive before the knife-blades. I must steer between
this extreme and that which would allow the curd, or any portion of
it, to work off into the whey. If it is at the right point, the pieces

will be firm, with a smooth surface from which nothing can be
washed. If the milk is rich, more time will be required, with the
same amount of rennet, to get to the proper condition for cutting,

than will be if the milk is poor ; and a poor curd will l^ear cutting-

softer—indeed, must be cut softer, than a rich one.
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ORGANIZE.

1 have cilreHclj made my paper longer than I intended; but
there is one point, not entirely connected with cheese-making, to

which I wish to briefly call yonr attention, and that is, the importance
of organizing for tlie pm-pose of discussing all sorts of questions in

which the industrial classes, including the farmers, are interested.

We ought to have farmers' clubs and workingmen's associations

everywhere, and every worker, in whatever department of human
industry, should identify himself with one or more of these organiza-

tions for educational purposes. I say " educational purposes," be-

cause the principal use of this and all other organizations of the in-

dustrial classes is to educate their members. They educate their

members not only in regard to tlieir several occupations, but in re-

gard to their relations with their fellows and their natural, social, and
political rights. This is inevitable. It is impossible for men to get

together without exclianging opinions and engaging in arguments on
more than one cUiss of subjects ; and the more they meet, the more
they will lind to talk about, the more facts they will pick up, and the

more mental and moral growth they will get. Man can not live by
Iwead . alone. He has an inner self who requires anotber kind of

food; and the more attention he pays to this inner man, and the

more he aids in his development, the wiser and more useful becomes
the external man. It is for this reason especially tlmt I would urge
the formation of agricultural clubs and industrial societies every-

where, that I would urge them to hold frequent meetings for the

discussion of all ])roper subjects—most sulijects within the range of

human knowledge are proper—imd that I would urge every man and
woman to become an active member of one of these associations.

There is still another reason why I would urge tlie formation of

these clubs and societies. \Ye are living in the midst of exceptional,

I may say revolutionar}", times. Every thing around us and with

which we are connected is rapidly changing. We have, all of us

who have attained to middle age, witnessed great changes ; but, in

my judgment, still greater changes are near at hand. We stand in

the dawn of a new era. The time has come for the industrial

classes to take a more active and leading part in moulding the

affairs of the world. They will not, they can not, much longer

submit to be ruled and robbed by the moneyed classes and their

mercenary agents, the politicians. All our industrial and monetary

laws must be overliauled, and more just and equitable ones substi-

tuted in their places. All privileged classes, and all private and
corporate monopolies, must be abolished. To do this work a differ-

ent set of men must be sent to our legislative halls and put in places

of official trust. These men mu^t be chosen by the votes of the in-

dustrial classes, and come mainly from the industrial ranks. For
this reason, and to pi-epare for this work, 1 would liave you organize

and educate yourselves ; and it may be tliat you will be called upon
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this. If you can unite in one comprehensive, general organization

for the acquisition and diffusion of knowledge pertaining to your in-

terests as citizens and men, so much tlie better. It would not l>e

strange if you should be called upon lor concerted action. To this

end, thorough organization will be of great use to you, while, if no
emergenc}^ should arise, no harm will be done, but much good, for

you will have the benefits of educational and social intercourse.

My advice to you is to organize—organize everywhere and
tlioroughly. You will have no cause to be sorry for it.

Discussion of the subjects treated in this paper was declared in

order.

Mr. Wyckolf, of Richtield Springs, inquired of the essayist what
effect the acid has upon the oil substance of the milk.

Mr. Curtis responded that " it eats it up, so to speak."

Mr. Wyckoff then wished to know why, if that be the case, it

may as well not be skimmed off'.

Mr. Curtis did not pretend to be a practical chemist, but believed

that results in each case would not be similar.

In response to the query how the essayist knew that there was
more money in full-milk than in skim-milk cheese, he responded
that it was determined by general facts and observation.

Mr. Wyckoff asked Prof Arnold what effect the fat in milk had
upon the cheese {

Prof. Arnold—It supports the cheesy fermentation ; the change
by which curd is converted into cheese. The ferment which is ac^

tive in causing this change feeds upon the fat with avidity, when
there is much fat present, and thus hurries up and perfects the curing

of the cheese. When fat is lacking, as in the case of skimming,
this change does not go on, and the cheese does not cure. It dries

without curing, and this is what makes skim-cheese indigestible.

Other fats tlian butter may serve the same purpose in producing tlie

cheesy fermentation that are served by butter.

Mr. Wyckoff"—What effect does acid have upon cheese '(

Prof. Arnold—It counteracts the cheesing process and all other

changes of a putrefactive character, and hence is used to counteract

the effect of tainted milk. Fat is destroyed in the formation of
lactic acid, and hence the acid cheese is not as rich as one which is

not acid. The cheese in wdiich much acid is developed are short-

lived.

Mr. Moon—I understand that acids "do not act upon fats, and
hence we may get a better cheese with the fats included. I -have
found by experience that the adding of extra cream is highly bene-
ficial to produce keeping-cheese. The cheese from which I took
some of tlie cream was cured in t-liirty days, while, under the same
conditions, with lessened cream, the cheese was ready for market in

forty days; the double-cream cheese was not tit to eat in ninety
days, and was perfect cheese two hundred and forty days after mak-
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iug. I have concluded that cream does not injure the keeping qual-

ities of the cheese, but that they depend much on the fats. CJieese

is" a perishable article, and should be made with varying keeping
qualities. A fluctuation of prices is injurious to the industrial

classes, and to prevent this we should have a continual supply.

The different times at which butter is made illustrate this. We
want a constant supply of dairy clieese.

Mr. Wyckotf—I would like to ask Prof. Arnold if acids do not
cut oils ?

Prof. Arnold—IS'o.

Mr. Wyckoff—What, then, becomes of the fat in cream, which
disappears when the milk becomes very sour before the cream is

taken off? It certainly becomes very mucli lessened by leaving the

ci'eam on very sour milk.

Prof. Arnold—All cases of fermentation, of which the conver-

sion of milk-sugar into lactic acid is one, are accompanied by the

growth and midtiplication of myriads of organic germs. In the

lactic fermentation, as well as in the cheesy fermentation, these

germs feed upon the fat and use it in the support of their growth.

Where the fermentation or souring is carried very far, a large por-

tion of the fat in the cream, perhaps the whole of it, may be
destroyed.

Mr. Jocelyn—If skim-cheese can be made moist and mellow
without cream, would such- cheese be objectionable?

Mr. Moon—If this may be done, it should be done ' to produce

variety in farm products and add another commodity to trade, but

for no other reason.

After this discussion, the following paper was read by C. L. Shel-

don, of Lewis county

:

ACIDITY AND TEMPERATURE IN CHEESE-MAILING.

21r. President and JSIenihers of. the Association : In appearing

befoi'e you to discuss the effect of "temperature and acidity in cheese-

making," it is proper to state at the outset that I am but a plain

and practical cheese-maker ; and that what I purj)ose to say upon
this occasion is simply a lesson but poorly learned from eight years'

experience ; an experience which, when ^newed in retrospect, shows

more failures than successes, and the gathered results of which, as they

relate to the subject in hand, have determined, only in a general

way, the result of those processes which underlie the cheese-maker's

art, and which it is so desirable we should know in detail.

During the cheese-making season of 1866, if my memory serves

me correctly, this Association, in its circular, asked the question :

" Do you think the development of an acid desirable in cheese-

making?" We answered this question in the negative; and,' as

our practice accorded with our answer, we will glance at the lead-

ing features of this season's experience. The factory had been in

operation two years; though the first year and a poi'tion of the
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second the curds bad been soured hi the whey, and the cured
cheese were eagerly sought after at full prices.

Toward the close of the second season, the curds were taken up
sweet, and this practice was continued into the season of 1866. The
previous reputation of the factory began to suffer ; the cheese were
now weak and porous, and we sought to remedy this fault by a

higher heat in scalding and a finer manipulation of the curd. With
what result it is needless now to state ; for the cheese-maker of the
present day who does not know must, at least in one respect, re-

semble his uncured cheese.

The next season (1867) we began to get our eyes open, and called

to our aid this long-neglected agent, lactic acid. If the service it

rendered us was not always of the highest order, it at least proved
itself a valuable auxiliary, and our acquaintance with it in the after

3'^ears has been such that we' are exceedingly grateful that no enter-

prising Yankee conceived the thought to monopolize its services

through a claim made patent by the zeal of the patent-office. Beiug,

then, our valued servant, willing to perform for us without ro^^alty,

we need have no hesitancy in its employment ; but, luilike most
servants, if it do more than its allotted task, it causes us loss instead

of gain.

This leads us, then, to inquire in regard to the nature and extent

of the work that can be profitably performed by this agent.

We have been taught that milk, even in its normal condition, is

full of living organisms ; that these organisms have the power of re-

production ; and that among the different classes of organisms there

is going on a constant strife for the supremacy ; and that the result-

ant product is either good or bad, in accordance v^ith which obtains

the ascendenc}^ No warrior ever marshaled a more numerous force

than that wjiich awaits the cheese-maker's command ; though un-
seen, this fungi army can not be disregarded ; they must be organized
and disciplined ; the cheese maker must see that proper officers are

appointed to direct, otherwise certain defeat awaits him. In this

work of appointment is the secret of success ; an inefficient officer is

sure to cause an irreparable defeat. The artificer, if he do not at

the first give the 'steel the right temper, can try again ; but the
cheese-maker, if he fail in tempering the- curd, has no remedy.
The order of fermentation that he gives the ascendency will con-
tinue through the ripening process ; if a putrefactive ferment, it

\vill hasten the cheese to an early ripening and decay. If, on the

_other hand, the acid is allowed to progress be^^ond its proper limit,

the cheese are made dry and crumbly, and the ripening process is

prolonged for a longer period than is in most instances desiralde.

To understand when the lactic acid has progressed far enough and
to dip the (iurd at just this point, is the important thing with the
cheese-maker; here his utmost vigilance is required. And, though
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this point is so iiiiportaut, we do not propose to give any specitic

directions regarding it, belieWng it to l)e one of those lessons to be
learned only by practice, and that in deciding this point it is well

to employ all those evidences that have proved serviceable, not ex-

cepting the hot-iron test.

Some time in the month of Jnly, 1872, we had an extremely sonr

vat of cheese; they were with difficulty kept from falling to pieces,

and leaked for a considerable length of time. We kept one of these

cheese till a little past one year old, and then cut it. The hard, dry,

cnrdy texture and insipid liavor was gone, and we had in its stead a

ricli, meaty, clean-flavored cheese.

During the season of 1873, upon the 4th of September, we had
two vats of badly-tainted.milk, and, as good luck would have it, that

prince of cheese-makers, L. B. Arnold, was with us at the time.

The temperature of these vats was raised to 98 degrees, and then left

to stand until Mr. Arnold should think the acid sutiiciently developed.

They stood several hours, and the acid was well started, when we
dipped into the sink and salted at the rate of nearly three pounds
of salt to one hundred pounds of curd. The curd had an elastic

feel, and, when pressed between the thumb and finger, would emit

sounds similar to the faint crackling of a wood-fire or the sound

from the electric spark. The curd was thoroughly aired and cooled

and then put to press. The cheese were cared for in \h.e usual manner.
Four months after these cheese were made, one of them that I had kept

out was tried, and samples brought and exhibited to the members of this

association, who, I believe, pronounced it free from taint, but that it

lacked in flavor, this result being due, we supposed, to the destruction

of the flavoring oils by the lactic acid. Had our investigations

stojiped at this point, our conclusions would have been that lactic-

acid will destroy a taint, but will at the same time impair the flavor.

We kept this cheese until some time in July, and then cut it. We
sent a piece to Mr. Arnold, and we presume that he will pardon us

if we make public his remarks concerning it. Upon tlie 22d of

July he wrote :
" An inspection of this piece of cheese demonstrates

that some of our opinions in regard to cheese-making and tainted

milk have been erroneous. We luive supposed that tainted milk, so

called, was in a state of putrefaction which, when once initiated, would

inevitably hurry it on to premature destruction. But here is a protract-

ed preservation. We have supposed that the nutty flavor in butter and

cheese was due to the light, flavoring oils derived from the grasses,

and hence that nutty-flavored butter and cheese could only be made.

on such soils as favored the development of these oils. But here is a

case in which all these oils were eaten up (so to speak) by the growth

of the lactic ferment, rendering the curd hard and tasteless almost

as chips, from lying in sour whey, but in which the nutty flavoi- is

well developed. * * * This sample is not only good-tiavored,

but is fat and meaty."

Now, are not these fair deductions i and from what we know thus
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fermentations have been erroneous? and that a cheese with keeping-

qualities can be made from tainted milk. We will withliold judg-

ment awhile and investigate further. Mr. Arnold's inquiring mind
did not permit him to leave the subject without further investigation.

Under date of October 20, he writes, " I saved a piece of the cheese

you sent me, and experimented with it, and examined it under a

microscope. In the latter case nothing new was developed, but

upon dissolving it in distilled water, putrefactive fermentation set in

at a very early period, much sooner than with cheese from sound

milk, showing very clearly that the influence of the acid had the

effect of only choking dovjn the taint (not killing it), and that just

as soon as circumstances favorable to the development of taint

appeared, it was ready to spring into vigorous activity and assert its

presence and its sway. The odor it gave off was intense and very

offensive. Found its actual condition to be had (though its

ajyj^arent one seemed right.)"

Now at this point the judgment formed will differ materially from

the opinions which we were led to form at an earlier period of tlie

experiments with this cheese. And we are reminded of the correct-

ness of the statement made by Prof. Caldwell, in that admiral)le

address npon " Fermentation and Putrefaction in their Relations to

the Manufacture of Cheese ; " wherein, upon page 38 of the volume

of 1869,. he says: "A particle of taint in the air, or on the walls of

tlie dairy or factory, or in the pails and vats, means a quantity of

fungus germs, often a multitude of them, all ready and most willing

to take possession of the milk, and to hold it, too, wdien once in pos-

session, with such pertinacity that no j)i"Ocess will expel them but

such as will ruin the cheese."

The question naturally arises : it these fungus germs retain their

vitality during so long a period, would they under ordinary circum-

stances liave obtained the ascendancy and wrought the ruin of the

cheese ? In the absence of a practical demonstration to the con-

trary, we suppose they would. The cheese was kept at a low tem-

perature after the ripening process had been carried sufficiently far

to allow it. And it may be owing to this in part that the putrefac-

tive fermentation was held in check. If this cheese was a wholesome
article of food, and we know nothing to the contrary, so far as our

and several of our custo.mers' use of it could demonstrate, then, ])rac-

tically, we are led to conclude there is this difference with tainted

and pure milk in the manufacture of cheese, that with the former

there is a loss in quantity, and a loss in time in maturing, as also

more skill and labor in its manufacture. We trust that this view of

the subject will not induce any one to choose these losses.

From this experiment we conclude that not only is lactic acid an
efficient agent in choking down a putrefactive ferment, but that it

acts as a conservative force, retarding the ripening process, and pro-

longing the keeping qualities of the cheese, and tjiat through its
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agency a portion of the oil of tlie cheese is destroyed ; and not-

withstanding this loss of oil, it eventually mellows down into a rich,

meaty, palatable cheese. In corroboration of these deductions we
submit the following from our experience

:

During the season of 1873 a portion of our July cheese, and the

balance of the season's make, M'as held, and at the close of the

season shipped to New York to be sold. It was kept until April, at

which time I had an opportunity to see it. In the manufacture of

the July cheese w^e developed a sharp acid, and we found that they

held their flavor well, some of them at that time being fine. Later

in the season, as the weather grew colder, the manufacture was per-

formed with less acid, and we found that the October cheese showed
the most evidence of decay. As to other evidences that would
modify these results, as quantity of rennet and salt used, we do not

take them into account, as nearly the same quantities were used in

each instance. But temperature may have exerted a qualifying in-

fluence u}X)n the late made cheese ; for w^e, like many another

cheese-maker, were not enabled to maintain a proper temperature

during the cheesing process.

In the general practice, is the excellence of cheese in j^roportion

to the amount of oil it contains ? or, is it to a greater extent due to

the temjjering of the curd and the tem2)erature used in curing ? To
give butter keeping qualities, one of the requisites is to destroy the

lighter flavoring oils by an acid. To give cheese a keeping quality,

then, wdiy will it not do to assist the acid with the skimmef^ We
simply ask the question. It is not our purpose to discuss whether

we shall skim or not. We need more light on dairy practice. We
often trace our fliilures to wrong sources. A cheese is often called

bad because of a loant of oil in it, and good because of an ahiindance

of this oil, when, in fact, the reverse in each case is true. This

obtains not because the oil would of itself hurt the cheese in one

case, or the w^ant of oil make it better in the other ; but because in

the manufacture and curing the eft'ect that the oil would exert upon
the cheese has not been taken into account. We know of an

instance where a cheese-maker in a creamery, wishing to make some
very tine cheese for his patrons, left all the cream in, and made an

article inferior to his general make.

This want of adaptation in means to the end desired, causes many
failures, reaching in their disastrous influences far beyond the

sphere of their origin. And while failures from contingencies that

may arise in the future are unavoidable, still we should anticipate

and guard against them to the best of our ability. If our cheese

are likely to be subjected to an extreme temperature of heat, we
must anticipate this contingency and manufacture accordingly. If

the temperature is to be lower than desired, then in the manutacture

impart to the cheese, as far as you may, those qualities that will

assist the ripening process. Could we follow our cheese to the

different markets of the world we might learn lessons of value ; but
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as we cannot do this, we need to keep our eyes open, and every
sense attentive to duty. Bringing theories to practical tests, and
accepting as truth what lias proved itself true. JRemembering that

not all that seems conclusive is really so. Ever learning from our

failm'es as well as from our successes. Freely communicating to

others the results of our practice, the cheese-maker's calling rises

above a mere routine of drudgery, and becomes a stepping-stone

into the realm of thought and earnest endeavor, bringing such re-

wards as justice ever metes out to merit.

As no one seemed disposed to discuss the paper, President Sey-

mour took occasion to say, that the State of INew Yorkliad engaged
men to make investigations regarding the minute enemies of the

farmer, known as fungi and microscopical insects. He wished that

every cheese-maker would have in his possession a microscope of

more or less power. A fifty-cent microscope is at least a partial sub-

stitute for a liberal education by magnifying the powers of our senses

and observation. There are very few men in the farming community
who are able to identify their insect enemies. Yet we have a vast

army of insect allies which we do not recognize. We use remedies,

as Paris green, which destroys both friends and enemies. He had
endeavored to keep the appropriation standing to sustain entomologi-
cal study. He had discovered that people did not find the country and
farm to their tastes because they didn't know enough to live there.

He strongly recommended the use of the microscope. He thought
it was a scandal that the State would permit these investigators to

lack an appropriation, and yet pay two big door keepers to attend one
door. He thought the dairymen surpassed all other agriculturists

in useful discoveries and general standing, owing to their intercourse

and associations. Prosperity and solid financial credit depended much
upon the success of the farmers. He urged higher ideals of general

intelligence among all members of the community, and especially the

farming community, which are largely realized by such meetings as

this. He was sure in the financial prosperity of the country much
depends upon that community. He concluded by offering the follow-

ing resolution, which was adopted, and the president was instructed

to present it to the Legislature.

Resolved^ That the Legislature be requested to continue its ap-

propriations for the investigation into the cause of injury to agri-

culture in all its branches, by insects and by hurtful vegetable organ-

isms.

After the passage of the foregoing resolution, the assistant secre-

tar^-ead the following paper on " cream," prepared by Dr. E. Lewis
Stimevant, of Massachusetts, sickness having prevented the attend-

ance of Dr. S.

CREAM.
By E. Lewis Sturtevant, Waushakum Farm, South Framingham, Mass.

When milk, as drawn from the cow, is allowed to stand, there is

immediately a change in the relative position of the milk globules in
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the fluid. Those globules, so flne as to be in a state of equilibrium in

the fluid, or whose specific gravity differs so slightly from the fluid

in which they are suspended that their position remains practically

unchanged, retain their distribution, and form after a time a constitu-

ent of the skim-milk. The remainder of tlie globules seek the surface

of the milk to form cream, with a rapidity proportional to their

separate specific gravities.

On account of the differences in the size and specific gravities of

these globules, there is a tendency towards an arrangement of the

cream in layers, the largest spherules being at or near the surface,

the smallest against the under side of the cream. In consequence
of this arrangement, we find in cream an uneven product, as it is

formed on the milk, each layer presenting a different-sized globule,

and consequently, as 1 have elsewhere shown in my writings, pre-

senting a different reaction in the churn.

Now, each layer of the cream being different and producing a

different character of butter, it is evident that one layer must be bet-

ter for butter-making than another. It has been so determined by a

series of microscopic and practical experiments combined, through
which it may be stated as a rule, that the larger the milk globule,

the quicker the churning and the Ijetter the butter, other things

being equal.

Hence, in practice, the first cream that rises on any milk is the

richest ; that is, it produces the best butter, and this butter churns

the quickest. The second skimming furnishes cream poor for man-
ufacture, and the last skimmings may be worthless for high-class

butter. Hence, in practice, a dairyman may obtain too much butter

from his milk, the increase in quantity not sufliciently compensating

for the decrease in quality brought about through the churning of

globules which should have been left in the buttermilk.

We recognize a liability in our butter to vary in manufacture from
week to week, or, possibly, from churning to churning. There is

often great faith pinned to special churns and special modes of prac-

tice. Did it ever occur, that cream is a complex substance, scarcely

alike in any two specimens, and is affected ]iot only by the circum-

stances a,ffecting its rising, but also by the breed and condition of the

cow ?

WHAT IS THE SPECIFIC WEIGHT OF CREAM ^

Berzelius,' an established authority on chemistry, sa^'S, 1,024.4;

Dr. Yoelcker = says, 1,012 to 1,019; Letheby,' 1,013; and Dr.

Hanneberg,' of Stockholm, 1,004.9 and 1,005.5. It is an American
authority. Prof. L. B. Arnold,5 who obtains a result as low as ||^85.

In my own experiments, using cream from the top of a cream jar, I

' Johnston's Ag. Chem., p. 548.
- .Jour. R. A. S. of Eng., 1863, pp. 298, 317.
^ Lectures on Food, p. 34.

* Quoted in Ag. of O., 1858, p. 281.
* Sixth Rept. Am. Dairymen's Ass., 1870, p. 160.
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hav^e obtained a specific gravity of 983, by weight, and on the other

hand I liave found cream which would sink in water.

It must seem exceptional and strange that such an apparently

simple product as cream should show such wide discrepancies. If

authorities are right, then cream is not as simple a substance as it

is ordinarily descjjibed.

We will now examine some analyses of cream, and observe what
the results teach us :

Water. Solids Butter. Caseine, etc. Sugar. Ash. Etc.

Mixed Cream e 59.25 40.75 35.00 2.20 3.05 .50

Country Cream ". ..49.00 51.00 42.40 4.20 3.80 .60

Jersey Cream '^ 36.40 63.60 56.80 3.80 2.80 .20

No. 119 74.46 25.54 18.18 2.69 4.08 .59

2| 64.80 35.20 25.40 7.61 2.19

3 ( 56.50 43.50 31.57 8.44 3.49

4> 61.67 38.33 33.43 2.62 1.56 .72

Cream 10 63.28 36.72 29.40 4.22 2.08 .40 .56

We find from these analyses that some creams may yield three

times as much butter as o-ther creams. In other words, that a milk

yielding ten per cent, of cream mmj furnish more butter than

another milk indicating thirty per cent, of cream.

As the form in wliicih the butter is held in the milk has much to

do with the practical process of churning, and as it may be said that

cream cannot vary to any very great extent in practice, it may be
useful to quote tlie results obtained by Mr. Horsfall, in England,
where a quart of creamx yielded 16 ounces of butter atone time, and
22 to 24 and even 25 ounces at another. At the time he obtained

the largest result, the indicated cream was but six and a half

per cent.

In order that our conclusion may be justified, we will offer some
more figures. Prof. Caldwell " reports that Baumhauer, in Amster-
dam, examined twenty different samples of milk in this manner.

Nos. 1 and 3 were found, by chemical analyses, to have respectively

2.7 and 3.5 per cent, of fat, while the cream-gauge indicated no
difference between them. Nos. 5, 10, 15, 18, and 20 were found,

by the accurate chemical method, to contain 3.3, 3.0, 3.9, 2.3, and
2.7 per cent, of fat, but the thickness of tlie layer of cream found
by all of them was the same.
We have still another illustration derived from cows' milk exam-

ined at dift'erent periods. '-

Apr. 23. May 28.

Per ct. Cream. Butter. Per ct. Cream. Butter.

Nos. 1 11.5 2.386 12.0 2.404
2 10.5 2.766 10.75 2.290
3 12.5 2.153 13.0 2.661
4 10.0 2.796 11:75 2.596

6 Prof. Miiller, quoted in Trans. Vt. Dairymen's Ass., 1872, p. 150.
'

) Dr. Percy, Trans. Med. Soc. of State of N. Y., 1860, p. 47.

^ Dr. Voelcker, Jour. R. A. S., xxiv., p. 298.
'° Dr. Hanneberg, quoted in Ag. of O., 1858, p. 282.
'1 Seventh Kept. Am. Dairymen's Ass., 1871, p. 44.
12 Prize Essays His. Soc, 1868-9, pp. 69, 70.
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We are now prepared to assert tliat there is not necessarily any
connection between the cream percentage and the butter yield.

The holding forth of the large cream percentage yield of favored
breeds or favored cows, has no experimental relation whatsoever
with their butter product. The modest cow, with a small cream
percentage to her milk, may make more butter ,than the vaunted
cow which is supposed to average 25 or 30 or more per cent, of

cream.

The whole system of claiming surpassing merit for a breed
through any one superficial feature is an erroneous one. Of what
practical use is a large cream percentage, if the relation of this

statement to the butter product is not established ?

Allow me to digress, in order to call attention to a few" errors.

The first I shall take up is that the Jersey cow is a superior butter

cow, because she yields a large percentage of cream. We have had
no evidence offered for or against this point.

Another error is in the statement that there is more of the

chemical constituent caseine in the milk of the Ayrshire cow than in

that from the Jersey cow. We have no evidence furnished to sub-

stantiate any predominance of caseine in Ayrshire milk.

A grievous error for the dairyman is that of considering all cows
alike which give milk, and either placing the native cow far ahead
of the thoroughbred for li!s use, or rarely the corresponding error

of claiming that a thoroughbred, as a thoroughbred, is superior

to the native. Now, when we consider that the thoroughbred and
the ]iative are of value only as they serve the uses of man, we must
have a higher definition than simply purity of lineage. The
thoroughbred derives its fame on account of ])eing bred for a cer-

tain use, and hence is considered as a type for that use. We desire,

therefore, to breed, to perpetuate this type, which must be a useful

one.

The butter dairyman must seek the butter type of cow ; and
the cheese .dairyman, the cheese type, whether the seeking carries

him towards the Ayrshire, the Jei'sey, the American Holstein, or

the Shorthorn. Let the dairyman discard prejudice as to the name
of a cow, whether native or thoroughbred, and seek th-e substance

in a type which is to be the most useful to him. In doing this,

those who breed their own calves wall naturally make nuich use of

the thoroughbred, and utility, not fancy, will settle the question as

to which type or breed you shall seek. The importance of this

digression consists in the fact that different milks have different

qualities ; and that in large herds very often one or more particular

cow's milk is adding but little to the profit of the butter-maker, and
might be withdrawn from the herd with a real advantage. The
dairyman, if this be true, should ^seek a uniform type of cow. Is

it not the want of uniformity of breeding or selection in herds which

can lead us to ask tlie question, why is it that sucli good average

results can so seldom be obtained from the milk of a large number
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of cows in one herd, as from a smaller herd, except this matter of

difference in the quality of different cows' milks, which, among a

few animals, can be more readily detected than among more ?

Coming back to onr snbject, we will again inquire, what is cream ?

It is the lighter portion of the milk, which is collected from the

surface, after standing. What more ? It contains butter, some
caseous matter, a little sugar of milk, some few salts, etc. We can

give no j^roportional or more exact definition, on account of the

great variations which may and do occur.

This cream is affected differently by the souring changes which

occur in it before it is placed in the churn. The cream from one

class of cows may have its " churning time " hastened more by
twenty-four hours' standing, than anotlier specimen of cream from
other cows, after having stood thirty-six hours, or even forty-eight.

One cream will leave more waste in the buttermilk than will

another cream. In other words, the analysis of the churn is not as

complete in every case, apart from the fat in the cream.

One cream may churn " all in a lump ;" that is, the butter seems

to " come " at about the same time throughout the whole mass of

the cream. On the other hand, anotlier cream will show specks of

butter long before the general mass is churned.

The explanation of these last two stateinents is the difference in

tlue size of the globules. The more uniform their size, and the

more uniform the strengtli or weakness of their membrane, the more
accurately will they all rupture at one time, and allow the butter to

collect. Again, as only the globules above a certain size are

broken in the ordinary process of churning, tlie cream with the

fewer granules, i.-e., very small globules, would be expected to pro-

duce the most economical results.

In the churn, crearn also presents differences. One cream can be
easily and quickly churned by a regular and even motion, while

another may be benefited, nay, may even require a more violent

agitation. The dash churn, the barrel churn, the Blancliard or the

Bullard, may each and all be the best churn possible under some
circumstances. There is more difference between creams than
between the best specimens of our churning machinery.

We now approach the disputed ground of deep or shallow setting

of milk. Perhaps, pursuing our inquiries without prejudice and
without prepossessions, for we have experimented with neither, we
may be able to determine the question theoretically, in a manner
which may deserve the confidence of practice.

The form-element of the cream is the globule. This varies in

size and varies in specific gravity. Being lighter than the fluid in

which it occurs, the tendency of each globule is to seek tlie surface.

The butter which we are striving to ol)tain is the pure fat of these

globules, as free from foreign matter as may be, although in prac-

tice we find other substauces in butter, as below

:
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BTitter. Caseine. Water. Sugar. Ash.

A '3 84.75 .5025 13.G95 .71 .095
Bh 86.37 .94 12.79
C's 82.70 2.45 14.85
D'f 76.67 3.38 16.95
E^'^ 79.12 3.37 17.51
F'" 94.4 .3 5.3
G'7 93.0 .3 6.7'
Hi' 87.5 1.0 11.5
I" 78.5 .3 21.3

Let US see what would be the effect of mixing artificial!}^ different

sized bodies in water, and then, after well agitating, leaving the

vessel containing the lot at rest.

We Avill use sand for our illustration, because the principles

being the same which underlie the process of acquiring an equili-

l^rium, whether of lighter or heavier material, we have in this sub-

stance a handy one to study, and our conclusions can be readily

verified.

Suppose a handful of sand of widely different sizes be violently

shaken or stirred in a shallow and' also in a deep dish* of water,

what eftect will the depth of the dish have on tlie arrangement of

the sand ? It will be found that the particles of sand will arrange
themselves according to their gravity or size, as soon as the vessel

comes to a rest. In the shallow dish the strata of sand throA\m

down will be somewhat mixed. If the other dish be sufficiently

deep, the sand will be exactly graded and arranged, with the heavier

particles, or those which sink first, placed accurately at the bottom,

and the lighter particles at the top.

In deep setting of milk we have similar conditions, only reversed.

The globules, acted on by gravity, arrange themselves in order, and
the deeper the jar in which the milk is set, the more regularly

will the globules arrange themselves according to size, from above

down.
In the shallow settino; we have a greater mixture of the different

sizes of the globules in the same space than in the deep setting,

;ind the deeper the setting the more completely would the globules

])e arranged in order according to their size.

Such being the physical effect, the question now arises, what
efifect will occur in practice from having cream of such different

churning cpialities at difierent dej^ths, for it will be remembered that

the size of tlie globules has a strong influence on the churninig.

Let us seek another illustration in the form of various sizes cf

shot. If we place a gill of coarse shot in a bowl, we can add a

considerable quantity of fine shot without any increase of bulk, as

the fine shot will occupy the interstices between the larger pellets.

'3 Prof. Mliller, quoted in Trans. Vt. Dairymen's Ass., 1873, p. 150.
'* Thompson, On Food of Animals, p. 63.
'5 Prof. Way, Jour. R. A. S. of Eug., xi., p. 735.
'6 Prof. Way, Scalded Cream, Devonshire Metliod, Jour. R. A. S., xi., p. 735.
'" Wagner's Handbook of Chcm. Tech., p. 559.
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So with the globules of the cream, when there is a cousiderable

difierence in their sizes, as they accxiimilate together in rising, there

must necessarily be more butter or fat in a given balk of cream
than when the globules are nearer of one size. As tlie globules are

more completely mingled in the shallow setting than in the deeper,

the cream from the shallow setting, bulk for bulk, should contain

more butter than the cream from the same quality of milk that has

had tlie use of a greater depth of fluid to arrange itself in.

In the arrangement of the globules in the deep setting, we have

the larger globules, and those which are easier churned, at the top,

and the smaller globules, which are churned with greater difficulty,

at the bottom. That is, there is more difference between the upper

and lower half of this cream than in the cream of the shallow set

milk. In the cream as placed in the churn we have a more com-

plete mixture of the various sized globules in the cream of the

shallow setting than in the cream of the deep setting.

With creams of the same elementary and physical composition,

and' of the same mechanical mixture, we should expect like results

in an experimental trial. When, however, we see that we have not

the like mechanical mixture in these two methods of setting milk,

we cannot expect equivalent results. Either the one or the other

method must experimentally prove the better, according to the

composition of the milk used.

In order to illustrate the difficulty of obtaining cream, or of

dividing a sample of cream for the purpose of such experiments, let

us refer to the writings of Mr. liorsfall,'^ who records that he took

five quarts of cream in succession from a cream pail, and churned

each batch separately

:

The first five quarts churned 137 ounces of butter.

The second five quarts churned 125 ounces of butter.

The third five quarts churned 120^ ounces of butter.

At a subsequent churning of fourteen quarts of cream, the fi.rst

seven quarts gave 175 ounces of butter, the second seven, 177
oimces of butter.

Oftentimes, nay, usually, when there is such a discrepancy of re-

sult between the two churuings from one pail of cream, but the

operation carried on in churns of different makers, the difierence

which happens to be in favor of one churn is unhesitatingly ascribed

to the superiority of the churn, and not to the superiority of the

cream that that clmrn acted upon.
To carry on a series of experiments which should conclusively

prove one method of setting milk preferal)le to another in quantity

and quality of butter would consume much time and labor, and
would be beyond the means of an ordinary dairyman. If, however,
these principles, as enunciated here, are accurate, we have a foun-

dation for a judgment which should be correct.

'« Jour. R. A. S., 1856, p. 269.
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The known effect of gravity in arranging particles of different

sizes and ^'eights, and the known influence of the globule of the
milk in churning, leads me to assert from a theoretical standpoint,

that we should expect a larger proportion of butter from shallow
setting than deep setting; but if there was any difference in quality,

it would be in favor of tlie deep setting, provided there was neither

oversetting nor overchurning.

The gist of my paper, and whatever importance it may deserve, is,

that it attempts to show that cream is uniform neither in chemical,
practical, nor pliysical composition. That, accordingly, the dairy-

man must treat each sample, or the average of that which comes
under his care, through knowledge, that is by science, rather than
by routine. That dairy practices, in cases of difficulty, must be
governed by reasoning, rather than by gness-work.

These remarks apply to milk as well as to cream—in fact, to the

handling of all dairy pj-oducts.

In response to a question suggested by this paper, whether a

shallow or deep setting would produce the greater quantity of

cream, Mr. Arnold responded for the essayist that the shallow vat

was preferal)le. The cooler the vat, the slower the cream rises.

It would not be advisable to pour in cool water to produce cream.

Mr. Jocelyn stated that, by pouring water directly into the vat,

he procured more cream and also more butter by actual ex-

periment.

Prof. Arnold believed that this was a novel experience, since the

globules of cream thus produced were simply farther apart.

Mr. Jocelyn said tlie milk was cooled very suddenly in his

creamery, and that he noticed no difference in the quality of the

butter thus produced.

Mr. X. A. Willard believed that this theory was that of recent

experimenters in Sweden, and that Mr. Jocelyn's experience went
to prove its truth.

Mr. Arnold thought the results attained might have been pro-

duced by the " thinning " of the milk by the water, instead of the

cooling of it.

An old butter-maker believed that this was the true explanation

of the results, that the rising of the globules was taeiiitated by
"thinning," whether the water was warm or cold.

Mr. Meddaugh, of Alleghany county, corroborated this view by
the statement of an experiment by which he had attained these

results.

Mr. Arnold explained that heating the milk uicilitates the rising

.of cream, which fact is utilized in making whey butter.

Mr. Jocelyn believed tliat milk should be held at 50° to produce

tlie best butter.

Mr. Arnold said tliat, in all his observations, the sudden cooling

of milk had always injured both butter and cheese, as to flavor and

general quality. Cheese made from grass grown in swanqn' land
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is much damaged by cooling the milk too quickly. Butter made
from suddenly cooled milk soon grows rancid. He had seen an in-

stance of this in Franklin county, in which a large make of butter

was spoiled by this means. Cheese spoils very rapidly when made
from milk which is cooled before the animal odor has escaped.

He found among the factories that, in some cases, the cheese was
much injured by cooling, while in others it was not. There was a

diiference in actual practice. Milk might be cooled as soon as

well aired.

Mr. Ellsworth, of Massachusetts, said he had been in the habit

of- scalding his milk immediately after milking, and the result had
been good ; the cream rose readily, and a very sweet butter was
produced. He inquired as to the keeping qualities of such butter.

Mr. Arnold, in reply, believed from observation that such butter

would keep equally as well as that not scalded.

Mr. Ellsworth believed that the time had come when butter-

makers would not need cooler's, but heaters, in making butter. He
churned his cream when in the first acid, and skimmed sweet. It

would produce more but poorer cream after 36 hours standing.

His milk, when thus worked up, was worth four cents per quart, at

50 cents per pound for butter ; he had found that the amount of

milk necessary to make a pound of butter varies in different parts

of the season.

Mr. Ellsworth had found for a ^'ear that the average was about

llf quarts per pound of butter.

Mr. Holdridge had found that in May and June, 20 to 25 pounds
of milk were necessary; in August and September from 18 to 20,

and in November, 14 to make a pound of butter.

Prof. Arnold thought sudden changes of temperature injured the

keeping qualities of butter very seriously ; there would be no
serious objections to cooling with ice, but there was danger of trans-

ferring organic germs which are not destroyed by freezing. There
is no harm in allowing scalded milk to stand 24 hours in warm
weather, and there is no necessity to cool scalded milk.

The heating of milk to 130° would be of more benefit than

cooling before carrying to the factory. The best way to cool

cream is to place it in coolers of water.

These remarks were, made quietly in response to questions pro-

posed to the essayist and suggested by his paper, Tiie Convention
adjourned until 7 p. m.

EYENING SESSION.

During the intermission, Mr. J. M. Jocelyn, of Cattaraugus*
county, placed a combination sour milk and sour buttermilk cheese
in a corner of the room for exhibition. It attracted much attention,

and many tested it in a practical way. All were surprised at its

flavor and general excellence.

Upon calling the evening session to order, Mr. Curtis called up
Messrs. Jocelyn and Larabee to ascertain how their cheese was made.
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Mr. Jocelyn stated in explanation that the cheese was made
at a temperature of 89°; that less rennet was used in the sour

milk cheese than the sweet milk cheese requires ; tliat the curd was
cut with the perpendicular knife. He had w^orked some milk as

old as 84 hours, and none younger than 36 hours. His theory is

that the acid rots the fibre, thus increasing tenderness and digestive-

ness. He used about three pounds of salt to one hundred pounds
of curd. The butter made averaged 40 cents per pound for the

season, and his lowest sale of cheese was at 13 cents per pound; he
had not applied this process in the hot months of June and July.

In response to a request, Professor Arnold said he saw nothing un-

wholesome in this cheese, and it was superior to the ordinary skim
milk cheese, on account of its digestibility ; there is also no reason

why it should not keep. The small amount of butter left in it is

used to the best advantage. President X. A. WlUard indorsed the

views of Professor Arnold.

The first paper of the evening was' read by Hon. L. T. Hawley,,

of Onondaga, on tlie

PRESERVATION OF BUTrER.

Tlie effect of salt in butter is mainly to give it such flavor as will

make it palatable to the various persons who use it.

Butter will become frowy nearly as soon with a salt fiavoring as-

without
;
yet it is generally believed that salt keeps or preserves it

from putrefaction.

If I should be able to correct this error, or even to arouse

thought or investigation on this subject, I am sure it would be an

important point gained.

If the use of salt only flavors butter the same as it does beefsteak^

liow, then, shall we 2^'>'&serve it ? There is but one way to accom-

plish this most desirable object, and tliat is so well understood by
good dairymen that it seems superfluous to expatiate longer upon
this subject ; but with the indulgence of the Convention I will relate

what I iiave previously placed before the public in 1868, as the way
to manufacture butter that has its own jireserving qualities, inde-

pendent of salt.

The manufacture of a perfect article of butter requires that every

tiling connected with it should be done wath neatness and at the

proper time. The first thing of importance is the selection of cows

noted for the' richness rather than the abundance of their milk.

The next requisite is to keep them in good healthy condition, by good>

sweet pasturage, well watered with pure, clean water, and they

•should not be allow^ed to drink from' stagnant or putrid water at any

time.

The milking should be done when the cow is in a natural state

and not over-heated from any cause, in a clean yard or shed, free

from decaying vegetable or other matter giving rise to offensive

odors. Tbe bag of the cow, if not clean, should be made so by

thorough cleaning, and the hands of the milker should be both clean
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and dry. The practice of wetting the hands when milking, either

in the milk or in water, is most pernicious.

All the utensils of the dairy should be kept perfectly clean at all

times, as any tliiug left from the milk, cream, or buttermilk pos-

sessing nitrogenous matter (of which cheese is composed) is liable

to be affected by the slightest influence, and will not fail to impart

to the neutral fats of which butter is composed such injurious

influence.

The milk should be kept in a clean, cool place, and free from

the odors exhaled from drains, swill-pails, and tubs, decajnng veg-

etable matter, or other substances which have a strong smell. Skim
as soon as the milk is slightly soured, and churn immediately at a

temperature of from 55° to 64°, varying with the state of the

atmosphere. In small dairies, where churning is not convenient

every day, the cream should be kept at a temperature of not over

50°, and stirred up as often as new cream is added, until churned.

After churning, place the butter in a wooden tray of large size in

proportion to the quantity ; drain ofi' thp buttermilk with as little

handling of the butter as possible ; and then wash (with pure, cold

brine) from the butter every remaining particle of the milk, work-

ing it slightly between the washings ; from two to three washings will

thoroughly cleanse it. When the working is perfected, salt with

Onondaga Factory-filled Dairy Salt, at the rate of one ounce to the

pound, more or less, varying with the amount of water in the butter

at the time of salting. Set the butter in a cool, clean place until

the next morning, and then work it over, being careful not to over-

work so as to break the grain. Overworking makes butter salvy

ftnd more liable to become rancid.

The perfect preservation of butter is of equal importance with its

perfect manufacture, and depends very much, if not wholly, on the

manner in which it is packed and the condition of the tubs and

firkins. None but perfectly air-tight firkins, made of white oak or

other sweet, solid timber staves, at least one-third heavier than tlie

usual make, should be used for packing. To neutralize the odors

and sap of the wood, and to drive from the cells of the wood the

air which taints the butter, the firkins ought to be thoroughly soaked

with hot irmemade from the same kind of salt with which tiie butter

is cured, and not used over and over again until the bitter taste of

the wood has destroyed the use of the brine, but thrown away after

each firkin is scalded. After the firkin is thus prepared, pack the

butter solidly, putting on the top of it a clean, white cloth, and cover

the cloth with a layer of the same kind of salt one to two inches in

thickness ; fill to near but not quite to top of salt with brine, and-

place on top of all a clean, flat stone ; then put the butter in a clean,

dry cellar, having no connection with any vegetables or matter that

impart odor. I have made experiments with fresh and salted

butter, and found that there was no perceptible difterence when
exposed to the atmosphere in its becoming frowy.
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The nmouiit of salt used to flavor either butter or fresh meat for

the table is not sufficient in quantity to have scarcely any aj)preciable

eftect in that direction.

One barrel of one hundred and ninety (190) pounds of fresh pork
requires fifty- six (56) pounds of solar salt, and some three fo four (3

to 4) gallons of saturated brine in addition, in order to thoroughly

preserve it; making 68 to TO pounds of salt for 190 pounds of pork.

My object in making these statements is to more fully impress

upon dairymen the necessity of manufacturing, packing, and storing

their butter so Avell that it will heei) without salt. Use salt that is

made expressly for the dairy, that is pure, for purpose of flavoring,

and discard the idea that you can make butter in an uncared-for.,

slovenly manner., and salt with this or that kind, foreign or domes-
tic salt, and have butter that is strictly fine. Poor butter cannot

be made into good by the use of the purest salt in the world ; neither

can iirst-class butter be in any way injared by the use of pure dairy

salt in the proper quantity for flavoring it to please the most critical

epicure.

If the butter is taken from the churn before it is gathered, and
put into a sieve made for such purpose, and clean salt-water poured

on it, it will much sooner be freed front all the buttermilk and
cheesy matter than perhaps m any other way. The pouring of the

water on should be continued until all the buttermilk is rinsed out.

The sooner the salt is added the more perfect will be the grain. It

should always be borne in mind that it is the cheesy matter and
buttermilk that is left in the butter that causes it to frow, and not

the salt. A flshy taste is sure to l)e discovered in butter where the

salt or butter comes in contact with fish, from the fact that both

salt, milk, cream, and butter are absorbents.

In this connection it may be well to say that we make Factory-

filled Dairy from the boiled and the coarse salt, both of equal

purity, for each goes through the same chemical process in its puri-

fication from the chlorides of calcium and magnesium; the Dairj^

from coarse is a little the heaviest, and being harder and firmer in

texture, does not dissolve as readily; and we desire to impress upon

the dairyman the fact that either are heavier salts than the Ashton,

so that in the use (except taste is the criterion of salting), unless you
apply the salt by weight rather than measure, the butter will be a})t

to be over-salted.

We put up this salt in bags, boxes, and barrels, in packages of all

sizes, and will furnish in small or large quantities at either our

works or at our authorized agencies, just the kind ordered. Tell

Avhat you want the salt for, and just the kind wanted, and you will

always have perfect success with the Factory-filled Onondaga
Dairy Salt. Beware of spurious imitations—buy only of the com-

pany, its agents, or certified dealers in your own locality. AVe Avould

give barrels as packages the preference, for they better shield the

salt from dirt and the contraction of bad odors imparted from con-
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tact witli other articles, such as fish, etc., ni transportation. We saj

to all jiersons who either do not like the appearance of the Factory-

filled Dairy on opening, or after they have commenced its use, to

return the same to us at our expense, and we will refund the cost of

the salt, if it is for any reason unfit and impure.

ANALYSIS BY C. A. GOESSMAN, DR. PH.

Ashton Salt. Onondaga Factory-filled..

Chloride of Sodium 97.65
"

98.28 .

Sulphate of Lime 1.43 0.91

Sulphate of Magnesia 0.05 .06

Chloride of Magnesia 06 .00

Sulphate of Soda GO .03

Insoluble matter 05 .13

Water 76 .60

100.00 100.00

DISCUSSION ON MR. HAWLEY's PAPER.

Mr. J. R. Chapman, of Madison, alluded to a former discussion of

this subject, in which the increase of temperature made by the appli-

cation of salt was the preservative element.

Mr. Moon asked for the effect upon clieese of an impure salt.

Mr. Hawley wished Mr. Moon to specify the kind of impurities

involved. Plaster would have little effect, but the chloride of cal-

cium w'ould no doubt impart a bitter taste.

Mr. Avery, of Madison county, asked Mr. Hawley for further

information respecting his method of washing with brine.

Mr. Hawley said that perhaps the cheesy matter might be dis-

posed of in other ways; but he should recommend the use of pure,

not saturated brine, and believed that two rinsings would be

sutficient.

Mr. Farrington claimed that the common Onondaga salt might

be safely used in butter-making, and thought the extra purified and

.more costly salt need not necessarily be used. He thought the salt

was not so important in butter-making as many thought; it was

customary to attribute bad results which could not be otherwise

explained, to the quality or use of the salt:

The next paper was by F, D. Stone, of Cleveland, Ohio. His

subject was,

BUTTER : ITS MANUFACTURE AND PRESERVATION.

Butter is a fatty substance present in the milk of the mammalia,

and capable of being extracted from it without chemical change

;

and if this process is skilfully^ performed, the butter thus obtained,

if put up in a suitable manner, can be preserved for a long time

without deterioration.

The antiquity of this oleaginous compound is very great. It was

known and extensively used as an article of human food by the

ancient Hebrews, Scythians, Thracians, Arabs, Chinese, and other

oriental nations.
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It is not unlikely that a knowledge of this substance was first

obtained from tlie agitation of milk carried upon the backs of

camels, in the skins of animals, a practice continued even to the

present day by the Arabs, in their journeys across the desert.

Milk is the natural food of young mammals, and contains, in its

natural state, all the elements necessary for their full development
and growth ; but, like all other organic compounds, when exposed to

the action of the elements, it most rapidly undergoes chemical

changes, and loses its value as an article of diet, to a greater or less

degree.

From the remotest antiquity this secretion (milk, has been derived

chiefly from the camel, the mare, the goat, and the cow, so far as it

has been made available as an article of Inunan food ; and it is not

ctrange that, in consequence of its natural decay, after being drawn
from the animal, various methods should have been devised for pre-

serving its most valuable constituents for future use.

Of the animals from which milk is obtained for the use of man in

civilized life, the cow is universally esteemed, and it is to the milk of

this animal, and especially to one of its most valuable products, that

I desire on this occasion to call your attention.

Milk is an opaque fluid, generally white in color, having an

agreeable taste, and is composed of a fatty substance, which forms

butter; a caseous substance, which forms cheese; and a watery res-

iduum, commonly called wJiey, which holds in solution sugar of

milk, earthy phosphate, and chlorides.

The fatty or butyraceous matter in pure milk (according to Flint)

varies usuallj^ from two and one half to six and a half per cent.

;

the caseous or cheesy matter, from three to ten per cent. ; and the

serous matter, or wlie}^, from eighty to ninety per cent.

In Haidlen's analysis of cow's milk, he finds in 1,000 parts :

Water 873.

Butter 30.

Caseiae 48.2

Sugar of Milk 43.9

Phosphate of Lime 3.31

Magnesia ^ 0.42

Iron 0.47

Chloride of Potassium 1.44

Sodium and Soda 0. 6i3

1,000.00

A drop of milk placed between two thin strips of glass plate

appears to the natural vision as a translucent fluid, but when viewed

with a good microscope, it is found with innumerable globules, of

various sizes, which appear to float in the watery matter of the

milk.

These globules constitute the butte?' of the milk, and when more
carefully examined, the fatty or oleaginous matter is found to be

encased in a thin film of caseous matter.

If- freshly drawn milk is placed in a pan or vessel two or three
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inches in depth, and left to stand in a state of rest at a temperature
of from 60° to 80° Fahr., these fat globules rise to the surface

and constitute the cream of milk.

The value of milk for butter-making depends greatly upon the

quahty and abundant supply of food and drink provided for the

cows; and it is a well-known fact that the odor and taste of butter

are greatly influenced by the kind of food used.

Thus, in early spring, when cows are first turned to pasture, in

certain sections of the country where ' alliaceous plants (garlic,

wild onions, etc.) abound, the butter becomes " leeky^'' and conse-

quently unmerchantable. And thus it is in winter ; if cows are fed

on turnips or other strongly-odorous food, the butter made from
their milk will partake of the peculiarity of the food.

Garbage carried by milk-men from cities, and fed to their cows

—

still-slops, and all forms of decayed or fermented matter, and stag-

nant water—poison and deteriorate the milk, and render it and any
of its products unfit for human food.

And this reasoning is no less true in regard to the treatment of milk

after it is drawn from the cow ; for in this condition it possesses the
" property of absorbing from the atmosphere any noxious gaS or odor

to which it may be exposed. A sprig of cat-mint, laid upon the shelf

by the side of a pan of fresh milk, will infuse its peculiar odor

throughout the whole mass ; even the burning of a phosphorous
match in a milk-room vitiates the au' and injures the milk; hence
too great care cannot be observed in the " setting " of milk for

butter-making.

It follows, therefore, that the quality of butter depends, primarily,

upon the quality of the milk from which it is obtained ; for, in its

separation from the fiuid portions of the milk, it undergoes no
chemical change, or, at least, should not, the separation being

wholly mechanical. The temperature of milk, as it comes from the

cow, is about blood-heat, or 98° Fahr., and should be kept at this

temperature as nearly as possible, until brought to a state of rest in

the pans. The pans should be about two inches deep, and made
of stoneware or glass ; or, if mad& of tin plate or other metal,

should be coated with some substance that will resist the action

of acid, and especially lactic acid, which is developed in the som-ing

of the milk.

A few years since, zinc pans were extensively used for the sake of

some supposed electric influence they were thought to possess
;

but neither this metal, nor brass, nor copper, should ever be used, for

the reason that their oxides form poisonous salts in combination with
the developed acids. Even the best tin becomes covered with a

film of oxide which communicates its pernicious properties to the
milk and its products.

Many experiments have been tried as to the best temperature for

obtaining the cream for butter-making ; and that which is almost
generally approved among dairymen ranges from 60° to 70° Fahr,

4
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The milk-house should be above ground, well ventilated, and
used for no other purjjose whatever than butter-making ; and all

the vessels into which milk is received or kept should be scrupu-

lously clean ; and the churning process should be conducted with a

slow and steady motion, by which action the Ijutter globules are

ruptured, and aggregated -into masses.

The elevation of temperature, during the operation of churning,

is due to mechanical friction, and not to chemical action of the

atmosphere, as has been generally supposed, for the butter under-

goes no chemical changes whatever during this process. Butter
made from a pure article of cream possesses the same property for

absorbing odors as does new and pure milk ; and hence, in the

manipulation of working out the buttermilk, a trough and ladle

should be used, preferably sugar-maple wood.
The naked hand, however clean, should never be allowed to come

in contact with the butter, for the exhalations from the pores of the

skin, which are continual, communicate their properties to the

butter. The working of the butter, to free it from the buttermilk,

should be continued, without interruption, until completed ; and
what little water is used should be of the purest kind, and every

possible particle worked out.

The most approved method is to use no water in working. The
salt used to flavor the butter should be of the purest quality, and
very tinely ground, and tlioroughly incorporated. No coloring

matter should be used. It is a pernicious and dishonest practice

;

and the use of nitrate of potash (saltpeter), is equally reprehensible,

on account of the poisonous properties of this drug.

AVe have now before us a pure quality of butter, which we wish

to preserve for future use, and for this purpose it may be molded
into any convenient form, or package, in mass for sale. Whatever
form is given it should be done at once, and the butter not again

disturbed uutil it is to be used. Such butter will be firm and brittle,

a condition due no doubt to an incipient state of crystallization, a

condition to which all solid fatty substances are subject, and which
is due to the stearine they contain. Butter is often put upon the

market in a sweet and pure condition, which soon becomes rancid

and unpalatable in consequence of the formation of lactic or butyric

acid, due to a kind of fermentation which takes place in consequence

of the presence of milky or cheesy nuitter from which the butter has

not been properly freed. This condition is often hastened and aggra-

vated by contact with the walls of the package containing it. Oak or

ash wood has usually been made use of for butter packages; but, aside

from the difficulty of making such packages perfectly air-tight, it is

found tliat the new timber often possesses a peculiar and unpleasant

odor and taste not relished by consumers. Another serious defect

in the present style of wooden butter packages in use (and one

which is fully understood and appu-eciated by the butter dealers), is

the large percentage of loss by the absorption of the butter into the
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wood, by reason of wliieli hundreds of thousands of dolhars are lost

every year.

Stoneware jars are not objectionable, except for their great
weight, bulk, and constant liability to become broken during trans-

portation, and the additional difficulty of making the covers water-
tight. Sheet metal packages are not liable to the difficulties above
enumerated ; but an insuperable objection has been found to their

use, from the fact that they not only became corroded by contact

with the brine in which the butter is packed, but the metallic oxides,

whether of tin, lead, zinc, or iron, present bases with which the acids

unite, thus forming poisonous compounds which permeate the entire

contents of the package.

To obviate this difficulty has been the occasion of much study and
experiment. Many kinds of varnishes were tried, but, aside from
the difficulty of causing adhesion to the oily face of the tin plates,

the varnishes themselves would impregnate the butter with their

peculiar odors, rendering their use impracticable.

The desired substance was at last found in Paraffine^ a hydro-
carbon, which at ordinary temperature is a hard, white crystalline

sul)stance, resembling spermaceti. It is odorless and tasteless, and
Avas narmed by Reichenbach, its discoverer, from pai'um affinis,

(little allied) because of its property of resisting alike the action of
the strongest alkalies and acids. This substance (paraffine) melts
at a temperature a little below the boiling point of water, and can
therefore be very readily applied to the inner surface of vessels.

But here another difficulty presented itself ; for it was found that it

would not strongly adhere to the bright and polished surface of tin

plate and other rolled metal sheets. At length this difficulty was
overcome by chemically treating the surface of the plate or vessel

to which it was to be applied ; and I now have the satisfaction of
presenting a metallic package in every way suitable to the transpor-

tation and preservation of butter and other articles of human food,

without contamination or injury from contact with the walls of the

package containing it. The process of preparing the tin is one of
comparatively little expense, and so simple that it can be readily

understood and applied by any one of ordinary intelhgence.

The essayist exhibited some of* the packages alluded to and
explained their construction. Several members urged the impor-
tance of a consideration of this package. There was some discussion

of the relative qualities of woods best adapted for tubs and ffi'kins.

The use of ash with a hard wood cover was recommended. Air-
tight packages should be used if possible. It was ex])lained that in

general the lining or coating of the new package would not have to

be renewed at each use. In cleansing, however, the use of boiling

water would dissolve the paraffine lining.

Mr. Burrell, of Little Falls, considered this a very important
matter. It would save soaking and loss.

Mr. Curtis spoke of thA merits of this improvement.
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Mr. Douglass, of JSew York, said spruce is used in Northern
Oneida and in Lewis county, and dealers have requested that this

wood be not used. It imparts an odd taste. This improvement in

package is a desired improvement. Proper care should be given to

the investigation of this matter. Any soft, resiny wood is objection-

able. Ash, with hard cover, is desirable.

Mr. Willard asked Mr. Stone if the packages would require a new
coat of paraffine every time it was used, if used as a return package.

Mr. Stone said it would not, if handled with proper care. The
butter can be washed off with water, but it must not be hot

enough to melt the paraffine. A fresh coat of paraffine can be put

on at a light expense.

Mr. Morrow, of Chicago, believed that the ideal butter package
would be one so cheaply made that it would not be used as a return

package. This feeling was especially strong in the West.

Mr. Douglass did not favor return packages. It is a great trouble

to attend to return packages. The cheese packg,ge may yet be

improved, too.

Mr. Burrell said Mr. Stone said the cost of a 50-pomid package
could be brought down to 80 or 90 cents, which would bring it

within general reach.

Mr. Munson, of Delaware county, said a pail was returned from
New York to his county for about ten cents ; and he believed that,

by saving labor for the city dealers in making cheap, non-returnable

packages, the labor and expense of the farmers were increased.

Tlie remainder of the standing committees were announced by the

Chair, and announcement was made that a question-drawer was at

the disposal of the association and in the charge of the Secretary.

COMMITTEES.

The following were the committees appointed by the Chair

:

On Nominations—H. Farrington, of Canada; J. B. Ellsworth,

•of Massachusetts ; D. W. Curtis, of Wisconsin ; T. D. Stone, of

Ohio.
On Finance—C. L. Sheldon, of Lewis; Madison Cooper, of Jef-

ferson; E. S. Munson, of Delaware.

On Dairy Utensils—A. M. Fuller, of Pennsylvania ; O. C.

Blogett, of Chautauqua ; F. W. Mosely, of Vermont.
The committee on order of business announced the following as

the order for Wednesday :

Wednesday 3for7iing—J. M. Peters, Esq., of the New York
Butter and Cheese Exchange ; subject, " Our Dairy Products."

G. E. Morrow, Esq., of the Western Hural, secretary of the

INorthwestern Dairymen's Association ; subject, " Dairying in the

Northwest."
Wednesday Afternoon—Professor Caldwell, of Cornell Univer-

sity ; subject, " Condition of Fats in Butter and Cheese making."
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L. W. Miller, Esq., of Cattaraiigns county; subject, " Feediug-

Meal and Animal Digestion."

O. C. Blogett, Esq., of Cattaraugus coimty ; subject, "Experi-
ments in Butter-making."

The Convention then adjourned until Wednesday morning at ten

o'clock.

WEDNESDAY MORNING.

The chair was again occupied by Yice-President, T. D. Curtis,

the President being absent. The attendance was full, and made up
m.ostly of people from a distance, but few people from the city and
vicinity being present. A considerable number of ladies were in

attendance. The first regular address of the morning was by J. M.
Peters, Esq., Secretary of the New York Butter and Cheese

Exchange, on

OUR DAIRY PRODUCTS.

Jfr. Presiclent and Gentlemen of the American Dairymen''

s

Associatio7i.

In his invitation to our Exchange to be represented b}^ a delegate

and an address at this Convention, your worthy Secretary, Mr. L. B.
Arnold, gave us the text for the brief paper which I am come to

submit to you in the remark that he " should not consider the

arrangements for this Convention complete without a pi-esentation

of the commercial asj^ects of the dairying interests which the But-

ter and Cheese Exchange of New YorkrejA-esented." Mr. Arnold's

appreciation of the importance of closer and more comprehensive

intercourse between producers and distributers is fully shared, I be-

lieve, by the members of this Association, and is certainly heartily

concurred in by the merchants of the Exchange which I have the

honor to represent. It would seem superfluous, therefore, for me to

enter into any argument upon the necessities, which we are all will-

ing to admit, of a more close alhance of all branches of our Agri-

cultural, and especially of our dairying interests, and I will, by your

leave, proceed directly with the pleasant duty that has been
assigned me, of addressing you upon the commercial aspects of the

dairying trade. <

In reviewing the course of general trade in the United States

during the past year, we cannot but be impressed with the satisfac-

tory condition of all branches of Agriculture, and particularly of

that important branch which this Association represents, as con-

trasted wdtli other leading interests in our national industries. In the

iron trade, we have most complete stagnation, with great depression

in values, and a production reduced more than 50 per cent, within

18 months, all indicating and resulting from the stagnation prevail-

ing in the numberless channels of greater or less importance, through
which our iron product is consumed.
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111 the textile interest a steady shrinkage of vahies has been going
on throughout the past year, and the profits of that ts^de, as a

whole, have amounted to nothing. We have been getting our liard-

ware and our dry-goods—and I might continue the list thrcugli

most of the important branches of trade, covering almost every
manufactured article—for, in fact, a less cost than at any time
since 1861. A universal spirit of economy has, of necessity,

prevailed, in consequence of the less prosperous condition of

the masses of our population, and, excepting the staples of food,

tliere has been a marked decrease of consumption. Even the

luxuries of food have l)een moved with difficulty, and at prices

that Ijrought them down to the level almost of the necessities. The
demand for {hepri?icipal agricultral products, however, has remained
almost undisturljcd ; and, whatever excess of our great staples tliere

has been after supplying the constantly-increasing needs of our own
people, foreign markets have been ready to take from us. In no
class of agricultural products has there been a shrinkage of value

commensurate with the decline that has taken place on most other

commodities prominent in our commerce, and the least marked of

all has been the shrinkage upon the staples in which we are at this

time particularly interested. Where they have been unaffected by
speculative cliques, and have only been subject to the fluctuations

of legitimate supply and demand, the agricultural interests of the

United States have been increasingly prosperous, despite the reaction

that has been going on from the inflated position in which our

commercial affairs were left at the close of the late war ; and of this

fact there need be no oth'ei- proof than the prosperity of the dairy-

men and the merchants handling dairy products, which, of

all agricultural commodities, are, I believe, the freest from
the influences of illegitimate speculation, and are, as a whole,

marketed at values based solely upon the safe and unswerv-

ing laws of supply and demand. It is gratifying to note that the

prominence which the dairy interest has long deserved as one of the

most substantial and profitable branches of our agriculture and
commerce, is now, fol- the first time, being freely accorded us by the

other great commercial interests of the country, and, at our present

rate of progression, the time is not far distant when the strife be-

tween cotton and corn will be for a second place, and the dairy

will assume the first place in our national industi-y.

So little time has elapsed since the close of 1874 that it is im-

possible forme to bring down the commercial statistics of the butter

and cheese trades with such entire accuracy as I would desire, but

the partial estimates that it has been necessary to make, in some in-

stances, are upon so brief a period of the year as to in no way affect

the general result by their slight variation from the actual figures

which will be obtainable later on.

Our figures show the receipts of butter at the port of New York,

for the twelve months of 1874, to have been 980,943 packages against
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948,520 ill 1873, and 695,829 iu 1872. Tlie receipts for the eight

months of tlie crop year beginning May 1st, were 736,4:70 as com-
pared with 770,047 in 1873, and 533,470 in 1872. Until within the

past three months the receipts were given simply in packages, and the

proportion of tirkins, half lirkins, Welsh and pails, could only be
roughly estimated, and in this way an approximation of the receipts

in pounds could be gained, yet never with any assurance of accu-

racy. The eiibrts of one of our leading weekly commercial jour-

nals have lately been directed toward the more careful compila-

tion of these very important statistics, and their work has been so

far perfected that we are now furnished daily with ^the receipts in a

form that not only shows whether they are from the Eastern or

"Western States, but also gives the proportion of each style of package.

By this means the amount is readily rednced to pounds, giving us

a more safe and satisfactory basis for statistical deductions than can
be otherwise obtained, in view of tlie irregular weights of the dif-

ferent styles of packages. Taking tlie average weight of the pack-

ages during the three months named as a fair basis for the preceding

months of last year and for former years, and the receipts, re-

duced to pounds, were in 1874, 68,666,010 pounds; in 1873, 66,-

396,400 pounds ; and in 1872, 48,708,030 pounds.
Tlie average price for all gi-ades, both Eastern and Western, has

been about 30 cents, giving us $21,000,000, at least, as the value of

the annual traffic in butter in New York City alone. There has been,

during the past year, a tendency to push our export trade into coun-

tries that have been obtaining their supplies mainly from Europe,
and although the efforts to this end have been largely experimental,

there is a prospect of a more general demand from new sources for

American butter, if we are able to compete in price with other dairy-

ing countries. It is not necessary for me to repeat that well-estab-

lished principle of political economy, that a nation's wealth is rep-

resented not by its exports, but by its internal commerce
;
yet an

export outlet for our surplus products affords a safety-valve that is es-

pecially essential to the healthy conduct of the dairying trade. The
fancy grades of butter seldom drag down our markets by reason of

an accumulation, as there is nearly always an outlet for these goods
for home consumptioi* fully equal to any amount that has ever as

yet been produced. For the shipping grades, or the butter of com-
merce, however, we have less general use, and an accumulation of

tliis class of goods exerts a depressing influence over an entire

market which could be often profitably avoided by allowing this sur-

plus to move into foreign channels at such prices as could be ob-

tained.

This is usually the ultimate result which follows an accumulation
of this class of butter, but it is seldom attained until the stock has
been held long enough to deteriorate two or three cents per pound
in quality, and has dragged the entire market down Avith it, when
the burden is removed, but at a severe cost and a o-eneral disar-
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rangement of the trade. Tliis evil has been the natural outgrowth
of the fallacious system, which has so long existed, of basing the
value of all grades of butter, after a regularly-adjusted scale, upon
the price of the extra sorts which go into consumption through
the best retail channels, and are, at all times, the most active goods
in the market. The efforts of the Butter and Cheese Exchange have
been successful in correcting this evil, to a considerable extent

;
yet

it is by no means entirely overcome. The plan of grading butter

as Extras, Firsts, Seconds, and Thirds, which has been adopted by
the Exchange, is calculated to so systematize, and, when generally

understood, to afibrd so uniform a standard for grading and quota-

tions as to destroy the scale that was formerly adhered to, when
quotations w^ere based upon the general terms " good to prime,"
" fair to good," " poor to fair," etc. ; and when, to be consistent

with this denomination of grades, the prices must descend in a

regular gradation from prime to poor.

It is our aim to allow the quotations for each grade and class of

butter to regulate themselves, irrespective of any and all other

grades and classes, and to be governed only by the relations of

legitimate supply and demand. As we succeed in accomplishing

this end, we find the difference between Extras and Firsts, and
between Firsts and Seconds, constantly wddening, though it is liable

to fluctuate, as one grade may be relatively more active or in less

liberal supply than another. Butter, to be ranked as Extra, must be

of the finest grade of fresh-made sorts, equal to the highest standard

of table butter. Now, the aggregate receipts of this class of butter,

at ISew York, are very large; yet not more than one package in

thirty, coming to our market, even from this State, is Extra ; and it

is obviously unjust, therefore, that the price of this grade should be

allowed to directly influence the value of the great bulk of tlie

crop.

There is, in fact, nearly always a difference of eight to ten cents

per pound between the price at which Extra butter can be readily

placed, and the marketable value of Firsts ; though this difference

is liable to be somewhat greater or less as the supply of, and demand
for, any particular grade or sort increases or diminishes. Firsts

constitute a large proportion of the crop %f Eastern butter (by

Eastern I include nothing west of this State and Pennsylvania)

;

but, probably, nearly 50 per cent, of the State product runs below

that grade. If this fact were more generally understood by dairy-

men, there would be less interruption to the regular course of trade,

by the sudden inflation of prices throughout the interior, than is

now experienced, periodically, when the sale of a strictly extra dairy

is made, or the product of some w^ell-known creamery is contracted

for at high prices, though, perhaps, not above the real value of the

goods. I wdll not occuj)y your time longer upon this point, except

to urge upon dairymen a more unbiased judgment of their own
goods, and to caution them against being misled as to their value
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by the isolated transactions in very fancy bntter that have been
heretofore frequently, but erroneously, supposed to establish prices

for the entire product that might, at the time, be ready for market-
ing. Of Western there is less uniformity of grade, even, than of

State. There are a few Creameries in the West that send butter to

the New York market, which can be sold on a level with State ; but
the amount coming to our market is so small that we have found
it necessary to quote it separately.

What is chiefly designated as Western Extra ranges from three

to Ave cents below this Creamery butter, and Firsts, which form a

large proportion, but not the bulk of the Western crop that linds

its way East, are nearly always still another five to six cents lower.

Like Eastern there is a very large proportion of the Western butter

that reaches us that will not pass above seconds, and which is not
required except in a ver}^ small way for the home trade. For this

surplus, therefore, we need a foreign outlet, but to make this out-

let available, we must recogniz.e the fact that this class of butter is

entirely independent of the grades which are fit for our home
markets, and that its value is what it will bring when it is put into

export—the only channel that is open for it, whether at three, or

five, or ten cents below the price at which the next grade above
may be salable for domestic use. The Western dairymen are dis-

posed to look upon the wide diflerence in price between Eastern
and Western butter as the result simply of prejudice against their

product, and seem to uterl}^ ignore the many necessary dift'erences

which favor the Eastern crop. Too much sti'ess is everywhere laid

upon the prices obtainable in local markets for fresh butter, which
is always wanted for table use. The butter from the Hudson Eiver
counties is made especially for the New York market, is well made,,

and is mostly marketed while fresh, say within 15 days from the

churn. It is this class of butter upon which om* high quotations for

extras are based, and but a very small proportion of our receipts

from other sources, whether East or West, ever selft fully up to the

product from the near-by sources of supply. Their near local

markets aiford dairymen, both East and West, the same advantages
in the manner of supplying fresh butter that is enjoyed by the pro-

ducers in the counties near to New York. My attention was
recently attracted to the quotation—equivalent to about 40 cents

gold—of fresh French butter in the Loiidon market, as aifordiug an
inducement for tiie export of American butter. This is simply
another instance of confounding the fresh-made table-butter from
near-by sources with the butter of commerce, which, though it must
be well made, and possesses greater keeping qualities, perhaps, is

without the rosy freshness which is one of the chief elements of

value in the extra grades, and between the prices of the two classes

there is practically no connection.

A real cause of difference in favor of Eastern butter is in the pro-
cesses of manufacture here and in the West, and the greater per-
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fection that has been attained b}^ our dairymen. From a few
sections of the West, where the creamery system of this State is

used, we receive a fine quality of butter, and there is also a large

proportion of the dairy-packed that sells well up toward the level

of Eastern goods, but the distance over which the Western butter is

transported, and the rough handling and exposure wliich it receives

in transit, destroy at once that freshness which is of such advantage
to our State product. Real superiority, from whatever cause, is.

certain to be recognized, and no other discrimination is made be-

tween the products of different dairies, or counties, or States, than

is warranted by the actual difference in their merits. The influences

of pasturage, soil, and water, and the inferiority of tliQ milch-cows,

as the rule, is a matter of which you, gentlemen, who study the

practicalities of butter-making, should be better able to judge than

we ; but experience leads us to believe that all of these conditions

work against the Western product. The average quality of Western
butter has been very much improved during the past few j^ears, and
to what extent it is possible to still further raise its standard is a

question for the dairymen of the great West to answer, and one
which deserves their earnest and constant attention. We would
recommend the adoption, so far as is possil^le, of the Eastern

creamery and dairy systems as against the factory system, and
would also suggest that measures be taken to secure from the rail-

road companies better facilities for tlie transportation of dairy prod-

ucts from the West. In this matter we would heartily co-operate

so far as might be within our power.

Our mercliants find great and increasing cause of complaint in the

inferior woods of which packages are made, and the value of many
invoices of butter shipped to .our market during the past year has

been lessened one or two cents per pound by the taint from inferior

packages. This is a matter wliich deserves special attention,

and, in view of the growing scarcity of wood suitable for butter pack-

ages, we are forced to look for relief in some form of metallic pack-

ages adapted to this purpose. Aside from its purity, metal would
possess a scarcely less important advantage in avoidijig soakage and
irregular tares. It would also prevent the foreign taints, which are

shown to be attracted to butter in wooden packages l^y the salt.

The Committee of the Butter and Cheese Exchange, which is con-

ducting the test of the different brands of dairy salt, with a view to

settling the question of superiority, discovered that butter in wooden
packages, stored in a car with kerosene, acquired the taste of the

oil, and the same effect has been observed where butter was stored

in close proximity to vegetables of pungent odor. A metallic pack-

age, therefore, which possesses the requisites of strength, cheapness,

and convenience in handling, will be heartily welcomed by the

trade.

The production of butter in the United States is difficult to esti-

mate. The incomplete figures furnished by the Census report afford
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but a faint idea of the iiiagiiitude of tliis production, and we have,

therefore, nothing but estimates to guide us. The estimate put forth

by the Butter and Cheese Exchange, and which was prepared by a

merchant of long experience in the butter trade, is one that close

observation has verified, and is entitled to confidence. This esti-

mate is made upon the basis that, of our population,

5,000,000 consume lib each per week,

10,000,000 " fft) " " "

10,000,000 " ift " " "

10,000,000 " iR) " " "

At this rate 35,000,000 people would consume 1,040,000,000

pounds per annum for table use alone, and it is estimated that one-third

more may be added for culinary purposes, making a total home con-

sumption of about 1,387,000,000, or say two-thirds of a pound weekly
for every one of our population. The exports from Canada and the

United States (we include Canada for the reason that butter exported

direct from that country is the same in its influences upon our mar-

kets as though it came here—this being its natural outlet)—the ex-

ports of American butter, therefore, are about 15,000,000 pounds,

making an annual product accredited to the United States, of 1,402,-

000,000, which, at an average value of thirty cents per pound—and
that is not a high average price for the last few j'ears—realizes

$420,600,000. It is stated, by a gentleman of acknowledged au-

thority in dairy matters, that this product consumes the milk of over

54 per cent, of the milch-cows of the United States, wdiich is esti-

mated to be 13,000,000. The magnitude of the domestic trade in

butter makes this product the controlling element in dairying,and

the production of cheese must increase or diminish, just in the ratio

that the requirements of milk for butter-making become less or

greater. The increase of milch-cows during the past two or three

years has been divided between the two products, and we have had,

therefore, a steady growth in the production both of butter and
cheese. The present production of cheese is currently estimated to

be about 300,000,000 pounds. The receipts at New York for the

twelve months of 1874 were 2,046,575 boxes, against 2,007,663 boxes

in 1873, and 1,718,732 boxefe in 1872. The shipments from this port

were 1,639,499 boxes in 1874, 1,596,148 in 1873, and 1,185,873 in

1872. The exports from all United States ports during the fiscal

year ended June 30, 1874, were 90,611,057 pounds. The ofiicial

statement of Canadian exports, for which I am indebted to the Su-

perintendent of Customs, of the Dominion of Canada, were 23,183,-

223 pounds, exclusive of exports to tlie United States, making a total

American export of 113,794,280 pounds.

There is a steady increase in the_ foreign demand for American
cheese, and, where goods of the quality required for this channel
can be produced, it unquestionably affords a much more profitable

outlet for our surplus of milk than the grades of butter which can
be moved into the same channels. The improving quality of our
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goods steadily increases their popularity among British eoiisamers,.

and we would seem to have a foreign outlet that might be extended
indefinitely if the same care and economy in manufacture and
handling, which first built up our foreign trade in cheese, ar&

adhered to for its maintenance and increase.

The prosperity of this important branch of our commerce in

dairy products is very gratifying to note, but it should not cause u&
to lose sight of that equally important branch—the domestic trade.

The requirements of the latter should be observed as closely as

those of the former. Statistics indicate that there has been an
actual falling off in the domestic consumption of cheese during the

past year, and as cheese, as an article of daily food, has been known
to be steadily gaining in favor with Americans, we are forced to

believe that the recent falling off in consumption must be due ta

some remediable cause. If such be the case, immediate steps

should be taken to recover the ground we are losing, for we cannot
afford at this stage of our dairying process to lose even our smallest

outlet. It would seem, from the experiences of our New York
dealers, that the chief, if not the sole cause of this decrease of home
consumption, is the lack of small, fine cheese. During the past

season, particularly from June to October, the home trade demanded
a small cheese, weighing, say 30 fbs. Every effort has been made
by our dealers to meet this requirement of their customers with

goods equal in quality to those we furnish the foreign trade, and I

am aware of instances where dealers have offered factory-men the

extra quarter of a cent necessary to cover the greater cost of making
these goods.

The creamery men seem to have thoroughly understood and
appreciated the need of a small cheese, and I willingly pay tliis

tribute to their sagacity and foresight, as it is the only favorable

thing I am able to say in regard to their skimmed product. In very

few instances have we been able to obtain fine goods of the size

required, and, as there are but a small number of retailers who can

afford to take a large cheese during the summer months, we have
been foi'cing upon customers a half-skimmed or creamery cheese^

and that, too, at fijll prices, when the* Englishman will only take

them at a reduction of three to five cents per pound from the price

of fine goods. The effect of this course has been detrimental to the

best interests of the dairying trade in a two-fold manner. The in-

feriority of the skimmed goods has injured the reputation of

American cheese among our own consumers, and is turning their

attention more and more to the different kinds of imported cheese

whicli are going to supply a variety of tastes that could be as well

satisfied by American productions if any efforts to cater to this

trade were made by our factory-men. And, again, where these

skimmed cheese are sold, the consumption is lessened by reason

of their unequaled durability, which makes a pound go as far a&

three or four pounds of full-cream, " buttery" cheese. We find that
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not only are small cheese more salable at home, but they command
better prices al^road, and I will instance the Shortlot's factory of

about 30-pound cheese which sold in the Utica market during the

past season at one-half to three-quarters of a cent per pound above
the highest market price for heavy cheese on that market day.

This factory went to Europe, and realized two to four shillings per
cwt. above the same quality of large-sized cheese.

This question seems to me to merit your earnest attention, for

too much importance cannot be attached to a domestic outlet for

your product, and, believe me, this will never be fully developed so

long as it remains substantially given over to the makers of skimmed
^oods.

The coloring of cheese has become a subject of so much impor-
tance, that I will state briefly the requirements of the different for-

eign and domestic markets as we find them.

What is needed, as the rule, is a full, bright-colored cheese, which
meets the requirements of the London and Yorkshire, and the New
York, Baltimore, and other Southern markets. Next in popularity

is the white cheese, which is taken principally for Manchester or the

New England markets. The demand for straw-colored cheese is

very limited, and does not extend beyond the Bristol (England) and
one of our small home markets, and the most profit will, therefore,

be found in full, bright-colored cheese, or those without color.

So much difiiculty is experienced by our dealers in obtaining

reclamation for short weights, that we have to ask the co-operation

of this association in extending the system of guaranteeing weights
which is already practiced by the factory-men who sell through the

Utica and Little Falls markets. In justice to dealers, this practice

should be made a rule of the trade throughout the State.

It has been suggested that, to protect the interests of both factory-

men and merchants, the Butter and Cheese Exchange might, upon
the recommendation of this Association, license weighers to test the

weight of goods upon arrival, and where shortage was found a

weigher's certificate should be rendered accordingly, and upon this

certificate the claim should be promptly allowed. In this connec-

tion it may also be well to recommend that more care be observed
in some of the principal interior markets in throwing out all of the

sour and imperfect goods. Where the lot has been sold at first

price it is but just tliat the cheese should all be sound and regular.

As all goods sold in New York are inspected, fault}'^ cheese are

usually discovered there ; but, whether they are then taken out or

are not discovered until the goods reach foreign markets, the result

is a direct loss to the merchant and an injury to the standing of the

factory brand.

Tlie very incomplete—in fact, useless—statistics compiled by the
United States Census Bureau, make it incumbent upon all interested

in dairying matters to give individual attention to the statistics of

this trade. The very complete and trustwortliy statistical reports
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your further aid in obtaining a monthly count of stock in the coun-

try. The Butter and Cheese Exchange, through its Committee on
Trade, Information, and Statistics, lias perfected means by which it

hopes to obtain a monthly count of the stocks in the New York
market, from October to May. During the remaining months of

the year the stock is so small as to be of no consequence, the ship-

ments during that period being about equal to the receipts.

In conclusion, gentlemen, I must express the hope- that you will

not regard as pedantic the suggestions which have been thrown out

in my remarks, and which you have honored with your attention.

Believing that your interests are identical with those of the mer-

chants in whose behalf this paper was prepared, I have desired

simply to state such facts as seemed worthy of consideration for the

mutual benefit of producer and distributor, and the prosperity of

American dairying.

Mr. M. Folsom, of New York, then offered the following res-

olution :

Whekeas, it has been the custom in the Utica and Little Falls,

also in some of the Western markets, to guarantee weights on

cheese deliverable in New York ; and
Whekeas, as the custom is just and equitable, and is worthy of

imitation in all markets, therefore be it

Resolved^ That we, tlie American Dairymen's Association, recom-

mend to all salesmen of cheese the adoption of this rule, now al-

ready in vogue in the several established markets in this State.

Mr, Farrington, of Canada, considered the resolution a sweeping

one, and thought it ought to be referred to a committee.

Mr. Folsom favored referring the matter to a committee.

Mr. Plawley supported the resolution as in the interest of the

dairymen.
The Chair appointed the following committee to consider the res-

olution : Harvey Farrington, of Canada, L. L. Wight, of Oneida,

and D. H. Burrell, of Herkimer.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Farrington then alluded to the paper read. He inquired if

the dullness of business in tlie United States was not a sufficient

cause for the falling oft* in the price of cheese.

The essayist thought a small and a fine cheese was wanted, not a

skim cheese, the above alleged diminution of prices was partly

owing to the cause named, but he believed there had been little

diminution in the home consumption of butter, and the diminution

in the price of cheese was owing chiefiy to other causes.

Mr. Douglass, of New York, believed that consumption had not

only not been lessened, but had been increased. He believed the

cause of any diminution in the price of cheese was owing to charges

in transportation, rather than in consumption.
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Mr. Folsom believed figures would not lie, and presented figures

showing an actual falling ofiTof over forty thousand boxes during the

past year. He complained that cheese were made too large, and
claimed that small clieese should be made to secure a home trade.

Ten or twelve pound cheese would largely foster the domestic trade.

He would not foster the English trade at the expense of the home
trade. He was strongly opposed to the creamery system.

Mr. Keeler, of Cattaraugus, thought that an inferior article,

crowded upon the home market, was ruinous to it. He m-ged op-

position to the creamery system on this ground.

Mr. Moon believed the great quantit}^ of inferior products dragged
down the prices of first-class goods. This rendered the trade unsta-

ble. The inferior quality of the goods consisted chiefly of skim-milk
cheese.

Dr. L. L. Wight, of Oneida, said the parties on this question may
go into extremes. There is, very likely, truth on both sides. Skill

may manufacture a very good article from skim milk. We need
more experience before determining the matter. He m-ged skim-

ming may be overdone. Be careful how you deteriorate your quality.

It seems to me small cheese can be made to advantage. Do not

make too much small cheese, but work to the advantage of the gen-

eral trade.

Gov. Seymour now entered and assumed the chair.

DAIRYING IN THE NORTHWEST

Was the subject of a paper read by G. E. Morrow, of Chicago,

Secretary of the Northwestern Dairymen's Association.

"The Northwest" has an indefinite and widely-varying meaning.

A vast extent of country is included as the term is ordinarily used.

The Northwest to which I shall mainly refer is but a part of Illinois,

about one-fourth of Wisconsin, and parts of Iowa and Minnesota.

Within the easy memory of men not yet past middle age, the

region indicated was comparatively a wilderness. The early settlers

who were attracted by the fame of its fertile soil, to be had almost

for the asking, had generally more store of muscle and energy than

of money. As in any newly -settled country, the natural effort was
to produce that which at least present cost would produce a return

in money or means of subsistence. The grain-growing became the

leading business of the agricultural class in these States. Next came
the raising and feeding of cattle and swine. Obviously dairying

would not be thought of in the earlier stages of settlement as any
thing more than a minor industry. The farmers made some butter

and sold it to the village groceries. As long ago as 1847, Mr. Town,
of Elgin, 111., made considerable shipments of butter to New York.
Some, who had been accustomed to cheese-making in New England
or New York, continued the work on a small scale, partly supplying

the very limited local demand, but all this was of but small aggre-

gate importance, for, in addition to the causes that would naturally
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make dairying a subordinate industry in any newly-settled region,

there was a very general feeling that nearly all the Northwest was
illy adapted to grazing purposes, and especially unfitted for daiiying.

The growth of Chicago and other cities built up a considerable local

trade in milk, and increased the demand for butter and cheese.

The first cheese-factory in the Northwest, of wliich I have informa-

tion, was established near Elgin, 111., in 1862. The first dairjmien's

association in the Northwest was also established at Elgin, in 1863.

The Illinois and Wisconsin Dairymen's Association was organized

in 1867, at which time there were about thirty-five cheese-factories

in these States. This association afterward became the now pros-

perous and useful Northwestern Dairymen's Association. The Wis-
consin State Association was organized in 1872 ; the Illinois State

Association in 1874 ; the Iowa State Association is being organized

at this date. There are also several useful county associations.

While any special interest you may feel in dairying in the North-

west doubtless rests much more in the possibilities of the future than

in what has been accomplished up to the present time, it is highly

gratifying to those more directly interested to be able to look back
over a series of years of steady prosperity and steady growth. The
dairy products, especially of cheese, do not form a large aggregate,

but in comparison with what they were only a few years ago they axe

large. The territory in which cheese-making is receiving atten-

tion is widening year by year, and further extending into sections for-

merly devoted almost wholly to grain-growing. It is undoubtedly true

that no class of Western farmers of equal number, and possessing no

greater capital, have been more successful during the past ten years

than have been the dairymen. They have felt the " hard- times "

less than most farmers. The causes which developed what we call

the " farmers' movement" affected them less than their grain -raising

neighbors. Naturally, this comparative and actual prosperity has

directed the attention of others to dairying, so that there has never

been a time when so many are talking and thinking of engaging

more or less extensively in milk-production as now.

I have prepared a map to indicate, in a general way, the portions

of the States named, in which dairying is at all prominently pursued.

In Illinois, most of the northern fourth of the State is included, ex-

tending in one place perhaps 150 miles south of the north line. In

Wisconsin something more than the southeast quarter is included.

As indicating the sections in which a commencement has been made
in this State, the northeast quarter of Iowa and the southeast quar-

ter of Minnesota may be named. It will, of com-se, not be imder-

stood that, in all this area, dairying is prominent. The total cheese

product of Iowa or Minnesota is not greater than that of a single

county in Illinois, and several counties are necessarily included in

eacli State in which dairying as yet receives very little attention.

The cheese products of these four States, in 187-i, I estimate at

25,000,000 lbs. In this estimate I have tlie concurrence of Pres.
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Faville, of the Northwestern Dairymen's Association. Others would
perhaps make it higher. Taking into consideration the increased

attention given to butter-making in Illinois, I think 12,000,000 lbs.

of cheese for that State a fair estimate, Mr. Faville and others

place the cheese product of Wisconsin at 12,000,000 lbs. Mr. Eld-

red, for years engaged in cheese-making in Iowa, places the number
of factories in that State at 40, but ,they are generally quite small,

and he puts the cheese product at from 1,250,000 to 1,500,000 lbs.

Minnesota produced less than 1,000,000 lbs.

Elgin, III., is the center of the leading dairy district of the North-
west. There are 32 factories, some of them are quite large, within

ten miles of that place. The sales at that city, for 1874, aggre-
gated perhaps 3,500,000 lbs. of cheese and 150,000 lbs. of butter.

The Illinois Condensing Factory, at Elgin, the only one in the

Northwest, received, in round numbers, 6,800,000 lbs. of milk dur-

ing the year. McHenry county. 111., in 1873, produced 1,500,000 lbs.

of cheese.

In Wisconsin, Sheboygan county, in 1874, had 28 factories and
produced 1,400,000 lbs. of cheese. Kenosha county, although quite

small, produced 800,000 lbs. Green and Winnebaga counties, in this

State, quite* largely produced Swiss and Limburgh cheese. These
are samples of some of the leading counties.

I do not at all under-estimate the disadvantages of the Northwest
as a dairy region. First of these I name the lack of dairy educa-
tion. Most of the farmers of the Northwest know very little of the

business ; many are prejudiced against it, and reluctant to make so

radical a change in their plans as to engage in milk-production would
require. This lack of experience and knowledge of the business is

seriously felt by many who do make dairying prominent in their

farming. Again, there is a lack of money. The average farmer of
the Northwest has not much money. The cost of a herd of cows,

the necessary buildings, and tiie other purchases necessary, can illy

be afforded by very many. Again, tlie desire or resolution to be-

come a dairyman does not of itself add one to the number of cows,
nor the acres in grass ; to receive, the butter, especially, requires

time on the part of the farmer who has hitherto been an almost ex-

clusive grain-grower. The long winters, during which cows must be
stabled and fed, are thought a great obstacle by many. The face of
the country, generally, is as different as can well be imagined from the
typical dairy region. As a rule, the thousand hills on which cattle

may feed are not to be found, but, instead, there is often level, treeless

prairie. Roaring streams and living springs are comparatively rare

in a great part of the Northwest. The lands are not, as a body,
what are called natural grass-lands. To reach the great markets
the dairy products must be transported a thousand miles or more,
and then hnd a current belief that they are necessarily inferior in

quality. Last and greatest of all, perhaps greater than all other difficul-

ties combined';, is the liability to severe and long-continued drought.

5
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You know something of what drought may do, but I am glad to be-

lieve you have not practical experience in such droughts as have
visited various districts in the Northwest in the last four years. Cer-

tainly the East is less liable to rain-drought than is much of the

West. In the summer of 1874, for instance, dairymen in portions of

Illinois and Wisconsin fed their cows as regularly, and with about

as much necessity for so doing, ^s now. This is a real and not an
imaginary evil, and one that the dairymen of the Northwest feel

deeply.

While all these things exist, there are other considerations which
point to a steadilj^-increasing production of butter and cheese in the

Northwest. First, as nothing succeeds like success, as nothing so

•compels following or calls out invitation as does success, so the fact

that dairymen in the Northwest have succeeded and are succeeding,

are prosperous and hopeful, commands attention. Low prices for

the given products, complaints of high charges for transportation,

•especially on bulky farm products, the ravages of chinch-bugs, the

general feeling of discontent and desire for change so surprisingly

prevalent among Western farmers, have made many feel that a

change is important. I have never received so many inquiries as to

dairy matters ; have never known of so man}- projected factories as

within the last few months. Those already engaged in dairying will

continue, and many others will engage in it as soon as is practicable.

Some of those will fail and go out of the business disgusted ; most
will fairly succeed.

Some of the difficulties are more easily overcome than would be

supposed at first blush. If running streams are wanting, good water

can almost everywhere be obtained in wells of moderate depth, and

the winds of the broad prairies will pump it as wanted. If not quite

so good, this answers a very good purpose. The difficulty in rais-

ing good grass has often been over-stated. It is astonishing what

results have been obtained, even from cows pastured only on the

wild grass of the prairie. Especially where the land has l)een cul-

tivated for a few years, grasses of various kinds and the clovers

grow luxiiriantly. Kentucky bljie-grass is plentiful in much of the

dairy region. Timothy and red clover everywhere thrive, and,

while not the best for milk production, they have answered a good

purpose on thousands of farms, and the butter and cheese produced

have not been detected as of poor qualit3\ Another point greatl}" in

favor is the facility with which bountiful crops of grain and winter

forage can be produced, on the fertile soil, nearly universal. Again,

while the winters are long, the grass sprhigs up with great rapidity

in spring, and often remains green and fresh late in the fall. For

two years past especially, I have noted that, for at .least three weeks

jifter all the snow had disappeared in central Wisconsin in spring,

the reports from Utica and Little Falls showed that the dairymen

brought in their cheese in sleighs.

One great point in favor of the Western dairymen is tlie compar-
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ing a general average, and $35 or $4-0 per acre would buy all the

lands occupied by dairymen in the Northwest
; $35 or $40 is a

good average price for the cows
;
$10 per ton for the hay ; 50 cents

per bushel for the corn, which is much liiglier than usual; 80
cents for the wheat, with bran in proportion. Lumber for fencing

and buildings are comparatively low priced. I need not point out

the fact that these prices counterbalance many obstacles. The in-

creased cost of transportation is very slight. Buttei or cheese can
be shipped from the dairy regions of Illinois or Wisconsin to the

seaboard for about one cent per pound. The very small proportion
ofwaste-land is another great advantage.

My estimate of increased production of cheese in 1875, over that

of 1874, should the season prove favorable, is about 20 per cent.

The butter product will also be considerably increased.

The directions of increase will be both in the older dairy regions

and in new helds. In the older regions there is a tendency to in-

creased butter production in factories. In the newer regions cheese-

making will have nearly exclusive attention.

The factories in the Northwest are generally small. Probably not
six have over 800 cows each ; many not more than 150 to 200, As
a rule, the cheese-making season is short; in many factories not over
fom- or five months. Naturally the length of season is increasing,

and in the Elgin region a number of factories now work throughout
the year, making butter and skim-milk cheese in winter. The
factory buildings are generally comparatively cheap structm-es

;

those lately erected better than the earlier ones, but smaller, from
the less need for extensive curing-i-ooms. Of the newer ones many
are owned by stock companies. Most of the milk is worked for the

patrons for fixed prices, If to 2 cents per pound of cheese, generally

the latter price. In the older regions the practice of buying the

milk is growing more common. About half the factories make
cheese on Sunday. Milk is almost invariably delivered twice daily,

the night's milk being cooled at home, in vats of cold water, in

which the cans are placed. The practice and teaching is growing
in opposition to sudden or extreme cooling. Skimming has been
comparatively little practiced ; less in Wisconsin than in Illinois.

Like other modern " improvements," the practice is rapidly becom-
ing prevalent ; in Wisconsin more in the direction of partial skim-

ming in the latter part of the season ; in Illinois in the direction of

creameries and. skim-milk cheese. The cheese made will average
something less than 50 lbs. in weight, from 14 to 16 inches in

diameter, 7 to 9 inches in depth. •

In mode of manufacture changes have been made in the same
general direction as in more eastern regions. No special novelties
have been introduced. The cheese are made to come quickly,

generally with special reference to supposed requirements of New
York and British markets. Coloring is growing more common.
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Little is done in making cheese of different size or form than those

in more common demand. Experiments are being tried in the way
of makmg " fiill-inilk cheese " out of skim-inilk.

In butter-making there are few regular butter factories ; those in

which both butter and cheese are made are more common. The
deep-can system of setting milk is in less favor than formerly,

mainly because of great labor attending it. The tendenc}^ is now to

the use of large pans or vats. One very successful factory still

uses the common small tin pans.

Various devices for re-working butter, sometimes at depots in tlie

country, but more generally by dealers and grocers, have been intro-

duced, and much such butter has been sliipped East. Unobjection-

able wlien properly made use of, this practice has, by improper
management on the part of some engaged in it, done harm to the

reputation of Western butter.

Going back to the farms, it may be said that the dairy cows of

the Northwest, as a class, are of fair average quality. Of improved
breeds, Ayrshire, Jersey, Holstein, and Short Horns are being tried,

each having zealous advocates. The great majority of the cows are

the so-called native, many of tliem, however, having very perceptible

evidences of the blood of some of tlie breeds named.
The advocates of high feeding are in the minority, but claim to

have good reason for their faith and practice, as high feeding is

practiced by some as in part of the country. Feeding grain in

some form is almost universal, and corn is largely used for this

purpose. As a help in time of drought in summer, green corn is

preferred to any other plant. In the last few 3'ears there has been

an increase of interest in the plan of luiving cows calve in the fall,

which plan is very successfnlly followed by some butter-makers.

It should be borne in mind that comparatively few Western farm-

ers are exclusively engaged in dairying. A very large part of the

milk delivered at the cheese factories comes from farms on wliich

grain is largely grown for sale. Most of the cows in the dairies are

raised by their owners, altliongli the practice of " discowing " calves

is increasingly common.
Abortion has become quite -common near Elgin, Illinois, within

the last two years. The disease has not made its appearance save

in exceptional cases in any other portion of the Northwest.

There are many dairies in tlie Northwest which i-etnrn their own-

ers not more than $25 or $30 per cow for the season. There are

others which return $100 or more each. Yields of 600 pounds of

cheese per cow are not uncommonly reported. One butter-factory

in Northern Illinois reports a yield of 221 pounds of butter per cow
for the total of 336.

There is a steadily-increasing home demand for cheese. The repu-

tation for Western butter and cheese has much improved within a

few years. Formerly there was much complaint of injustice by
dealers in selling Western cheese as New York cheese. This has
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mainly passed away. The relations between Western dairymen
and Western dealers are now quite as satisfactory as is to be
expected.

The Western dairy Boards of Trade are yet young. That at

Elgin has been quite successful. It holds meetings weekly ; the

rules are made in the board room, and are regularly reported. The
Boards of Watertown and Sheboygan Falls, Wisconsin, have not

been so successful as could be wished. They have mainly been used

for consultation and arranging for consigning rather than for mak-
ing direct rules. Considerable shipments of cheese have been made
direct to Europe, with results about equal to those where sales were

made at home. There is yet a wide held for Western dairymen in

supplying the home and Soutliern demand, which can be greatly

extended. As a rule, the liest butter made stays in the West.

We look with hope to the produce exchanges, and consider their

organization in the East and in the West a matter for congratulation.

Wisely managed, they can do much good. The producer and the

dealer can learn much from each other, and their relations should

be amicable in the fullest sense. Feeling this, I regret that I must,

on behalf of the association, which in some sense I represent, and,

as I believe, in behalf of the dairy interests of the Northwest, enter

my earnest protest against the action of the Butter and Cheese

Exchange of New York. That Exchange has done a good work.

I regret tliat, unintentionally as I believe, it has done and is doing,

a wrong to the butter-producing interests of the West, by its arbitrary

system of classification of butter into Eastern and Western, and

quoting butter of a given grade at widely different prices, owing to

locality of production. I do not claim that Western butter is as

good as it should be, or that, as a class, it is equal to that made in

file East, but 1 do claim that all butter, wherever made, should

stand on its own merits. As tlie case now stands, Western butter

is classified as " Extra " and priced as " Seconds,", or classed as

" Firsts " and priced as " Thirds." If it be " Extra," it should sell

for the same price as Eastern " Extras." If it be worth only as

much as Eastern "Thirds" it should be classed as such. It is

absurd to class butter under some name and with some definitions,

and yet make a difference of one-third or more in price.

Leaving very much unsaid concerning dairying in the Northwest,

I have only time for a word as to the dairymen of that region. I

find they look much like the men before me ; as they should be, for

very many of them are your sons and brothers. All over the

Northwest are men wlio look back with pleasure to a boyhood spirit

in wliat are now the leading dairy regions of New York and New
England. They are equally proud of their adopted States. I am
glad of this opportnnity to have met you, and to tell you something
of what we are beginning to do. We have no foolish notion that

we liave learned all that is to be known. We look with interest to

the annual meetings of this association and to all your improvements,
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expecting to learn from you. Accept a cordial invitation to visit

ns at the approaching conventions in the West, when you will be
welcomed to earnest and interesting meetings, and to hospitable

homes. In the past, we have learned from your Mr. Willard and
others, who have helped us much. This year we expect to have
with us your secretary and assistant-secretary, but, well satisfied as

we are with these as to quality, we will gladly have a much larger

delegation.

The dairy interest of. the Nortliwest is but in its infancy; this is

the day of small things with us, but there is abundant room for and
great promise of growth. To-day it seems scarcely worth while to

take your time in telling you of what we liave done, but let me pre-

dict as probable that within a few years more before we will attend

a session of the American Dairymen's Association, lield in Northern
Illinois, for greatest convenience to the greatest number, and perhaps
have this talk recalled to them as they listen to a report of the dairy

interests in Colorado or California.

Mr. Curtis then announced that rooms at the Keynolds Building

were at the disposal of a bureau acting for employers and those

seeking employment. »

Mr. Folsom, of New York, said, in regard to the complaints ad-

vanced in Mr. Morrow's essay, that the decreased value was owing
to the length of distance over which the butter was transported.

Mr. Morrow objected not to selling it as inferior butter, but as

classifying it as first quality Western butter, and selling it below in-

ferior qualities of State butter.

The Convention then took a recess until 2 o'clock.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The Convention was called to order at 2 p. m., with a crowded
attendance.

STATISTICS.

Mr. Gould, of Connecticut, supported the statement that the cen-

sus is defective in regard to the dairy interest.

Mr. Folsom inquired. Could not the Association memorialize the

Legislature to appoint a bureau of statistics to keep statistics of the

trade ? At the suggestion of Grov. Seymour, he moved the appoint-

ment of a committee to consider the matter.

Mr. Scovil thought Mr. Folsom had started on the right course.

A census is to be taken for 1875, and he would recommend that the

committee confer with the authorities witli the view of obtaining a

correct census.

Mr. Scovil offered the following resolution, which was adopted

:

Resolved, That, inasmuch as there seems to have been more or

less inaccuracies in the census of 1870, in regard to the statistics of

dairy products, we, tliereforc, recommend that all dairy associations

in those States wliich take a census enumeration in ^ the year 1875
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call the attention of the Legislatures of their several States to the

importance of a more perfect enumeration in this department.

Gov. Seymour announced that he would have to go to Albany to-

morrow, and would confer with the Secretary of State in regard to

the matter.

The resolution offered by Mr. Scovil was adopted unanimously.

Professor Caldwell, of Cornell University, then addressed the

convention on the

"condition of fats in butter and cheese.''

Gentlemen of the American Dairi/meii's Association : The
vital force residing in the plant, together with force derived from
the sun, eliminates oxygen from ciarbonic acid and water, and one
of the hrst products of this work that appears in the plant, if not
the first, is starch, composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, and
containing about equal weights of carbon and hydrogen, on the one
hand, and of oxygen on the other.

The starch thus formed suffers many transformations in the plant,.

of 'which the one most pertinent to my subject is its conversion into

fat.

Starch disappears from certain cells in the plant, and fat appears
in its place ; or starch may be changed into grape sugar, which in

its turn may be transformed into fat.

The formation of starch, then, precedes the formation of fat in the
plant.

And when we come to look into the chemistry of this transfor-

mation, we find tliat it is similar, at least in one respect, to that

which was involved when carbonic acid and water were changed
into starch ;• oxygen is given off. In the fats, the process of de-

oxidation, which began with the very first production of plant sub-

stance, is carried on still further, and bodies are yielded which are

specially rich in carbon and liydrogen, and very poor in oxygen.
Fats occur in all plants, and in nearly all parts of plants, but

most abundantly in the seeds from which they are extracted by great

pressure, combined sometimes with heat.

All fats are composed simply of carbon, liydrogen, and oxygen.
But we find in nature and in the arts a great variety of fats, differ-

ing in respect to consistency, color, taste, odor, and behavior, when
exposed to the air.

These differences are due to two causes

:

1st. Admixtures of foreign matters which themselves have color,

taste, or odor.

2d. Variations in the relative proportions of carbon, hydrogen,
and oxygen ; although these variations are confined within such
narrow limits, in the case of the true fats and fatty oils, as to still

preserve the relatively low proportions of oxygen.
The foreign matters which,-mixed with the fat, sometimes give it

a peculiar flavor, or odor, or color, and which sometimes are so
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tliem, are but little understood as yet ; tliey may perhaps bear
somewhat the same relation to the fats that those substances do to

wine, which communicate to different brands their peculiar flavor

or hoquet^ as it is called
;
just as the wine from a certain locality or

vineyard always contains, and usually in a very small proportion,

this special boquet-giving substance, so that the connoisseur in whines

can tell what wine lie is drinking, and where it was made, so in

many cases a fat from a certain source is always associated with
some substance, likewise in minute proportions, that gives it some
flavor or odor by which we recognize it at once.

The eftect of the variations in the composition of the pure fat as

to the relative proportions of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, is mani-
fested mainly in changes in the consistency of the fat.

Generally speaking, the smaller the proportion of oxygen, as com-
pared with the carbon and hydrogen, the firmer and harder is the

fat at ordinary or at moderately low temperatures. Thus, stearine,

the chief component of tallow, contains, in IOC parts, 8.6 parts of oxy-

gen, while butyrine contains 31.8 parts of oxygen in 100 parts.

Stearine is a solid at common temperatm*es, and butyrine is liquid.

Palmitine contains 11.9 parts of oxygen in 100, and melts at a tempe-
rature a little lower than stearine.

But then oleine, which contains 10.8 per cent, of oxygen, is liquid

at common temperatures, wliile palmitine, containing nearly 12 per

cent., is solid ; so that the degree of consistency, or of solidity, at

common temperatures, does not depend on this relation alone.

In what has gone just before, I have alluded to several different

kinds of fat, stearine, palmitine, but^^rine, and oleine. These are,

however, never found by themselves in the natural fats ,» there is no
natural fat known, whether vegetable or animal, that is pure stear-

ine, or palmitine, etc., but all the natural fats are mixtures of some
of these glycerides^ as they are now called by chemists.

A brief notice of the comparative properties of a few of the

more important glycerides will help us to a better comprehension
of the reasons why the different natural fats differ from one another

in properties.

The glycerides that are found in the fats, with which the dairy-

man of the period has to deal, or may have to deal, are all insolu-

ble in water, are, in some cases, soluble in alcohol, and are all solu-

ble in etlier. All the glycerides, under the influence of strong alkaline

substances, like potash or soda, or of acids, or of superheated steam, are

broken up into fatty acids, such as oleic acid, butyric acid, stearic

acid, etc., on the one hand, and the well-known sweet substance,

glycerine, on the other.

Stearine, the cliief com])onent of beef tallow, is soluble only in

ether, and is solid at common temperatures.

Palmitine, a characteristic component of palm-oil, is also soluble

only in ether.
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Margarine, occupying a position, as to composition, midway be-

tween palmitine and stearine, is a body whose existence is denied by
some chemists, who regard it only as a mixture of palmitine and
stearine ; like a mixture of these two fats, it melts at a lower temper-

ature than either. The name is so frequently used, however, that

it is well to know what position it occupies with reference to other

glycerides. It is soluble only in ether.

Butyrine is liquid at common temperatures, and is soluble in both

alcohol and ether ; unlike the glycerides already noticed, it has a de-

cided taste and odor, and it alters readily on exposure to the air, be-

coming acid or rancid.

Oleine is tasteless and inodorous, liquid at ordinary temperatures,

and soluble in ether and in strong alcohol.

Finally, caproine capryline, and caprine, are glycerides which
undoubtedly exist in butter, and they probably do not differ much
from butyrine ; but little is known about them.

Among the natural fats we find all degrees of consistency, from
the limpidity of the oils to the hardness of tallow. The difference

is the result of the different proportions in which these glycerides

that I have just named are contained in those oils and fats. Two of

the glycerides named I said are liquid at common temperatures, and
the rest are solid ; and the larger the proportion of the liquid glycer-

ide in the fat the more easily the fat fuses, and, if the proportion be

sufficiently large, the fat will melt at temperatures lower than ordi-

nary ; or, in other words, will remain liquid at ordinary temperatures.

Of these two liquid glycerides, oleine is the one to which the natu-

ral oils owe their limpidity, and in the case of the natural fats, w^hich

are not liquid at common temperatures, the greater or less degree of

consistency of these substances is due entirely to the smaller or

larger proportion of oleine which they contain, mixed with the solid

glycerides ; excepting to a very small extent in the case of butter,

which contains also the other liquid glyceride, butyrine.

Leaving oitt of consideration the so-called drying oils, with which
we are not now concerned, the natural oils and fats which we find

in the vegetable and animal kingdoms are, therefore, very simply

constituted, both as regards their ultimate and their p;'oximate com-
position. Going back to their ultimate composition, or to the

elementary substances of which they are made up, we find only

three : carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. Stopping far sliort of tliat,

and regarding only their proximate composition, we find tliat, though
differing so much in properties, they contain in the main onl}' tlu'ee

of the substances called glycerides, viz., stearine, palmitine, and
oleine, or four, if we grant the existence of margarine ; and if, as in

a very few instances, we find other glycerides added, as butyrine in

butter,they are present in but smallproportion; the softness ofthe but-

ter is due far more to the oleine that it contains than to the butyrine.

And, since all these glycerides except butyrine are tasteless and
odorless, nearly all fats and fatty oils, when pure and clean, have
neither taste nor odor.
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Having cousidereu thus brietiy tlie building up of fats out of the

carbonic acid and water of the mineral kingdom, and their compo-
sition, let us turn our attention to the fats as we find them in the

plant and animal, and consider first the general properties common
to them all, then comparing them with one another, learn if we can

wherein, and why, they differ among themselves.

Tlie natural fats are all lighter than water, and insoluble in it,

colorless and inodorous when perfectly pure, either liquid at common
temperatures or fusible at moderately elevated temperatures, are

absorbed by paper and communicate to it a semi-transparent appear-

ance, which is not removed by heat, and give to the touch a peculiar

characteristic sensation.

Treated with strong alkalies, or with acids, or super-heated steam,

they are broken up into a mixture of fatty acids on the one hand,

and of glycerine on the other, in the same manner as the glycerides.

When this is accomplished with an alkali, as potash or soda, the fatty

acid unites with the alkali and forms a soap ; hence the process is

called saponification. Otherwise the acid remains uncombined
and free.

Most of the fats are insoluble in alcohol. When fats are exposed

to the air they absorb oxygen, particularly if they are liquid at

common temperature. This absorption of oxygen may produce

two kinds of results. In the one case the oil hardens on the sur-

face exposed, and the impervious coating thus formed protects the

surface underneath from any further action. These are the drying

oils, as they are called, of which linseed-oil is an example.

The other fats and oils become thicker and gummy, acquire a

disagreeable odor and a more or less sharp and irritating (kratzend)

taste; this unfavorable change appears to take place the more
readily when the fat contains much mucus or albuminous matter

mixed with it. In the light this alteration goes on more rapidly

than in the dark,

An oil thus changed we call rancid. The alteration -appears to be

due in part to the decomposition of a slight quantity of one or more
of the glycerides in the fat into glycerine and fatty acid, just as in

the process of saponification ; and the fatty acid, such as oleic acid

or palmitinic thus set free, communicates its disagreeable acid taste

to the fat.

Most of the vegetable fats are liquid at ordinary temperatures.

The fat of man, and of carnivorous animals generally, is soft like lard,

at common temperatures, while that of herbivorous animals is harder,

like tallow.

The only non-drying' liquid oils derived from plants that occm' in

commerce in any considerable quantity, so as to be cheap enough for

common purposes, are olive-oil, rape-oil, cotton-seed oil, and perhaps

oil of almonds. The first is obtained from the fleshy pulp that sur-

rounds the seed of the olive, while the others are obtained from the

seeds themselves. The l)est quality of olive-oil, obtained by gentle
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pressure of the fruit, has no taste or smell ; inferior qualities,

obtained by stronger pressure, or by a sort of fermentation previous

to the pressure, have a sharp taste and a rancid odor. The oil con-

sists of the three glycerides, stearine, palmitine, and oleine, with the

oleine predominating ; but in the cold it becomes white and granu-

lar, as the stearine and palmitine are deposited. When pure it

changes but slowly in the air.

Rape-oil, hardly to be met with in this country, is much used in

Europe for an illuminating oil ; when prepared from one kind of

rape-seed it possesses a disagreeable odor, which it is difficult to

remove, so that it can hardly be used even for making soap. It

consists mostly of oleine, with but a small proportion of the other

glycerides.

Cotton-seed oil, being quite thin, must be composed mostly of

oleine ; in the crude state it has a reddish color, but no noticeably

disagreeable odor. It was estimated by Abel that the cotton-seed

produced in 1870 in America would yield over 300,000 tons of this

oil.

There is another oil, prepared from pea-nuts, that contains 50

per cent, of their weight of the oil, which might be produced on a

large scale in this countiy, I presume, if there was any demand for

it ; and, as it presents a somewhat agreeable taste and odor, it is

sometimes used in the place of olive-oil, but it becomes rancid more
easily than olive-oil.

Of the numerous soHd vegetable fVits, palm-oil is the only one that

is comparatively cheap and abundant. It comes from Africa, and is

much used now in the manufacture of soap. When freshly prepared

it has a reddish-yellow color, and an agreeable odor, but it is par-

ticularly liable to become rancid ; it is composed mostly of palmitine

and oleine.

Passing to the animal fats, we notice first that Among them there

are no drying oils. The liquid animal fats are mostly fish oils, pos-

sessing a strong, disagreeable odor, which they owe, in part, at least,

to the presence of some other glycerides in small proportions, that I

have not considered it necessary to describe that, like batyrine, the}'^

possess decided odor. But, like all other fats, these fish-oils are

composed essentially of oleine, stearine, aiid palmitine.

The fats obtained from our domestic animals are all solid, owing
to the preponderance of the solid glycerides.

Tallow, or beef-fat, consists mostly of stearine and palmitine, only

about one-fourth of it being oleine. It melts at about 100° Falir.

At about 86° most of the oleine can be pressed out of it. Its

yellowish color, and slight taste and odor, are due to the admixture

of minute quantities of foreign matters, perhaps other glycerides.

Like other fats, it becomes rancid in the air.

Mutton-fat is composed mostly of stearine, with a little palmitine

and oleine, and it contains, besides, another glyceride in small pro-

portion, to which jt owes its peculiar odor.
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Swine-fat, as it contains a larger proportion of oleine than either

beef or mutton, has less consistency, and is soft at the higher com-
mon temperatures, and melts at about 86° ; it also contains a small

quantit}^ of another and an odoriferous glyceride, one of those said

to occur in l^utter.

The well-known oleomargarine is simply the more liquid part of

beef-fat, obtained by first allowing the purified fat to solidify very
slowly from the melted state ; tlie stearine and palmitine, passing

thus slowly into the solid state, assume a somewhat crystalline tex-

ture, and the liquid part of the fat, or the oleine, can be more com-
pletely separated. The fat is then subjected to heavy pressure in a

moderately-heated room. Nearly all the oleine, together with a

small part of the palmitine and stearine, is pressed out, and the

solid part of the fat, consisting, probably, almost entirely of stearine,

remains. If prepared from fresh, clean fat, it is, of course, a per-

fectly innocent and harmless addition to anj'^ article of food. If

made, as it may be, from fat that is not fresh and clean, the fact of

its unclean origin would be disclosed at once by the quality of the

product, unless the fat had first been put through a careful process

of purification. If the fat was first so purified that the oleomar-

garine is perfectly clean and sweet to the taste and smell, even

when heated up to the boiling point of water, it would be as harmless

as though prepared from clean fat.

I am not much acquainted with the details of the process of

the manufacture of oleomargarine, as now carried out in this

country, but if a clean product is demanded by the consumers of it,

I should think that it would be so much easier to prepare it from
fresh, clean fat to start with, than to have to cleanse and purify foul

fats, that there would be but little likelihood that the latter would

be used.

It is hardly necessary for me to say that the term oleomargarine

may possibly be a misnomer ; and yet, after all, the term margarine

is a convenient one by which to designate the mixture of stearine.

and palmitine, which is so common in fats, even if we allow that it

is variable in its composition, containing much stearine and little

palmitine, or vice versa, jiccording as it is obtained from one fat or

another, or by one process or another.

It is hardly necessary to say, too, that there is no reason why
oleomargarine might not be prepared from some vegetable oil, or

from other kinds of animal fat than beef fat ; oleomargarine is

simply a mixture of oleine with a little stearine and palmitine, in

such proportions that the product melts at about 80° or 90° Falir.

The details of the process would, of course, have to be managed
difterently with diflferent fats. Starting with an oil already con-

taining so much oleine as to make it liquid at ordinary temperatures',

the object would be to get rid of the excess of oleine, instead of the

excess of stearine, as in the case of tallow. But the final product

might be precisely the same in both cases. Whether the yield
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of oleomargarine from au oil, like cotton-seed oil, wliicli appears

to contain a very large proportion of oleine, would be profitable,

would be a question to be decided only by trial. That it could be
done is indicated by the fact that a sort of lard-butter has been
made by digesting rape-oil with stafch ; the product is a gold-

yellow, pleasant-tasting fat.

Cow-butter is the fat which possesses most interest to all dairy-

men.
In the pure state this is a yellowish, slightly acid fat, which

melts at TO'' Fahr. It is coi^iposed, for the main part, of the

three glycerides—oleine, palmitine, and stearine ; but, further than

tliis, its composition is more complicated ^than that of any other

solid animal fat ; and, in fact, the exact composition of the small

residue that remains, after taking out the three glycerides first

named, seems to be hardly settled. According to most authorities,

it is a mixture of butyrine, caproine, and caprine ; and, further,

Chevreul, who is one of the best authorities on the subject of the

composition of fats, maintains that there is in the butter a peculiar

combination between a part of the butyrine and the stearine, form-

ing, what he calls, butyroleine. On the other hand, Heintz, who has

worked up the composition of the fats almost as extensively as

Chevreul, and who was the first one to maintain that the so-called

margarine is only a mixture of stearine and palmitine, has found in

butter still two other substances—butrine and myristine. Another
chemist has found, in certain instances, in tlie place of butyric and
caprouic acids, the acids of butyrine and caproine, another acid

which he called vaccinic acid.

The rancidity of butter is due, as in the case of the rancidity of

other fats, to the decomposition of the glycerides, setting the acids of

the glycerides free ; in butter it is the butyrhie, and, perhaps, the

odoriferous glycerides associated with it, which sulfer this change
most readily.

From what I have given as the results of the examination of

butter by various chemists, it would appear that it is distinguished

from all the Other animal fats by the great number of glycerides of

wliich it is composed.
The complete separation of these gl^^cerides from one another is

about impossible, so that we can form, at the most, only an ap-

proximate estimate of their relative proportion in the various fats.

V^oelcker estimates that palmitine, together with a little stearine,

makes up 68 per cent, of the fats of butter ; 30 per cent, is oleine,

and 2 per cent, is composed of the odoriferous fats—butyrine and
its companions.
As every one knows, the proportion of liquid and solid fat varies

according to tlie season ; Boussingault found that summer butter

contained about 60 per cent, of oleine, while winter butter contained

only about 35 per cent.

It appears, from what I have thus far said, that the comparison
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drawn between fats and wines holds good tlirougliout. AYines are

abont the same as to their composition in the main, being made nj)

mostly of watej', alcohol, sugar, and vegetable acids ; but, when all

this is taken out, there is a small residue remaining, to which the

peculiar flavor of each kin(r of wine is due, and which, therefore,

must be different either in amount or in kind in different wines.

Just so the oils and fats are composed essentially and mainly of

the three glycerides—oleine, palmitine, and stearine ; or of four, if

there is such a glyceride as margarine ; and when all these are

taken out, there is a small residue 'remaining, concerning the com-
position of which we are yet, to some extent, uncertain, and to

which the characteristic, flavor and odor of each fat is due.

The oils and fats contain, when first extracted, several impurities,

such as albuminous matters, coloring matters, mucus, etc.

One of the most common methods for removing these consists in

adding to the oil from two to three hundredths of its weight of oil

of vitriol ; albuminous substances are coagulated, and mucous sub-

stances charred or partly burned ; by subsequent agitation with

considerable water, with or without the addition of chalk and
filtration, the acid is entirely removed. Sometimes the oil is heated

with potato starch, which, in some wa}'', seems to collect together

the impurities ; or it is treated with powerful oxidizing agents,

which attack and decompose the impurities, while the}' do not

notably affect the fats, if not used in too large quantities.

The largest and cheapest production of animal fat, particularly in

the form of l)utter-fat, is a matter in which dairymen are specially

interested, and is a matter on which a few considerations may be

appropriately offered in this connection.

In a lecture which I delivered before this convention on a former

occasion, I stated that the food of animals is made up of five classes

of ingredients—carbo-hydrates, albuminoids, fat, fiber, and inorganic

salts. The animal that is fed in the normal way then gets a certain

small amount of fat in its fodder.

But it has been established by numerous experiments that the

animal's vital power is capable of producing fat out of some of the

otlier constituents of its food. In a series of experiments, conducted

by Liel>ig, three pigs produced in thirteen weeks seventy-five to

eighty pounds of fat over and above all that was contained in their

food. In another experiment with a cow, he estimated that just as

much fatty substance appeared in the excrements as was given in

the fodder, so that the cow must have produced out of other constit-

uents of her fodder an amount of fat equal to that contained in the

milk that she yielded. This point having been established, the very

interesting and important question arose, from what constituent of

the food is the fat produced ?

Many circumstances seemed to indicate that the carbo-hydrates

were transformed into fat in the animal body. Bees fed on sugar

alone Avere found to produce wax, a body resembling fat in eomposi-
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tion. In sugar-growing countries, during the tew weeks in which

the sugar-cane is harvested, negroes and cattle were allowed to feed

freely on the juices or on the cane, and all grew remarkably fat; aiid

when the harvest season is over they soon lose this accumulated fat.

Moreover, substances which are regarded as particularly favorable

for purposes of fattening, as peas, beans, potatoes, grains, rice, etc.,

are rich in carbo-hydrates, at the same time that they are poor in

fat.

But later investigations seem to indicate that the fat produced in

the body is generated not from the carbo-hydrates at all, ])ut from

the albuminoids.

In some experiments with a dog, Pettenkofer and Yoit found that

when meat and starch alone were fed, fat was produced, but the

amount of fat was proportioned to the amount of meat given, and

bore no relation to the amount of starch in the ration.

When starch alone was fed, fat was also produced, but the amount
of fat was the same, or nearly so, even wlien the. proportion of starch

consumed and digested was nearly doubled ; and on examining the

urine, an amount of nitrogen was found, bearing the same proportion

to the amount of fat produced as when the animal was fed with meat
and starch. . Fat contains no nitrogen ; if it is produced in the animal

body out of albuminoids, which do contain nitrogen, why then,

of course, the nitrogen of so much of tlie albuminoid as is used for

this purpose must be rejected; and it is thrown out in the urine.

When the animal is fed with meat and starch, a constant relation is

found between the amount of fat produced and the amount of ni-

trogen in the urine ; so that this amount of nitrogen becomes, as it

were, a measure of the amount of fat produced, as well as a measure

of the amount of meat used up to produce this fat. When the ani-

mal is fed with starch, fat is produced also. Starch contains no
nitrogen, so that if converted into fat no nitrogen would need to be
thrown off. But nitrogen is thrown off, and in the same ratio to the

amount of fat as before; whence it is safely concluded that some of

the animal's own flesh is used to produce this fat.

Milk is produced in certain organs of the body called the mam-
marj^ glands. During the period of secretion they receive a much
larger supply of blood than at other times; but they do not simply let

so much of the constituents of the blood pass or filter through them as

would go to make milk. They take up certain constituents of the

blood and in some way transform them into milk.

The lactose, caseine, and fatty particles are all produced de novo
iu the gland. This kind of sugar is not found anywhere else in the

system ; when secretion of milk is most active, different variieties of

sugar, as glucose or cane-sugar, injected into the blood-vessels,^ are

never eliminated by the mammary glands, as they are by the kid-

neys—and their presence in the blood does not influence the quan-
tity of lactose in the milk.

Caseine does not exist in the blood, and must be produced in the
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mammary glands. The peculiar kind of fat in milk is not found in

the blood, and must also be produced in the mammary glands, but
in a manner not yet fully understood. The fat in the blood appears

to be there in the form of a soap, while it exists in the milk in the

form of glycerides.

Tlie manner in which this transformation of a part of the' blood

into milk takes place is yet a matter for discussion and research.

Some authorities consider the mammary glands to be true organs

of secretion, endowed witli the power to bring about those chemical

changes in certain portions of the blood that circulates through
them, which are required in order to produce the fat, caseine, and milk
sugar of the milk—in the same manner that the gastric juice is pro-

duced in tht glands situated in the membrane of the stomach, or as

sugar is produced in the liver, or saliva in the mouth.
Others regard the milk as the product of the fatty degeneration

of the tissues composing the mammary glands ; the glands become
liquefied into milk, and are constantly reproduced as fast as lique-

fied', in the case of an animal that continues to give milk. According
to tlie latest statement of this view, fat coining from the transforma-

tion of the albuminoids or from tlie fat in the blood, may be depos-

ited invariable quantities in the glands, just as it may be .deposited in

variable j^roportions in other organs of the body ; and, consequently,

the product of the liquefaction of the glands may at one time con-

tfiin a larger or smaller proportion of fat, as compared with the case-

ine and sugar, than at another time.

In this connection it is interesting to note that Dalton sa^^s of the

formation of fat in the body, that it appears in manj' places where
it could not have been deposited from the blood, and that it is prob-

ably formed by decomposition of the tissues upon the very spot

where it subsequently makes its appearance.

The fact that the deposition of fat in the tissues of the body and
the elimination of fat in the milk appear to some extent to replace

one another, so that if one operation is going on the other does not

so readil}^ making it an unprofitable operation to attempt to fatten

a cow in milk, would seem to support the view that, as certain modes
of foddering are best for the production of fat in the tissues, and

will cause fat to be produced in larger proportion than flesh, so

.should certam modes of feedhig favor tlie production of fat in the

milk, without aftecting in the same ratio the production of caseine.

Several scries of experiments have been performed with a view to

test this important question ; and the results obtained indicate that

the proportion of fat in milk, as compai-ed with the caseine and
sugar, is affected, at least in some cases, by the character of the

fodder.

Tlie results of some of these investigations have already been laid

before 3^ou, and 1 have not time to pass them in review, not even

the later and more trustworthy series. Martiny, in his excellent

work on milk, publislied in 1871, says of tlie most important series
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of investigations that had been performed up to that time that they
contradict each other.

One series of experiments performed by Freytag, with a herd of

eleven cows, whose mixed -milk was analyzed, yielded results that

confirmed in a striking manner a result previously obtained by Kuehn
in one of liis trials, viz. : that the addition of palm oil cake to the ra-

tion does increase the proportion of fat in the dr}'- substance of the

milk.

The results of a series of experiments by Fleischer, in 1871, with

two cows, the milk of which, examiued separately, agreed, as regards

the proportion of caseine in tlie dry substance of the milk ; this pro-

portion was lower when the cows were supplied with a ration that was
insufficient for the largest yield of milk, thanwhenthe ration was large

enough for the greatest yield; it was not increased on adding oil to

this ration, but was increased on adding about four and a quarter

pounds of bean meal daily, and was still further increased by
0.24: % on a green clover ration. The variation in the fat was also

the same for both cows, at least, in direction, though not in degree.

In the case of one cow there was an increase of over 0.17 % of fat in

the dry substance of the milk on passing from the abundant to the

scant ration ; in the case of the other, only an increase of about

0.017%; on adding oil to the ration the proportion of fat went down
in both cases, and on adding the five pounds of bean meal it went
down still further ; and finally, in passing from this last ration to

clover, the proportion of fat went up in the one case nearly half a

per cent., and in the other about 0.27 %. Kuehn, not altogether

satisfied with the results of his previous experiments, has performed
others since 1871, when Martiny gave his opinion of the results

obtained by WolfiF anA other trustworthy investigators, and it

is interesting to note Wre a conclusion to which he arrived, as

the result of some accessory experiments of his. The fat must be
determined in the milk of each day dm-ing the whole duration of

the experiment, in order tliat the results may be trustworthy, for the

reason that the proportion varies so much from day to day, even while

the cow is fed on the same ration ; if determined only every second
or third or fourth day, it may happen that on those days the pro-

portion of milk was higher or lower tlian usual, and the average re-

sult would be too high or too low. Such is, however, not the case

with the caseine and sugar, so that it was not found necessary to de-

.

termine them every day.

In a series of experiments performed in 1870, when the effect of

adding from two to four and a quarter pounds of bean meal to

a scant ration was tried with four cows, each ration being continued
from 20 to 34 days, there was no notable change in the proportion
of fat or caseine in the dry substance, except in the case of two
cows, where the per cent, of fat was raised 0.27 % in one case

and 0.1 % in the other.

In another trial, he found that the proportion of fat was raised by
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nearly half a per cent, by the addition of palm cake meal to the

scant ration of one cow, while no change whatever in the proportion

of fat was produced by a similar addition to tlie ration of another

cow.
In a third series of experiments, conducted in 1872-73, when the

effect of the addition of bean meal to the sbant ration was the main
thing, tested, the resnlts witli the four cows were in some respects

rather wild. One cow gave a result quite comforting in its regular-

ity ; on adding about two pounds of bean meal the per cent, of fat

in the dry substance of the milk was raised by about 0.1, and

on adding as much more bean meal it was raised by about

0.1 more. In the case of all the other cows there was more
or less of an elevation in the percentage, both of fat and cas-

eine, when the largest amount, four and a quarter pounds of bean

meal, was added to the ration ; but on dropping back again to the scant

ration there was no agreement in the change suffered by the milk

of tlie thi-ee cows.

The conclusion of the whole matter is, at. least, that it is not yet

fully settled that variations in the composition of the ration do not

affect the composition of the dry substance of the milk ; and the

probability is that there is some connection between the two.

The question may be asked, very pertinently, do these small

variations in the composition of the milk possess any practical value ?

Are they not too small to affect our profits one way or the other ?

May we not even lose money, in tliat the extra fodder required to

make the dry substance of the milk richer in fcit will cost more than

the extra butter will bring us?

Suppose we take a good cow, that is giving 3,000 pounds of milk

per annum, and by adding one and a (tiiarter to one and a half

pounds palm oil cake meal to her ration we increase the per cent, of

fat by 0.57, every 100 pounds of milk would contain half a pound

more of fat, making for the year 15 2:)ounds. But there must be

added to that something which would in all probability be gained by

increased yield of milk, or else a more concentrated milk containing

less water and more of solids. In some of the best experiments of

Kuehn, the total increase of the yield of fat from both these causes

was very great.

This is the important question for us, after all, does it pay ? Sup-

posino- that we can get a milk richer in butter by a different and

perhaps more expensive ration, does it pay to get it '^

We have just begun a series of experiments in the agricultural

department of the Cornell University, by which we hope to con-

tribute something towards answering this question, and by which I

hope something may be accomplished toward solving the problem

of the relation between the composition of the fodder" and that of

the milk. In tliese experiments we propose to keep the variations

within the limits of attainable practice, not going beyond what

might be carried into practice as regards the nature and the quantity

of fodder supplied.
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Four cows will be taken, of about the same quality ; they will be
fed alike ; tlie amount that they eat wall be carefully noted, and the

same ration will be continued about thirty days. The total yield of

milk per day will be noted, and in the mixed milk of each day's

yield the total dry substance and the fat will be determined. And
we hope to be able to continue the experiment, taking another

set of fresh cows when it becomes advisable to give up the first

set, until we have obtained some positive answer to the question in

hand, or have satisfied ourselves that no solution of the question can

be reached by our mode of experimentation. By taking so many
cows and examining only their mixed milk, we hope to eliminate

the influence of the individuality of the cow on the manner in which
her food is converted into milk. In most of the experiments hither-

to conducted, the milk of single cows has been examined, and then

on comparing the results obtained with difi'erent cows with each

other, there was no means of deciding to what extent differences in

those results were due to differences in the ration, and how much
to differences between the different sets of apparatus by which the

food was converted into milk.

Every dairyman knows that these last mentioned differences do
exist, and that two cows pretty much alike generally, will not pro-

duce milk of the same quality and in the same quantity, on the

same ration.

By continuing the same ration a month, we think we shall give

"ample time for each kind of ration to produce its effect on the

quantity and quality of milk produced, if it is to bring about any
change at all ; and, by examining the milk of every day in the

laboratory, we shall be sure to get the correct average. The execu-

tion of this plan will involve a great amount of labor, and we may fail

to accomplish it, simply for want of sufficient time to do all the

work required. But, nothing daunted, we shall try it.

The proportion of fat in cheese varies, within very wide limits,

from three to forty per cent, or over, according to the method by
which the cheese was made. In a long list of analyses of several

varieties of European cheese, Swiss, French, and English, not made
from skimmed milk, the proportion of fat ranges from 24 to 42 per

cent.

This fat is, as usual, a mixture of different glycerides, but not the

same that we find originally in the fat of the milk ; in the process

of ripening, the fat is attacked to some extent as well as the caseine ;

but to what extent and in what manner they are changed is not

yet fully known. A part of the glycerides higher in the series,

palmitine and stearine, and margarine, if you please, is converted,

in the ripening process, into new products. In a method of

manufacture to which my attention has recently been 'called,

the fat is pretty completely removed from the milk and made
into butter, while a purified fat of about the same consistency

as butter, but made from beef fat, and consequently less valuable
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and expensive, is added to replace what was taken out. The fat

put in differs but little from what was taken out ; that taken out

contains a very small proportion of butyrine and its associates,

while that put in does not; and it is doubtful whether, since

butyrine is formed during the process of ripening, this small

difference in the original amount would affect the flavor of the

product.

To me the success of the method seems to depend simply upon
the possibility of obtaining a perfect mixture of the curd and fat,

as well as, of course, on the use of perfectly clean fat of the right

consistency, or in other words, in which the right proportion is pre-

served between the oleine, on the one hand, and the stearine and
palmitine on the other, and provided these fats added are changed into

the glycerides that have taste and odor, butyrine and its. associates,

lower in the series, to which the flavor and odor of the ripened

cheese may be due in part. But we do not know what proportion

of the butter fat is so altered, nor do we know what influence

different methods of making cheese and of curing it have on this

proportion.

Further, a partial saponification of the fat appears to take place

in the ripening of the cheese, so that the fats become rancid, by the

setting free of the fatty acid. But there is no increase in the pro-

portion of the fat due to the conversion of a portion of the caseine

into this substance.

There is one important deduction to be made from what I have

said in regard to the general similarity in the composition of all the

fats, or at least important in its bearing on this new method of making
cheese, which has been introduced in some of our factories. All

other conditions required in the manufacture of good cheese being ful-

filled, such a mode of treatment can not materially affect the com-

position of the cheese nor its keeping qualities.

To any one who understands the true nature of the fats, the pre-

judice against oleomargarine butter, or a cheese containing fat from

the caul of the ox, instead of the bag of the cow, because it is sup-

posed not to be so clean and wholesome, appears somewhat un-

reasonable.

This new method of making cheese, by w^hich tlie loss of a large

quantity of butter fat in the whey is prevented, and by which, as is

shown by analysis made in my laboratory, a cheese can be made
containing the same proportion of fat as a full milk cheese, and

yielding a product, which, according to good judges, is of a good

quality, certainly deserves the careful attention of progressive

dairymen.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Moon tliought, as a deduction from the address, the potash

put on would create saponification, and a taste which is ascribed to

annatto.
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Prof. Caldwell thought saponification would very likely occur

from that cause.

Prof. Arnold said alkali in one case retarded action of the rennet

about one-fifth. Putting in so much alkali he thought neutralized

the acid and retarded coagulation.

Prof. Caldwell, in reply to queries, said it has been decided that

fat is not formed in cheese while ripening. Some cheese contain

42 per cent, of fat. I do not know whether it can contain more
than that. In whole milk cheese there is 20 to 30 per cent. In

Stilton, where cream is added, the proportion may be made 40 per

cent.

Mr. Willard said he supposed the great loss of fat in cheese-

making came in cutting the curds and working. In Stilton cheese-

making the curds are not cut, but lifted off. If adopted in the

oleomargarine manufacture, perhaps a larger proportion of fat could

be retained than now, when cutting curds is employed.

The address of Prof. Caldwell was followed by one on " Feeding

Meal and Animal Digestion," by L. W, Miller, of Chautauqua.

MR. miller's address.

Gentlemen of the American Dairymen's Association: I shall

confine my remarks mostly to feeding Indian meal to dairy stock,

when dry, and to their digestion of coarse and fine food. Certain

practices of my own in wintering my cows, having attracted much
attention and not a little criticism, I suppose j^ou will expect me to

explain those practices. Sixteen years ago, happening to mention

to a gentleman of my acquaintance that I was short of hay for

wintering my stock, he informed me that he had twice wintered his

cow upon meal, once upon three pints of scalded meal, and once

upon three quarts, keeping in stall all winter and watering by hand,

and he assured me she came through in excellent condition, and

yielded a full product of milk each season. Seizing upon this hint

of ray friend, I ventured to place my herd of twenty cows, having

first dried them off, upon an exclusive meal diet, feeding an average

of three pints, dry, morning and evening, giving the large cows a

little more, and the small ones a little less, keeping them in warm,

clean, properly ventilated stables, and only turning them out one-

half hour each day for water. They were uneasy the first three or

four days of meal diet ; but after that had the appearance of un-

usual quiet and content. I am confident their rations were ample

to satisfy the wants of nature, and that they did not lose flesh. The
experiment would have been more valuable if they could have been

weighed at the commencement and end of meal feeding. In the

spring, when they began to drop their calves, I fed them all the hay
they would eat in the morning and two quarts of meal at night.

But they showed a decided preference for meal over hay. The
calves dropped were of the usual size, strong and healthy, and gave

no indication of a deficiency of proper and essential elements in
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the food of the mother. When upon exclusive meal diet—a period

of nine weeks that season—rumination ceased when they had no
longer any food to remasticate. Occasionally one would refuse her
meal. It was my custom to administer a tablespoonful of dissolved

copperas on such occasions, and a restoration of appetite followed.

When the weather was very stormy, they were kept in and supplied

.with water by hand. The amount of water drank at such times

was surprisingly small, varying from one quart to, in rare cases,

eight or ten per cow each day. I think they would not average to

exceed five qviarts. Although accustomed to eating a daily ration

of salt during the summer, they showed but little inclination to eat

it on meal ; but when again fed upon hay, they at once resumed
consuming the usual quantities of water and salt. I made more
than the usual quantity of spring butter that season, and when
turned out to grass, my cows did better than I had ever known them
before when wintered in tlie usual way.

After this experience, whenever short of haj, I resorted to meal,

feeding in as many winters, live, seven, and eight weeks, and always

with the most satisfactory results ; my cows, w^hen turned out to

grass, invariably doing better than when wintered on hay, both as to

quality of milk and a tendency to lay on flesh. In the season of

1873-4 my hay crop was unusually sliort, and what corn fodder I

had was badly damaged by frost, feeding Avhich, in early winter, my
stock were in unusually poor flesh when I commenced feeding meal
on the 1st of January.

The result of my experiment I condense from a communication

over my signature, pubhshed in the Chautauqua Farifner in August
last.

" The records of the factory where I send my milk show an

aggregate of 531 cows. There are three herds of cows giving as

much, or more than my own the present season—one of them nearly

two pounds more daily ; but the last sale of cheese of which I have

a record, being the make of sixteen days, from June 10th to 26th,

credits my herd with giving two pounds fifteen ounces each per

diem, more than the average of the whole 531. My herd was

selected with reference to making butter, not cheese, and I have

never regarded them as great milkers ; the}'' averaged twenty-seven

pounds per diem, for the sixteen days' sale.

" In 1872-73, I wintered my herd upon hay. They came through

in good condition, and were fed during the spring months with two

quarts of meal daily, and all the liay they would eat. In 1873-74 I

fed for nine weeks (while dry) three quarts of meal ; then what hay

they would eat and two quarts of meal, for three weeks ; then beau

vines and meal, for two weeks, losing one of my best cows in the

operation, and setting the whole herd scouring badly and losing

flesh. Then I did what I have never done before to cows giving

milk. I fed during the rest of the spring, before turning out to

pasture, on clear meal, a period of about five weeks, giving five
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quarts of wet meal daily to those giving milk. Under this treatment

thej did well, and although the flow of milk was less then when fed

on hay, its quality was excellent, and the butter superior. The bean
vine butter, however, was poor.

" I find, by the factory records, that my cows are giving five

pounds of milk each, per diem, more than they gave during the cor-

responding period last season, when wintered on hay. But with

this difiference in their treatment : This season my hill pasture has

been very short during the entire season thus far, although I am
carrying five head of stock less than last year, and I have in conse-

quence fed about three quarts of dry bran, per head, to my herd

daily. 1 do not think, however, that tliis bran would make up the

deficiency in pasture as compared ^\dth last season.
*

" I fed, last winter, white western meal instead of yellow native

<',orn of my own growing, as heretofore. White Indian corn con-

tains only a fraction of one per cent, of oil, while yellow contains

nearly four per cent. There was a marked difiierence in its efl^ects

from any thing that I have ever seen while feeding yellow meal.

The hair first began to look and feel stiff and harsh ; then the skin

became dry, with the appearance of scurv)^, after about six weeks'

feeding ; and finally some of the herd actually broke out with small

blotches along the back and sides. I understood perfectly well that

a small quantity of linseed oil cake, fed with the meal, would correct

all this, and make white meal equal to yellow ; but the eyes of the

whole country were upon me, predicting failure, ruin and starvation

to my cows, and I chose to run the risk of consequences, without

any variation from what was advertised ; but I shall never feed white

meal exclusively again, without adding to it something to supply the

deficiency of oil. Hereafter, I intend to winter my cows, when dry,

upon meal, when I can get it, in preference to hay."

At the close of the season, having fed no bran or extra feed since

the 20th of August, I find, by factory returns, that my cows averaged

a fraction less than twenty pounds per diem for the season of five

months—May 19 to October 19—being thirteen ounces each per

diem more than the average of the 531 cows whose milk was sent

to the factory, and an average of four and a quarter pounds each per

diem more than mj cows gave for the corresponding season the

previous year, when wintered on hay. I had also two cases of abor-

tion in my herd—the results of accidents ; having but one the pre-

vious year. One of my cows was lame, also, causing a short product

of milk the entire season. The conditions were more than ordinar-

ily unfavorable, but the results were, to say the least, a demonstra-

tion of the adaptation of an exclusive meal diet to meet the wants of

my animals under the conditions enumerated. Another result of

mieal feeding I find to be a tendency to lay on flesh more readily than

when wintered in the usual manner. I am also satisfied that my
herd hold their age better, and that tlieir teeth last longer, the rea-

sons for which are apparent. What the effect would be if wintered
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continuously for consecutive years on condensed food, I am not able

to say, never having tested it. But looking to my own profit, as a

dairyman, I propose hereafter to feed my cows, when dry, upon an

exclusive meal diet, and also to feed more freely on this article dur-

ing the spring months. My practice has been to malve the change

from hay to meal, and vice versa, suddenly, without gradation, and
thus far it has been with safety

;
yet prudence might dictate a gra-

dual change when returning to hay, and also care in supplying the

animal with the necessary quantity of water for moistening the

coarse food. If cows could be watered in their stalls, wliether fed

on meal or hay, in cold weather, and their stables kept warm and
clean, taking care to ciirry daily, at such times there would be a

great saving in food. I would not wish to be understood as laying

down the rule that a daily ration of three quarts of meal is sufficient

in all cases. Large cattle would require more, and small less. He
who feeds meal exclusively should watch his animals closely, and
variations be made in the quantity according to the circumstances.

In very cold w^eather tlie animal requires more food, no matter what
its nature may be, than in warm, pleasant days. The practice of

turning out animals in the cold and storms, to become chilled, is

neither humane nor economical. Regularity in the hour of feeding

is also of great importance, whatever the food. It is a law of animal

life that the appetite conforms to habit, and that the digestion of

food will be more perfect if taken at stated intervals. Where food

of any kind is kept constantly Avithin reach of an animal, it is

tempted to eat more than nature requires, and much Tnore than can

be properly digested. In feeding meal, whether alone or diluted

with coarse food, it is absolutel}^ imperative that it should be ground

as fine as possible ; and if from white corn, on an exclusive meal

diet, a small quantity of oil meal or cotton seed meal should be

mixed with it.

As to the economy of meal feeding, much depends upon the

respective prices of corn and hay. The present season corn is

high, and hay can be had at a reasonable figure; but when the con-

ditions are reversed, the balance sheet, leaving out the question of

increased products, is decidedly in favor of meal. Our farming

lands should average fifty bushels corn to the acre, and our mea-

dows two tons of hay in ordinary seasons. One bushel of corn

should last an average -sized cow twelve days, when diy. Fifty

busliels sliould keep twenty cows thirty days, where tlie product of

an acre in hay would barely suffice for ten days. The question of

labor would vary the result, as well as tlie value of the manure. I

do not claim the facts which I have related as a complete demon-

stration of the superiority of meal over hay tor winter feeding of

dairy stock. The known difterence in the product of cow^s in differ-

ent seasons, without any perceptible cause, renders all detached ex-

periments to a certain extent unreliable. When, however, whole

herds show an increased product, it is safe to attribute the change
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to the causes specified. An experimental farm like those so ably

conducted in Germany, where careful experiments could be con-

ducted for a series of years, testing the relative value of all kinds of

food for the production of milk and the accumulation of flesh and

various other desideratums, is much to be desired. Nevertheless,

some propositions have been proved, and some theories exploded,

which were regarded as axioms only one year ago ;—as that rumin-

ation is not essential to health in the ruminantia; that it is only na-

tural when made necessary from feeding coarse food; that con-

densed food may be fed profitably, and in perfect harmony with

nature's laws, without being diluted with coarse food ; that bulk in

food is not advantages, but the contrary; that nutriment in food,

and not bulk, governs the condition and health of the animal; and

that condensation of nutriment, and not expansion, is true economy.

Following in the tracks of this advanced step are results of vast

importance to the dairying interests of the world. The terror of

short hay crops and famine prices, are among the things of the

past. By planting more corn we can keep more cows on our

farms ; and our brethren in the great corn-growing regions of the

West may confidently anticipate an increased demand and enhanced

price for their great staple product. A few remarks upon the

digestion of ruminants, and I have done.

Gentlemen, nature has made no mistakes. Her laws are the

perfection of wisdom. Design is inscribed in characters of living

light upon all her varied pages. The primitive rocks, not less than

alluvial soils, bear the stamp of royal laws harmoniously working

out the great problem of existence. The lowest forms of vegetable

and animal life are but links of the great chain, stretching from

Silurean periods down through interminable ages to the present day.

Adaptation to surrounding circumstances and to the exigencies of

life are clearly discernible in every phase and grade of the animal

and vegetable kingdoms. A creature of such vast importance to

man as the ruminant would be an exception in nature, placed, as she

is, in latitudes where malignant and blighting frosts, and drouths,

so frequently cut short vegetation, if she was not fitted to live and

thrive in spite of such adverse surroundings. Her four stomachs are

a wonderful adaptation to her wants and necessities under different

conditions. In the calf, living upon its mother's milk, we find no

development of the stomachs used upon coarse food. This fact is

important as showing that concentrated food is not unnatural to

the ruminant ; complete digestion and assimilation certainly takes

place; proving that all the conditions of life are fulfilled in this

order of animals independent of the use and functions of the first

and second stomachs. This completely refutes the doctrine, so

prominently advocated, that meal is an unnatural food because it

does not, when fed, pass through all the stomachs of the ruminant.

Pardon the digression, in remarking, in this connection, that calves

should never be suddenly weaned, but the change from milk or con-
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centrated food to grass should be gradual, giving time for the grad-
ual development of the necessary machinery for preparing grass and
other coarse food for digestion and assimilation.

In the full-developed ruminant we find grass, hay, and all coarse

food, after slight mastication in the mouth, passing into the oesopha-

gean canal or passage, on the floor or bottom of which are two doors

or openings, the first of which receives all coarse food and as much
water, when the animal drinks, as is required to moisten it. This
opens into the first stomacli or paunch, which is, so to speak, the ani-

mal's storehouse, and which, when herbage is abundant, she soon
fills, and is prepared, or ratlier inclined, from its bulk and weight, to

lie down and at leisure finish the work which the non- ruminant is

compelled to do as it eats. This storehouse has an opening into the
reticulem or second stomach, and by muscular action forces, in small

quantities, its contents into it, where, also by muscular force, it is

formed into pellets, or cuds, and forced through a valve which opens
upward (but never downward) into the cesophagean canal, where, by
muscular action, it is forced back to the mouth. Here, at its leisure,

the animal remasticates it until it becomes so softened and pulver-

ized that in tlie second act of swallowing it passes the first opening,

or door, where, in its coarser state, it forced its passage before

;

passes tlie door of the second stomach, which is always closed to food
in its downward passage, and enters near the termination of the

oesophagean canal, the. door of the third stomach. Thus far the

food has been only chewed and softened ; but here it is ground.

Duplicature of the coatings of the stomach are here suspended from
the CEsophagus, wliich seize upon the food as it enters, and, by mus-
cular action, file and grind all the coarse parts, so that nothing solid

or fibrous escapes them.
Fj-om the third it passes directly to the fourth stomach, where true

digestion begins. The gastric juice here secreted has the power of

converting it into a mass called chyme, from which it is changed to

chyle. The action of the glands in converting it into milk, blood,

and from blood into fat, flesh, bone, muscles, hair, etc., has as yet

never been satisfactorily demonstrated.

Modern investigations go to show, however, that no chemical

change takes place in the food, or the elements composing it, but

rather a mechanical change, disintegrating such substances or com-

pounds as tlie animal's wants require, leaving that which is wortli-

less to be expelled ; and that not only ruminants, but the whole

animal kingdom, are endowed by nature with organs whose oflice it

is to seize upon the elements required, generally, but not always, in

solution in the form of chyle or blood, and with unerring certainty

.convey them to their destination.

In other words, we say nature is conservative of her forces ;
and in

the great chain of life, stretching from the lowest vegetable growth

up to man, she appropriates, with the least possible change, the

material of the lower to build up and perfect the higher. It is ft-ue
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that nature's laboratory is immense, and her power unlimited, but for

that reason we must not charge her with being wasteful. Even
cellulose is not destroyed, but passing through the process of

digestion, is found deposited in the frame of the eater just, or at

least nearly, as it was before mastication in the article of food.

Gentlemen, nature furnishes, in this respect, a pattern for man to

follow. Let the dairyman do it and he will get rich. In consider-

ing the question of digestion, its proportions are of such magnitude
as to forbid any attempt at even a cursory glance at its details in

extenso in this essay. I desire, however, for the purposes which I

have in view, to call your attention to certain general principles in-

volved in the subject of meal feeding as an exclusive diet under cer-

tain conditions versus hay. In pushing our inquiry in this direction

we are met at the threshold with certain difficulties in the nature of

the animal. For instance, the capacity of our cows to consume any
given kind of food materially varies. Cows of equal weight will

seldom eat an equal quantity of food. When they do, its effects

vary and are far from uniform. When the cow gives milk, we
find, in those of equal weight and size, an astonishing variation

in both quality and quantity of milk product. One will give four

gallons of milk per day, and the other but two gallons. The milk

of one may be rich in oily matters, and the other may be rich

in caseine. In other words, there is a marked difference in the

proportion of its constituents. Make the -milk into butter sepa-

rately, and we find a difference in color, fiavor, and perhaps

texture, as well as quantity. If equal quantities of each cow's

milk from equal amounts of food were analyzed, we should, per-

haps, find the result from one as follows : I take, at random, an

analysis of milk by J. Alfred Wanklyn.

nsr ONE HUNDKED CUBIC CENTIMETEES.

Water 88 .43 grammes.
Fat 4.12
Caseine 5.16 "
Milk Sugar 4.43
Ash 0.76

103.90

From the other :

Water 90.09 grammes.
Fat 3.16

Caseine 4.16 '•

Milk Sugar 4.76
Ash 0.73

102.90

Both being the product of the same food in quality and quan-

tity, but from different cows, this conclusion is forced upon
us.

1st. As to difference in quantity of milk. The mammary glands

of one must have double the capacity of secreting milk which are
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possessed by the other ; or the stomachs of the latter must be sadly

out of repair and incapable of performing their normal functions.

Upon the last supposition an analysis of the excrements, solid and
liquid, would probably lix the responsibility where it belongs. But
we daily find greater discrepancies in the product of cows equally

healtliful ; and we are compelled to look for the cause in the

secretive glands of the animal. But the amount of food being the

same, we have a right to look for the ingredients of two gallons of
milk, stored away in the body of the defaulting animal, and shall

not be disappointed unless there is a want of capacity in her
secretive glands to appropriate them. That such is the real case I

think no intelligent dairyman, who has given his attention to the

subject, will deny. The difference in condition of our good and
poor milkers at the end of the season, will not account for the great

deficiency of milk. At any rate we do not find its equivalent

stored away in the form of fat or flesh. The poor milker is

generally in the best store condition, but she ought to be much
better than we are accustomed to find her. If we could analyze

her excrements we should probably find the missing constituents.

2d. As to difierence in quality, the same course of argument
followed out, forces upon us the conviction, that there is a marked
difierence in the capacity of the lacteal glands in the two animals to

secrete the same constituents.

The difference in the fattening qualities of different animals of

the same breed, as well as of different breeds, are additional facts

pointing in the same direction, and forcing upon us this conclusion,

viz., there is a limit to the capacity of each animal to appropriate

the nutritive elements of its food. Hence, if food, we will say

meal, is taken into the fourth stomach in quantities larger than

the various organs of digestion are capable of digesting, the

surplus is crowded out with the excrements and is lost. An
analysis of the manures, solid and liquid, would determine the

amount of waste in any given case. That meal, fed in large

quantities at one time, is partially lost, except as manure, is evi-

dent, and this accords with the experience of many dairymen
who having thus wasted it come to the hasty conclusion that

meal is of little value for food, and that three quarts per diem
would be wholly inadequate to supply the wants of an animal.

My own experience teaches me that if more than, say from three

pints to two quarts, is fed at one time, waste ensues. That if more
is to be fed, for the purpose of laying on flesh and fat, the feeding

should be, if fed clear, once in six or eight hours, in such quantities

as could be assimilated ; that if fed immediately before or after the

feeding of hay, a loss ensues from the causes already considered,

viz., a want of capacity in the animal to digest only a limited

quantity in a given time. In other words, the hay being fed at the

same time as the meal, or closely in connection with it, the animal,

after eating its hay, commences re-mastication, and the meal having
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at once passed into the fourth, or true digestive stomach, the hay-

food is thus forced where it is not required, and an over-supply

ensues. Which is wasted, hay or meal, it is not worth while, in

this connection, to inquire ; but one or the other, more likely a

portion of both, are forced through the system with the excrements.

Mr. Stewart, of the Live Stock Jourrial, has hit, in his late ex-

periments and researches in meal-feeding, upon the only safe

expedient for feeding hay and meal in connection, which is to cut

and steam the hay, and mix the meal with it. Adhering to the hay,

it passes at once along with it into the first stomach, and, in small

quantities, through all of them into the fourth. Thus the animal
receives it in small quantities ; and, if the mass is not, by the

mixture, rendered too nutritious for its digestive capacity, no loss

can ensue. This can be determined by a careful analysis of the

manure, solid and liquid. For the production of milk, this

feeding might prove economical. The hay being thereby rendered
more palatable, the animal would certainly be inclined to eat liberally

and to re-masticate thoroughly ; but I conceive of no additional

value rendered to the meal itself by its passage through all tlie

stomachs.

It might also be practiced to advantage in fattening cattle. If

the hay was simply wet, the result, as far as the meal is concerned,
would be the same as if steamed. That there is economy in cutting

and steaming hay is self-evident. It has been claimed by able men,
without being questioned, that nineteen pounds cut hay, in pieces

two inches long, is equivalent to twenty-five pounds uncut hay. No
nutriment is added by cutting ; but so much less work is to be done
by the animal, which requires a certain amount of vital force to

perform it. This vital force, when used, consumes a correspond
ing per cent, of the nutriment eaten. Therefore, a less quantity of

food suffices if the hay is cut. If it could, by mechanical means, be
ground as fine as the stomachs of the animals grind it, the saving
would be in proportion, and, probably, would not be less tlian 50
per cent. But the hay thus ground would pass directly to the third

stomach and into the fourth, the same as meal.
Why would not this ground hay be a natural food for the cow ?

It would go just where the cow's Creator designed it should.

Steaming is a step in the same direction, and, in some respects,

its effects would be more advantageous ; as, softening the woody
fibre, dissolving the soluble parts, and rendering true digestion

more easy and thorough. A saving of 30 per cent, is claimed by
this process. As no nutriment can be added, the saving must be
chiefly in 'mechanical force. These considerations lead us to the

question of equivalents in the matter of meal versus iiay. A com-
)non-sized animal consumes daily tln-ee quarts of the former, or 20
pounds of the latter. In the first, the miller does the mechanical
work ; in the latter, the cow. The miller exacts a tenth toll for

grinding your meal ; but the cow is obliged to take one-half for the
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and hay, when contrasted as equivalents, are liable to more or less

error in results, from the fact that the composition of both vary,

different kinds of corn yielding different quantities of any given

constituent, some being much richer than others, especially in oil,

starch,' and sugar ; Avhile hay also varies, according to the soil upon
whicli it is grown, the time of cutting, and the manner of curing

;

but we are able, nevertheless, to approximate results.

One analysis, by Dr. Salisbury, of Albany, of corn, gave as

follows :

Gluten 4.63

Albumen 3.64

Starch 41.85

Oil 3.88

Caseine 1.33

Dexetrine 5.40

Fibre 31.36

Sugar and Extract 10.00

Water , 10.00

Or, in other words.

Of nitrogenous, or flesh-forming substances, about 13.00

Of non-nitrogenous, or fat-producing substances 69.00

This analysis, is, perhaps, as favorable for arriving at an average

of the true value of corn for feeding to animals, as any that can be

found.

The result of an analysis of timothy hay, which is quite as favor-

able as anj' I have been able to find, I give as follows :

Water 14.61

Flesh-producing, or nitroginered substances 8.44

Fat-producing, or non-nitrogenered substances 43.63

Woody fibre 37.16

Ash .... 6.16

We find the respiratory elements, starch, sugar, etc., an excess of

which goes to the production of fat in the animal, in much larger

quantity in the corn than hay. In considering the doctrine of

equivalents in this case, we must look beyond these figm-es, and

take into account the difference in the wants and absolute require-

ments of the animal upon those diets. In feeding meal, the animal

has the three quarts of meal, when introduced to her stomach, to

raise to the temperature of animal heat, and say two gallons cold

water per day. This is higher than cattle on meal will average

;

but I find myself in a situation to be generous in estimates. In

feeding hay, twenty pounds per diem, and at least twelve gallons

cold water, are to be raised to the temperature of animal heat, and
kept there at least sixteen hours out of twenty-four, requiring at

least 10 per cent, of these elements to do it.

In feeding hay she must use up from 50 to 60 per cent., of the

nutritious elements in her food to perform the labor of mastication.
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re-mastication, etc., and canning so much extra weight in her

stomach.

In feeding meal, the teeth and three first stomachs of the animal

have perfect rest.

In feeding hay, the teeth are in constant use npon tongh, woody
fibre, at least three-fourths of the twenty-four hours ; and of neces-

sity wear out much faster than when used on tender grass, as in the

summer season. The three stomachs, likewise, have a correspond-

ingly tough job in performing their functions. »

But why weary your patience by pursuing this subject further ?

Gentlemen, I have proved to you on paper, just as I have demon-

strated by my practices at various intervals for sixteen j^ears, that

three quarts of good Indian meal, fed under given conditions, are

more than an equivalent for all the good hay you can coax a cow to

eat ! I am aware that the best known recognized authorities of

the world are against me. Galileo's doctrines were not more radical

to his cotemporaries than mine are to- day upon this subject ; never-

theless he was right and tliey were wrong. Theories are sublime

fallacies in the history of our race
;
guessing, and taking the most

important things for granted, has been our bane throughout all the

ages. But tests don't lie, and theories have to vanish before them.

I quote here " Milch Cows and Dairy Farming," by Charles L.

Flint

:

" Now, the normal functions of the digestive organs not only de-

pend on the condition of its food, but on its volume. The volume,

or the bulk of the food, contributes to the healthy activity of the

digestive organs, by exercising a stimulative effect on the nerves

which govern them. Thus the whole organization of ruminating

animals necessitates the supply of bulky food to keep the animal in

good condition."

The idea is not original with Mr. FHnt, who is excellent authority

upon many of the subjects upon which he treats, but it has long

been taught as an axiom by the very highest authorities. A greater

fallacy could not easily be invented. Force an animal to grind up

a great bulk of woody fibre, and carry it about with her, to stimu-

late the nerves of the digestive organs ! Why, every motion she

makes, outward or inward, is at an expense of vital force, which is

generated by nutriment, not bulk ! Alas ! poor ruminant
;
you

must chew all day, and you must chew all night, to stimulate the

nerves of your digestive organs ! Nature cries out in vain for rest

and recuperation ! Your lord and master says. Chew ! chew to

stimulate your nerves ! Nature cries out for nutrition to stimulate

your whole system; but man, your lord, gives you woody fibre, bulk,

work

!

Dairymen, give all the rest you can to your cow, all the yeaf

round. When she is in milk, if you feed hay, cut and steam and

mix a little meal with it, if you can ; but give her quiet. When
you feed green grass in the summer months, cut and carry her food
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to her in her stall, if you can, if you want the greatest possible

amount of milk from a given amount of food. If your pastures are

short, feed her two quarts of meal in the morning, and let her

stand in her stall until it is digested, then turn her out. When
she is dry, save your hay for the milking season ; fasten her up in

a warm, well-ventilated stable, and keep her there
;
give her from

one to two quarts of meal (according to size and richness of meal)

at regular hours, morning and evening, and a little salt, after the

meal, onpe in three days. Carry her what water she will drink

(which will 130 but little) ; curry her at least once a day. If she is

in poor flesh give her a little extra oil meal at noon ; do this and
she will look a little gaunt and shrunk behind ; but stand and look

her in the face, which never deceives, and you will see a bright eye,
* with no hunger in it, and a placid, contented countenance ; and
when you turn away she will not bawl after you, asking, in her

dumb way, for woody fibre to grind through her system ; do this

and she will give you a better return in milk, when you turn her out

to grass, than the cow did before, wintered on hay.

Plant more corn, feed more meal, and, instead of diminishing

your herd gradually, as in the years that are passed away, you may,
in the years to come, increase their number.
A new and better era is dawning upon us. The days of famine

prices for hay have already passed away, never to return. Let us

hasten to learn lessons of wisdom from the errors of the past ; let

us study the nature and wants of our animals, questioning all theories,

demanding demonstration by tests that can not deceive us ; let us

acquire new and valuable skill in the manipulations of our milk

products, in the manufacture of both butter and cheese ; let us

educate our sons and our daughters to make dairying what its im-

portance demands—a science ; let us agitate for experimental sta-

tions or farms, which alone can lift agriculture, in all its branches,

from its past low estate to the very front rank of all known sciences,

where it rightly belongs.

Finally, let us prove all things, holding fast only thatwhich is good.

It is, to be regretted that the lateness of the hour cut off' the

questions upon Mr. Miller's address which there was evidently a

disposition to ask, and which he was very willing to answer. On
motion of the Secretary, supported by Mr. Willard, a resolution was
passed, inviting Mr. Miller, and all others who read papers before the

Convention, to publish the same in pamphlet form for general

circulation, offering impressions from the type set for tlie publica-

tion of the annual repoi-t, which could be furnished for the cost

of paper and printing.

Tlie Convention then adjonrned till Thursday morning. The
•evening was occupied and much enjoyed with the sociable given by
the Board of Trade and citizens of Utica, at Bao-'s Hotel.
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THURSDAY MORNING.

The Convention was called to order, Thursday morning, a little

after 10 a. m., and as the audience collected slowly a considerable

part of the naorning hour was occupied with a variety of interesting

remarks, to which nothing short of a stenographer could do any
thing like justice in reporting. Mr. Middaugh, of Allegany, ex-

plained his mode of testing defects in the keeping qualities of milk
by setting samples in small glass tubes, and how he treated curds
from tainted milk.

The subject of tainted milk was discussed at some length by
Messrs. Keeler, of Cattaraugus ; Farrington, of Canada ; Gold, of

Connecticut ; Green, of Pennsylvania ; and Chapman, of Madison.
Prof. Caldwell then gave an account of a preparation of rennet

as exhibited at the Vienna exposition ; it is prepared on a large

scale in Germany. This extract of rennet is prepared in connection

witli that of pepsine, treating with water, cheap wine, and a very

little muriatic acid ; the compound is then strained, alcohol is added,

and it is allowed to stand eight days. It will then keep any length

of time, and may be reduced to dryness or not, according to Avish.

The professor then exliibited a vial of the liquid which he had
prepared at his laboratory. It was a straw-colored sirupy fluid.

Mr. Olmstead, of Cattaraugus County, alluded to a product made
by heating whey, and adding an excess of rennet. This product

rises to the surface, and is a very palatable white substance, much
admired and used by the Italians.

Mr. W. Spaulding, of St. Lawrence County, said 30 per cent, of

the water in whey could be reduced by heating to 200° without the

use of rennet, the resulting scum being coagulated albumen.

Secretary Arnold referred to a firm in Syracuse, now making
pepsine upon the principle alluded to by Professor Caldwell. The
rennet is soaked in acidulated water, filtered, and TO per cent of
saturation of salt is added. The germs rise quickly to the top, and
they may be used in liquid or dry form. In its manufactured state,

however, this preparation will not coagulate so much milk as when
in the form of rennet ; the rennet of any animal may be usedy

especially that of swine, which is a more efiective agent in curing

cheese than that of the calf, and is freer from the animal odor. He
hoped to see a product within a year which would be of practical

use.

Professor Gold spoke of the utilization of the sugar of milk in

Europe, and recommended this subject to the attention of dairymen.

Mr. Curtis gave some of the gains in labor, and in cleanliness, of
the proposed method of Professor Caldwell.

Professor Caldwell said this preparation would coagulate two
thousand times its volume of milk, and it is prepared independent
of tlie pepsine, though in connection with it. It is also of constant

strength.

7
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Mr. Jocelyn believed dairymen would be much gratified upon tbe

introduction of this preparation.

Mr. Moon arose to say that the quality of the common rennets

was much improved if, in preparation, they were emptied of their

contents, and dried upon a plate in a warm place, instead of being

stretched upon a stick. He would recommend the use of but little

salt.

Mr. Curtis said the scalding of the whey would drive away
impurities.

These remarks were followed l)y an address by Professor J.

Wilkinson, of Baltimore, Md.

ON DAIRY ROOMS.

The address related to the regulation of temperature in dairy

structures, and was entitled, " The Gulf Stream Refrigerator Dairy

Eoom." Mr. W. said :

Mr. President, and Gentlemen : The name given to this new
arrangement of a dairy room was suggested to the inventor and

patentee by the striking similarity of action of the law of nature in

the water-bath used, and in the water of the Atlantic Ocean, by
which that most wonderful and interesting displacement and circu-

lation of the water of the ocean is produced, known as the Gulf

Stream.
The density of the water in the frigid region of the ocean causes

it to flow constantly towards the equator, where it displaces the

rarefied water of the tropics, and causes it to flow towards the

Northern Ocean, in which circulation and movement, from the Gulf

of Mexico and the Carribean Sea, the conformation of the westerly

coast of the Atlantic, it having a bearing northeast and southwest,

gives to the current of the Gulf Stream a northeasterly direction,

thereby constantly supplying the place of the frigid water displaced,

by an enormous river of highly lieated water, which heat is gradually

given otf in its affluxion, until it reaches the original region of dis-

placement, where it is again cooled in turn, and is re-sent in its

grand oceanic circuit, producing the most wonderful of all natural

phenomena.
THE RESEMBLAKCE.

In the miniature ocean and Gulf Stream circulation in this new
dairy arrangement, the elongated reservoir of water extends nearly

equidistant in a warm apartment, the dairy-room, which may repre-

sent the tropics, and in the cold air-chamber under the ice house,

which we may compare to the frigid zone. When the circulation of

the water in said reservoir is unobstructed, the law of gravitation

has a constant and potent tendency to restore a uniform temperature

and density, or equilibrium in the water throughout ; hence the

cold, dense water will flow along the bottom of the iJeservoir un/ler

the warmer and lighter, thus displacing the surface stratum of said
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rarefied water, and forcing it into tlie frigid chamber, where its heat

will be rapidly absorbed, and it in turn is co'oled and returned to

the warmer apartment, to be re-charged with heat, which recipro-

cating process continues until the equilibrium is reached.

The temperature that would exist in the water of the reservoir,

or bath, when a state of quiescence is attained, would be too low for

milk set for the purpose of raising the cream, for the manufactuj-e

of butter ; hence, the circulation is intercepted and graduated, by
fixing an anjustable valve, which spans the entire width and depth

of the reservoir, at a point intermediate between the extremes of

temperature. The use of the valve is experimented with in the onset

until it is so adjusted that it regulates the circulation just to the

degree, desired, after which the circulation and tempering of the

water continues to operate automatically so long as the causes exist,

or so long as the water in one portion of the reservoir is of a higher

temperature than tlie other.

THE VENTILATION.

The principle on which the Gulf Stream Dairy is ventilated is

the same as that by which it is cooled.

It having been found impossible to thoroughly and frequently

change the air of a dairy-room in hot weather, without objectionably,

if not fatally, elevating the temperature of the room, when the

source of supply is from the external atmosphere, at whatever
temperature it may chance to be ; and, it being a well-established

fact that confined cool air may contain active impurities, utterly

unfitting it for contact with milk and its products, the greatest

desiderata with dairymen are a means of ventilating the dairy

-

room without the sacrifice of temperature, and to maintain a

proper and uniform temperature at all times, and above all,

the greatest possible degree of purity. These desiderata, the
Gulf Stream arrangement for cooling, in conjunction with the

cooling eifect derived from the subterranean ventilation (wliich is

embraced in the Gulf Stream Dairy patent), it is claimed, is superior

to any other dairy arrangement yet discovered.

Doubtless, all present are familiar with every other variety of
dairy arrangement in use in this country; hence, I shall not
occupy your valuable time by describing them, but shall confine
myself to a full description of the Gulf Stream arrangement, leaving
the comparison of its merit, with others in use, to those interested

in the subject.

THE SUBTEEEANEAN VENTILATION

consists in the use of ducts for the supply of air, laid in the ground,
at a depth at which they are secure from the effects of both sun and
frost; and of a length sufiicient to contain an amount of air that

will, in its gradual, automatic movement, supply air at the natuj'al

temperature of the earth, at that depth, say 55^ to 60°, to supply the
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place of that exliansted from the apartment to be ventilated, through
a corresponding duct leading from it, and having an obliquity, or
fall, in the same direction. Or, perhaps, it may be more intelligibly

explained or illustrated by supposing there to be but one duet of
sufficient size and length, having a fall in one direction throughout,

and centrally enlarged to a size that would produce a room of suit-

able dimensions for a dairy-room.

ITS ACTION

is as follows : Both ends of both ducts being open, the movement of

the air in them, and the direction of its movement, is entirely de-

pendent on the temperature and density of the external atmosphere.
When the air on the surface of the earth is more dense than that

in the duct, it will buoy that in the duct, and will cause it to escape

at the higher end, and vice versa.

Or, when the conditions of temperature are reversed, as in warm
weather, the earth temperature being lower than that existing in

the external atmosphere, the more dense air in the ducts will flow

downward through the apartment, and will escape on the surface

of the eartli at the lowest point of escape.

There are times, however, when there will be a corresponding-

temperature in the external air and in that in the ducts, and when
there will be no movement of the air in either direction ; but these

periods are rare and of short duration, hence do not detract ma-
terially from the value and efficiency of this system of ventilation.

Did it amount to a serious defect in the system, there are two
very simple and effective modes of destroying the equilibrium and
consequent quiescence of the air in the ducts, wliich I shall explain in

connection with a description of a supplementary system, or systems,

which are not only reliable and important adjuncts, but one of them
may be instantaneously availed of whenever the condition above

described may occur.

The ever-ready adjunct, to which I allude, exists in the use of

what I denominate the sub-ice., or sujyer-cooled ventilation.

This consists of a branch duct from the main subterranean one,

which has a fall toward the apartment, said branch extending

through a cold-air chamber under the ice-house. Both the branch

and the main duct are supplied with a valve at their termination in

the dairy-room, hence it is only necessary to close that of the main

duct, and open that on the mouth of the branch.

The air of the cold chamber continually absorbs the heat from

that in the duct, which it surrounds, thus increasing the density of

the air in the branch, causing it to plow rapidly into the dairy-room,

thence out througli the duct, having a fall from said room, by which

means a change of the air of the room, and thorough ventilation,

may, as above stated, be produced at all times.

The other adjunct referred to is a chimney in the dairy-room. An
adjustable, ventilating pipe is connected witli said smoke-flue, and,
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whenever there is heat in it, it may be made to exhaust the air

from the dairy-room, the place of which may be- siipphed through
the main duct, at the temperature of the earth, or, if it is desirable,

through the branch, at a much lower temperature. I would state,

however, in this connection, that the temperature of the atmosphere

in the sub-earth ducts is ordinarily as low as is desirable in the

dairy-room, hence the draft on the sub-ice branch will rarely be

requu'ed.

It may be desirable, however, to use said cold duct occasionally,

and for a few minutes, for the purpose of thoroughly and rapidly

^'flushing" out the apartment; using it as we would water supplied

through a hose, for more thorough cleansing than ordinary circula-

tion of air or use of water can produce.

In conclusion, I would state that tliere is a feature in dairy-room

ventilation which is very unlike that required in the ventilation of

audience-rooms, or those occupied by a few or many persons.

There is no consumption of air in the dairy, nor is it necessary

to change the air of the dairy rapidly, hence a small perpetual in-

flux, with a corresponding egress, is all that is necessary.

The most salutary eifect may be produced in dairy ventilation,

by so admitting and discharging the air that it will form a current

directly over and around the milk, etc., to be preserved; the air of

other portions of the room need not be disturbed directly, as it will

indirectly mingle with a current in any direction, and thus suffi-

ciently change the entire air of tJie apartment. I am familiar with

a large number of dairy-rooms, and I know of none that is well

ventilated, nor do I know of any process, other than that I have

described, by which thorough ventilation can be effected, and the

temperature desired can be maintained at all times, and to a nicety.

A characteristic of this system of dairy constructions, on which I

place a very high estimate, is that of adaptability to a site having

convenience and salubrity in a superlative degree. This dairy room
may be entered directly from the kitchen of the farm-house, instead

of its being, of necessity, to avail of a spring for cooling, remote
from it, and only to be reached, in tlie ravine, by laboriously and
continually overcoming the descent and ascent of the usually steep

approach to the spring-house or hill-side vault.

The Gulf Stream dairy ai-rangement is very little known, but

four of them having been erected, and they within -the few months
last past : though I have had several years' experience with the use

of the subterranean ventilation, both in a stable and in a dairy ; but

not in conjunction with the ice-house.

I invite the severest criticism of tlie theory of my system that

it v[\Q.j fall in its incipiency, if it should prove not to he founded in

true, practical 2)hiloso2:)hy.

After a few questions and some discussion of Professor Wilkin-

son's paper, Mr. Washington Spaulding, of St. Lawrence, read the

following paper on
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THE CAUSE AND MANAGEMENT OF TAINTED MILE.

J//'. Pi'ssident, Ladies and Gentlemen : This subject is one not
calculated to please, but its investigation is a necessity that forces

itself upon the American dairyman. The text itself implies im-

purity ; and, under the present system of associated dairying, it be-

comes the more necessary that each individual dairyman should have
a thorough knowledge liow to produce good milk, and how to take

care of it after it is produced. Any one can readily understand why
it is a necessity for each dairyman to have a thorough knowledge of

milk, when we know that one quart of tainted milk mixed with five

thousand pounds of good milk damages the whole. The production

of pure milk, and the best jnethod of preserving it or preparing it

for human food, not only interests the producer, but the whole
civilized world. That milk, under certain conditions, will become
tainted in a short time, is a fact too well known to require any long
argument to prove. The question then to be answered is, what are

the conditions or the causes that damage or produce taint ? The
conditions are many and varied, and the causes and effects are

many. There are too many, to attempt to enumerate all. First,

we would say that milk contains one element that, if not allowed to

escape, or be separated froin it, is an active agent in producing

taint, or hastening decomposition. That element we call "animal
odor." This odor, when the milk is warm, as it is when first drawn,

from the cow, is a vapor, or, as we commonly say, steam, that will

escape if the milk is exposed to the air. The strength of this odor

differs very much at different seasons of the year, and the different

conditions of the cow, and also with different cows, the same as

milk differs in its other properties. But, if milk is, as soon as drawn
from the cow, shut up from the air, and cooled to a low tempera-

ture, this odor will be condensed and retained in the milk. It i&

detrimental to good flavor, for butter or cheese, and is often the

prime cause in producing floating curd in cheese-making, and taint

in butter. But this is only one of the many causes that produce

taint. In considering the subject we must take into consideration

the temperature of the weatlier, the food and drink of the cow, and
the condition of atmosphere. I know that many believe that at

certain times there is a general condition of the atmosphere that

produces taint in milk, and cannot be avoided. This I believe to be
not coiTect. While I admit that tlie atmosphere has its influence,,

it is not to such an extent. I do believe that other influences take

advantage of such condition. If this was not the case, there would
be days when every vat of milk in a factory or certain section of

country would be tainted. With a practice of ten years, I have

never seen tlie milk in all the vats tainted the same day. There is

any amount of tainted milk made into cheese every year that is not

called tainted, because the curd does not ferment and float on the

whey; and there is more of this damaged milk than is generally
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known, for no cheese or butter-maker feels any pride in letting it be
known that his patrons are delivering bad milk—but, on the con-

trary, will try to keep it a secret. Of the causes, or what we would
call varied influences that produce taint, first we would mention that

of cows being compelled to drink stagnant water. That is one of

the positive causes for producing bad milk. Again, the cow may be

deprived of water until her system becomes feverish. This is a very

prolific cause of floating curd. I have given much attention to this

from the fact that I have had the milk to work into cheese for sev-

eral years from a farm that has no living water on it, and I have
been more or less troubled with it every year.

Another cause is the milk of cows during their periodical heat^

Allow me to give one trial of this the last season. It was the milk
of an extra cow that was giving from forty to forty-eight pounds of

milk per day. The cow was owned by Mr. Clark. When he came
with the milk at CA^ening he had less milk than usual. He said,

"We got no milk from the old Durham, but will get two pailfuls

in the morning." I told him to be sure and fetch all her milk, as I

wanted to see if one cow's milk would ferment four thousand pounds
of good milk. It was then hot weather, but we were having no
trouble with tainted milk. He brought her milk, but it was mixed
with the rest of his milk. I put it into a vat of 4,000 pounds, and
set and worked it as usual, and at 11 o'clock could smell the fer-

ment, and at one o'clock the curd showed all the symptoms of a.

genuine floater. The over-heating or worrying of the cow in any
way has so nearly the same effect on the milk, that the result in the

manipulation into cheese is nearly the same. I do not believe the

milk of a cow in heat is always bad or tainted, but that it is very
often the case during warm weather by improper care of the cow.

I remember once taking the milk of 12 cows that had been driven

on the road some 14 miles one hot day in August. The tempera-

ture of the air was 85'^.—That was nine years ago. I have since

learned- better. That milk was aired and cooled, as soon as milkedy

to a temperature of 65°, but no airing or cooling could preserve it.

It was spoiled before it was drawn from the cow, and I find it in-

variably the case that the quality of milk depends upon the condi-

tion and treatment of the cow. We have been speaking of the con-

dition of milk as it is when drawn from the cow. It often occurs

'that pure or perfect milk becomes damaged after it is milked and
before it reaches the factory, where it is to be worked into butter or

cheese. Let me enumerate some of the ways in which this occurs.

First, but not least, is careless, unclean milking, by allowing filth

to get into the milk, and even some milkers will wet the cows' teats

with the milk to soften them and then let it drip into the pail.

Others spoil the milk by milking a cow while standing out in the

rain. It is a verj common thing for farmers to milk out-doors,

rain or shine, and only think it is an unpleasant task when it riins.

It is a filthy practice, and ought not to be allowed. Only think of
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taking the wash-water otf a cow's hide, dandruff, dirt and all, and
mixing it with milk for somebody to eat. Although it will not

produce what is commonly called " taint," it produces a very bad
flavor, and the milk will change quickly to an acid. Such milk does
not commonly produce a floating curd, from the fact that the acid is

developed before the fermentation commences. The odor from
such milk is very apt to deceive those that have had but short ex-

perience in cheese-making.

I remember making a sad mistake of this kind, thinking it a very

strong case of animal odor, and thought to cure it by souring the

curd, I had read that a strong acid would kill that odor. I did

kill the odor, but my cheese leaked whey, and, after that, became
just hard enough to crack nuts on.

Milk-pails with sore ears, in hot weather, are a wonderful help, if

you wish to make floating curds—or cans in which the seams are

well fllled with a yellow coating that has not been disturbed in its

repose for wrecks by soap and water. A very little of such filth is

sufficient to start a fermentation. A little leaven leaveneth the-whole
lump. The introduction of any filth into milk will produce what
Wel)ster defines as "taint," but it is not all kinds of filth that will

produce fermentation, so tliat the cream wall appear stringy, or, if

made into cheese, produce a floating curd.

It is a fact well understood that, wdien warm milk stands near

any putrefaction, wliere the air carries the infection in that direc-

tion, the milk will very quickly take tlie infection. A cow feeding

•on grass that grows in the immediate vicinity of any putrid animal

matter will give milk having the worst kind of taint. There is a

diflerence of opinion as to how long milk can be kept after being

drawn from the cow at blood heat without becoming tainted. This

diflerence of opinion probably growls out of the diflerence in the

condition of the milk when drawn, or how often the milk has been
di-awn from the cow. Mr. A. P. Bussey claims that milk com-

mences decomposition as soon as secreted in the udder. It has

been demonstrated clearly that the milk of different cows differs in

the length of time it will keep at tlie same temperatu]-e without

changing or becoming acid, and the same is true in regard to taint

or other changes. The different times of the season make a wide

diflerence in the length of time milk will keep. I think all will

agree with me that, from the 10th of May to about the 20tli of

'

June, the acid is much stronger in milk than it is later in the

season (that is, when the acid is developed), where cows run to

pasture. I know of no other reason why this is so, onl}'' that the

milk contains more sweet than it does later in the season, conse-

quently it is stronger when it changes to an acid, and nearly all the

sour cheese are made before the 20th of June, and nearl}^ all the

rouble with tainted milk occurs from the first of July to the 20th

of j^igust. I have tried the experiment to see how long milk

could be kept at a temperature of blood-lieat, in the month of De-

I
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cember, without being damaged, and I was surprised at the length

of time it kept. For the test I took the milk of a cow fed on one

peck of beets, and all the early cut clover-hay she would eat. I

milked into a large bottle, holding the end of the teat in the nose of

the bottle to prevent any gas from escaping, and then corked the

bottle air-tight as soon as it was filled. Then I placed the bottle

near a fire, where the milk was kept at a temperature of 95° for

two hours and 40 minutes. 1 then cooled it to a temperature of

40°, keeping it corked tight in the bottle until eight o'clock the

next morning ; then I emptied the bottle into a tin vessel, and

warmed the milk to a temperature of 84:'^, and put in rennet enough

to coagulate it in 12 minutes. When the curd was liard enough, I

cut it and scalded to 98°, keeping it at a temperature varying from
92° to 96°, until six o'clock that evening. It then showed a very

slight acid, but not the least appearance of ferment or taint,

making 10 hours it had kept perfectly from the time the rennet

was added. The next day I tried the experiment again, with this

diiference : kept the milk four hours at a temperature of 95°, and

then allowed it to cool very slowly, through the night, to a tempera-

ture of 58° ; I worked it the same as the day before, and found, at

the expiration of seven hours, it showed a very slight ferment—

a

little sparkling of whey, and a very little acidity. Any one that

has much experience with milk knows that milk would be spoiled

during the warm weather if handled as I have described. It is

evident that in cold weather milk does not contain all the elements

that it does in warm weather, nor in the same proportion.

The question is often asked, What is %ie best method of working

tainted milk into cheese ? No one can answer that question without

many qualifications. It would be like a physician telling what to

do for a patient with a fever, without knowing what kind of a fever

it was, or how long it had been upon the patient. All would say at

once that he is a quack.

But we may give some general rules, knowing that all cheese-

makers have their 23et notions about working tainted milk. And
first : no tainted milk that is to be made into cheese should be

cooled below a temperature of 70° or 75°, for this reason : a lower

temperature will retard tlie acid too much. I would ratlier keep it

at 80° than below 70°. Any cheese-maker prefers milk that works

quickly, from the effect of the acid, to milk that ferments or taints,

hence the practice has attained a good deal of favor of not cooling

the night's milk below 70*^, for the very reason that it prevents the

fermentation. No one ever saw a floating curd made from sour

milk, or milk where the acid was well advanced. The cause of

curds floating is simply because it is lighter than its own bulk of

whey. It is expanded by the gas that is produced in it by the rapid

fermentation. By breaking open the pieces of curd the small. 4'ound

cavities that contain the gas can be seen by the naked eye ;
^r, by

pinching the curd, it will make a fine, crackling sound, and, if curd
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is put into the hoop at this stage and pressed, as soon as the cheese
are taken from the press they will quickly expand and be as porous
as an ant-hill ; but, if held firmly in the press about four days and
nights, the cheese will then stay in shape just as it is pressed.

I have tried heating milk to a temperature of 127*^ to prevent
fermentation, but that amount of heat will have no effect in pre-

venting it, and the vat of milk that I heated made more waste of
cream, as I set some of the whey in cream-gauges to try it. I have
never tried heating milk any warmer than 127°, and cannot say what
effect a stronger heat would have. My practice has been for several

years past, when I had a vat of milk that showed symptoms of fer-

menting, to work it the sa^ie as good milk until the curd was
cooked enough to admit of running off' the whey, then draw the

whey as closely as could be done with the syphon. Then put in

one quart of good, sharp vinegar to the curd of 1,000 pounds of

milk. It will, in a very short time, kill the offensive odor that is

always present with such curds. In using the vinegar it should be thor-

oughly mixed with the curd and what little whey remains in the vat.

The curd should then remain in the vat until the curd has the right

degree of acidity. This way of handling tainted milk appears the

most practical and makes a better-flavored cheese than any other

process that I have tried, but no process will ever make a strictly

fine cheese from damaged milk, and the object should be, how to

prevent it, instead of how to cure it.

The difficulty with tainted milk is one of the worst drawbacks in

associated dairying, and is a thing that may be avoided by proper care

at the dairy after the milk ^ drawn. Thorough airing, when first

drawn, is one of the essentials. One of two things must happen
with the factory system ere long ; either the careless, slovenish, ig-

norant dairymen must be kept out of the factory, with their milk, or

those that produce good milk and take good care of it, will keep
their milk out. The careful, thrifty dairyman will not long allow

his success to be in any way linked with the careless sloven. There
are too many that think if they can get the manufacturer to take

their milk, they do not care, because it goes in with the mass, and
will go to market all in a lump, and, if it does not sell for the top

price, tlie man employed to manufacture is bound to make a first-

class article or pay the damage.
For the transmission of " taint," the practice of using sour whey

in the milk to hasten the acid is a bad and dangerous one. By fol-

lowing this from day to day, will often generate of itself an un-

healthy ferment. By using the whey from a Yn.t of milk that was
in any way tainted, to soak rennet, although it may not be percep-

tible by the smell of the rennet-jar, or its appearance in any way,
yet its use will prove again that a little leaven leaveneth tli e whole
lump.
The paper of Mr. Spaulding was followed by one from Mr. E.

W. Stewart, of the Zive /Stock Journal, which, from the unavoid-

able absence of Mr. S., was read by the secretary.
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EFFECT OF SPECIAL FEEDING.

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Association : Tours is

the most important association organized to promote a specialty in

agricultm-e, a specialty that, under your fostering care, transcends,

in cash value, the cotton crop, the wheat crop, the corn crop,

the meat crop, and even the hay crop, for that is an element in

dairy economy. If the estimate of 13,000,000 of cows is nearly

accurate, and we suppose a cow to produce only 350 pounds of

cheese, or an equivalent food value in milk and butter per year, and
if we estimate three and a half pounds of cheese as only equivalent

in food to five pounds of meat, tlien the yearly product of each cow
would represent the growth of a beef steer two and a half years

old; or these 13,000,000 of cows would equal in food production,

annually, 32,500,000 other cattle. This demonstrates that the cow
is the most economical manufacturer of animal food ; but she can

only select the elements that constitute milk from vegetable food

;

she has no power of changing the elements. It, therefore, becomes
a matter of great importance to every dairyman to understand, as

far as he can, the laws which govern animal nutrition—which have
been effective in producing the breeds of cows, and will produce the

best result in quantity and quality of milk ; or, in other words,

whether there is any advantage in special feeding. .

Since certain very partial experiments were made in (xermany to

test the effect of special feeding upon the composition of milk,

dairymen have been told to seek quality of milk in the breed and
not in the food. This is as philosophical as would be the advice to

seek for heat in your dwelling from the pattern of your stove, and
not from the fuel. The best possible construction of stove would
produce little effect upon the temperature of the dwelling without

proper fuel, and the best breed of cows will add little to the pocket

of the dairyman without judicious feeding. I trust to be pardoned
for going back to first principles in the discussion of this subject.

How then are breeds produced ? Had food nothing to do in fixing

the excellent qualities for which each breed is so much prized %

Yirgil, in his Georgics, speaks of several articles of food peculiarly

adapted to cause a flow of rich milk. As far back as the history of

the cow reaches, the belief of the learned and unlearned has been
that the quality may be improved, and flow of milk may be increased

by special feeding. Darwin mentions many instances where food

has been the cause of variation in animals, while selection and breed-

ing afterward-perpetuated that variation. In fact, nothing is plainer

than that the variation and improvement of all animals has been
caused first by food and climate.

HOW BREEDS AEE FORMED.

Suppose the renowned Bakewell, who made such a transfor-

mation in Long-horn cattle, and long-wool sheep, had practiced
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on this doctrine that a selection of the breed and not the food

would lead to the highest excellence. Does anybody believe that,

if he had merely studied the external characteristics of the animals,

and used the greatest skill in coupling those of tlie proper combi-
nation of points, without any improvement in food, he would now
be regarded as the greatest improver of cattle and sheep ? Does
any one answer that breeding and feeding for beef are different in

principle from feeding for milk ? Then let him learn that milk is

made from blood at just the point of elaboration where it is ready
to nourish the tissues, and that what goes to lay on fat or flesh in

the stall-fed animal goes to the udder in the milch-cow. Whatever
food will do in increasing the aptness of an animal to fatten, and
in laying on and flavoring flesh, it will do, directed by intelligence,

in increasing the secretion and quality of milk. In philosophy and
fact, the quality and quantity of milk is as perfectly controlled by
the qualit}^ and quantity of the food, as is the quality and weight of

flesh laid upon a stall-fed animal. The question then arises. How
were our present breeds of cows produced ? Certainly not by simple

breeding ; for, by coupling two animals, you can in no possible case

get any other characteristics than belonged to the two animals

coupled
;
_you can, therefore, never improve a race of animals Ijy

simple breeding. But when, by skillful feeding, you have developed

a particular part or secretion, you may flx this in the progeny l3y

breeding. We must thus credit feeding with the beginning o±» all

development. Food must flrst create the improvement, and then

breeding and feeding must continue it. Without proj^er feeding,

the flnest breed of cows that ever filled a pail would fall into con-

tempt in a few years. We do not undervalue established breeds,

but, on the contrary, regard them as of almost priceless value, be-

cause all these im]3rovements require much time ; but not withstand-

ing their fixed characteristics, they require the continuance of the

same food which originally developed them, and without it will fall

back to the original standard in much less time than it took to ad-

vance them. That you can take an ordinary cow and greatly

improve both the quality and quantity of milk, by special feeding,

I liave demonstrated in two instances. First, a lieifer, with her third

calf at four years old, that had in her first and second years given a

very moderate quantity of milk, and on a test during the fourth

week of her second lactation made five pounds of butter from 150
pounds of milk, and during the fourth week of the third season

made five and one-tliird pounds of butter from 160 pounds of milk.

^At the close of this second test I commenced to develop her. She
'was a cow of rather spare habit. It was the latter part of January,

and her ordinary feed had been timothy and clover hay, with one

peck of carrots daily. She was given at first, additional, one pint

of oil-meal and three quarts of bran per day, and this was gradually

increased during the first month to six quarts of bran, the second

month to one quart of oil-meal, six quarts of bran, and two quarts of
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corn-meal, and this feed was continued till grass, when one pint of

oil-meal and four quarts of bran were continued through the sum-
mer.,^ A test at the end of the third month gave a yield, per
week, of six pounds of butter from 170 pounds of milk. A test in

July gave six and one-half pounds of butter in seven days from
165 pounds of milk. During this whole season, her quantity of

milk was much more uniform, though but a small increase in quantity

or improvement in quality. Before dropping her fourth calf, at five

years old, she was fed specially for six weeks, with one quart of oil-

meal, four quarts of bran, and one quart corn-meal per day. This
had a remarkable effect in developing her udder. Had to milk her
a few days before coming in. Fed her after coming in as the year
before. Tested her during fourteen days, commencing the fifteentli

day after calving; result, 20 pounds of butter from tt62 pounds of

milk. This second season was an astonishing improvement on the

last, producing about 60 per cent, more throughout, with only 10
per cent, additional food. I kept this cow till eighteen years old,

and she proved a first-class cow for quantity and quality, but the
quality was improved more than the quantity.

Fearing that tins first case might have resulted largely from the ordi-

nary development of a heifer, I took a six-year-old cow, which I had
pnrchased in the May before, and found to be a common cow, yield-

ing only 25 pounds of milk per day, in the flush, and commenced feed-

ing her ten weeks before coming in . Gave, at first, a small quantity

as before, and increased it week by week, till a few days before she
dropped the calf Her udder increased much beyond its previous

dimensions, and on testing for quantity during the third week she

gave an average of 30 pounds per day, yielding eight pounds of

butter. This cow \vas fed similarly to the first through the season

and showed an increase of milk much beyond the former during the

first season. This I attributed to the feeding before coming in. She
was fed two months before dropping her next calf, and her udder
was so largely increased in size that she required milking ten days
before calving. On a test during the tliird week she gave 280
pounds of milk and made 12 pounds of butter. This was an in-

crease of one-third in quantity of milk and one-half in butter. I

kept this cow till 20 years old, and she gave 6,278 pounds of milk
in her 20th year. I have made many tests, in a general way, with
special feeding upon my whole herd, and always satisfactory, but
these are the only ones upon individual cows when the facts have
been carefully noted.

" The eflect of food in changing the flavor of flesh is well illus-

trated in domesticating wild species. The wild turkey and wild
goose undergo a transformation in a few years, so that the flavor of
the flesh can scarcely be told from our domesticated variety, while
high feeding has increased the fat and weight of the bird. The same
is true of the domesticated partridge. The domesticated deer also

soon loses the peculiar wild flavor of its fleslik The Cheviot sheep
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on the Northumberland hills and Scottish Highlands, living upon a

great variety of wild grasses and aromatic herbs, have a wild and
'higher flavor of flesh, which increases their value for mutton. The
small sheep upon the Welsh hills also have a great reputation for

flavor, and bring a much higher price per pound than the sheep of

the lowlands ; but where these Welsh sheep are kept for several

years on the lowlands, their flesh loses this aromatic flavor."

Darwin, quoting Irom Marshall, says : "A flock of heavy Lincoln-

shire and light Norfolk sheep, which had been bred together in a

large sheep-walk, part of which was low, rich, and moist, and another

part higher and drier, with plenty grass, when turned out, regularly

separated from each other, the Lincolns drawing oft' to the low, rich,

soil, and tlie Norfolks to the hills, their own soil ; so that, while there

was plenty of grass, they kept themselves as distinct as rooks and
pigeons." What but food has created these distinctions ?

The Swiss cow, also, feeding upon a great variety of natural

grasses, upon tlie Swiss mountains, yields higher flavored milk, but-

ter, and cheese, though in smaller quantity than the same cow when
fed several years upon the lowlands. A change of food, continued,

will change a breed. In the hands of some Ayrshire breeders this

fine breed is undergoing a slow transformation into miniature Short-

horns by feeding for the show-ring instead of milk.

THE GERMAN EXPERIMENTS.

The experiments of Dr. Kuehn and others to test the eflect of

special feeding upon the chemical composition of milk have resulted

disastrously upon the public mind, as they have been taken as prov-

ing much more than the facts will warrant. Because several cows
were fed fourteen days upon a highly nitrogenous, and tlien upon an

excess of carbonaceous food, in addition to the normal food, meadow
hay, and during each of these periods the chemical constituents

of the milk remained nearly the same,* only the flavor being

changed, it was inferred that it is useless to attempt to change the

quality of milk by any special ration.

If it is proposed to change it in 14 days, I fully assent. If a breed
of cows could be changed in 14 days they would have no value..

We see it is a slow process to improve them, and it is difficult to see

how, upon scientiflc principles, so short an experiment should be
expected to settle any thing. These German experiments, however,
do prove that the conductors of their different stations are better

posted in chemical formula than in the practical principles of feed-

ing. But it is certainly time we had estimated these experiments at

their true value, which is, simply, that you cannot expect to modify
the quality of milk by any special feeding in addition to a normal
ration of meadow hay, for a limited period of two or tliree weeks;

* Since writing the above, we see a statement of Professor Caldwell, that
Dr. Kuehn, in subsequent experiments, has obtained a different result, which
proves that the compositicA of the food does affect the composition of the milk.
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but there is no reason to (Jbubt the effect of special feeding, both on

quantity and quality of milk, when conducted on a regular system

extending through one or more seasons. We must also admit th^t

there is a limit to the effect of special feeding—that every animal

has a constitutional standard beyond which you cannot pass, and a

cow that has already been developed to her maximum capacity

•cannot be expected to respond to further extra feeding. But I think

it peculiarly unfortunate to weaken the confidence of the dairyman
in the power of food as his great reliance in the production of quantity

and quality of milk.

The crowd of business as the last day of the session was well along

prevented the discussion which this and other papers would have

-called out. This is very much to be regretted, as the discussion of

such papers seldom fails to bring out and impress the merits of the

subject discussed with a force and fullness with which they seldom

appear till they are viewed by different minds, and questions are

raised and answered, and obscure points illustrated.

After a few remarks the paper of Mr. Stewart was followed by
tlie report of the Committee on Nominations, which was read by
Assistant Secretary Wickson, as follows:

President—Hon. Horatio Seymour.
Yice Presidents—X. A. Willard, of Herkimer ; T. D. Curtis, of

Onondaga ; O. S. Bliss, of Vermont ; David W. Lewis, of New York
;

M. Folsom, of New York ; S. Faville, of Wisconsin ; C. L. Sheldon,

of Lewis; Gr. B. Weeks, of Onondaga; Wm. Blanding, of Broome
;

A. M. Fuller, of Pennsylvania ; L. W. Miller, of Chautauqua ; Madison
Cooper, of Jefferson; F. Kessler, of Cattaraugus; Gr. E. Morrow,of
Illinois ; C. F. Whittier, of Minnesota ; J. Lewis, of Cattaraugjis

;

Dr. G. F. Cole, of St. Lawrence ; J. M. Walden, of Minnesota ; John
T. Ellsworth, of Massachusetts; W. A. Johnson, of Erie; Dr. L. L.

Wight, of Oneida; S. Straight, of Ohio ; Chester Hazen, of Wiscon-
sin ; C. E. Chadwick, of Canada ; Dr. E. Lewis Sturtevant, of Massa-
chusetts ; A. B. Lamont, of Tompkins ; Edward Norton, of Connec-
ticut; P. H. Burchard, of Illinois; C. H. Wilder, of Wisconsin ; O.
C. Blogett, of Chautauqua; David H. Burrill, of Herkimer; R. S.

Doty, of New York ; S. A. Farrington, of Pennsylvania.

Secretary—L. B. Arnold, of Monroe.
Treasurer—Hon. Harris Lewis, of Herkimer.

H. Farrlngton,
J. T. Ellsworth,
D. W. Curtis,

F. D. Stone.

The report of the Committee was accepted and adopted, and the

gentlemen named for the several offices declared elected.

The Secretary continued Prof. E. J. Wickson, of Utica, as' Assist-

ant Secretary.

The Convention then adjourned till 2 o'clock p. m.
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AFTERNOON SESSION.

. The afternoon session was opened by a consideration of the con-

tents of the question-box. The first query was whether there

was not a demand for old cheese, and how was such a demand to

be met, when cheese ripens and spoils within forty days.

Mr. Bonfoy, of Herkimer, answered that there was a demand for

old cheese, and the best way to supply it was to make cheese that

would keep at least one year.

Mr. Spaulding, of St. Lawrence county, thought a cheese which
would cure in thirty days could not be made which would be pala-

table when a year old. A cheese that is highly salted ripens

slowly ; the salt contracts the curd when applied, absorbing the

moisture. Every variation in salting effects keeping quality. Ex-
cess of rennet would hasten decay.

The next querist wished to know the conditions most favorable

for producing tainted or strong milk, and whether they were
identical.

In answer, Mr. Spaulding thought they were not identical, a high
temperature being productive of taint. Cows will give better milk
when fed on certain feeds.

A member gave an instance of the poisoning of a cow by eating

lobelia, the lobelia acting as an emetic.

Mr. Gould, of Connecticut, said " strong " milk was a term mean-
ing a peculiar condition of milk developed in New York city, and
resulting from sudden transitions in feed, as from dry winter feed

to rich pasturage, and eating the best grass feed. It is only re-

moved by thorough aeration when cooling. This term " tainted
'*

milk covers a wider field than the term " strong."

Mr. Curtis attributed this odor to the condensation of animal

odor in the milk.

Another desired to know whether butter should be worked
twice, and at what intervals.

S. E. Lewis, of Chenango county, believed Initter should at least

be worked twice, and, if three times, lightly at each time ; and
there should be long intervals between each working. Time must
be given to allow the salt to act and drive oft" foreign matter. The
addition of the salt helps preserve the grain of the butter. The
keeping quality of butter is much improved by working at wide
intervals. He considered the use of brine useless. Butter will

endure working much more readily after salting than before. Salt

will change the color of white butter. The buttermilk will pass

oft" with the brine.

The committee on changing the time for holding the annual

convention made the following report

:

Your- committee, appointed to consider the advisability of chang-

1

ing the time of the meeting of our annual convention to an earlier

or later period in the month of January, would respectfully report

:
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That we consider it unadvisable at the present time to recom-

mend any change, for the reason that the annual meetings of this

Association have been established by constitutional provision and
precedent ; and no time can be suggested v^^hich is not occupied by
other associations or Boards of Agriculture, and any change would
inevitably lead to more or less embarrassment.

JosiAH Shull,

J. Y. H. SCOVILL,

E. J. WiCKSON.

CENTENNIAL MATTERS.

Mr. Scovill, of the committee appointed to consider the subject of

s, dairy exhibition at the Centennial of 1876, reported as follows

:

Your committee, appointed with reference to the interests of this

association, on matters connected with the Centennial Exhibition,

would most respectfully report : That the commission have uniformly

expressed the most cordial desire that this interest should be fully

represented on that occasion, and kindly offer every facility in their

power to further this most desirable object.

From the sentiments expressed to the committee by various in-

dividuals, both privately and through the press, we are led to con-

clude that the American public would scarcely be satisfied unless

our improved factory system should be fully represented, and to this

end it is hoped that satisfactory arrangements may be made, through
which a cheese factory and creamery, with all the modern equip-

ments of the same, may be put in actual operation for a limited time,

under the management of some of our best experts.

In the department of manufactured products, both of butter and
cheese, ample space will be allotted, and it is especially desired that

all classes of cheese manufactured in the United States, of all sizes

and forms, which find their way into any of the markets of the

world, should, on this occasion, be represented ; and your committee
would remind those who are willing thus to contribute, that all

preparations for this object must be made during the present season,

as the exhibition is opened to the public on the 19th of April, 1§76,
and closes the 19th of October.

Your committee would especially call the attention of all those

who desire to contribute of their manufactures (and competition in

this department is alike open to ladies as well as gentlemen), and
who are willing to be represented through the American Dairy-
men's Association, whether as residents of this or other States, to

the importance of corresponding at as early a day as possible Math
some members of the committee, and state the number and character
of the articles to be represented by them.
Your committee would also recommend that the Secretary, upon

his certificate, be authorized to pledge the faith of this corporation

8
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to the committee for a sum of money for their use, to an amount not

exceeding $200.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

J. V. H. ScoviLL,

D. A. A. Nichols,

E. S. MoNsojsr.

The report was accepted and adopted.

Mr. Scovill announced that Mr. Wilkinson had kindly consented

to aid the Association in the display at the Centennial. Mr. Wil-

kinson, on invitation, addressed the Convention in regard to the

matter, exhibited a diagram of the proposed arrangement of

buildings.

On motion of Mr. Wickson, the Committee on the Centennial

was continued, with power to act at their discretion and to in-

crease their number.

Mr. Scovill asked that members of the Association who proposed

to send articles for exhibition should notify the committee as

soon as possible.

CENTENNIAL COMMITTEE.

The Centennial Committee is as follows:.

J. Y. H. Scovill, Paris; E. S. Monson, Franklin; D. A. A.

Nichols, Albany ; O. S. Bliss, Georgia, Vermont ; David W. Lewis,

New York city ; J. M. Peters, Secretary of the Butter and Cheese

Exchange, New York; J. H. Reall, Pliiladelphia ; J. Wilkinson,

Baltimore, Maryland ; G. E. Morrow, Chicago ; F. D. Stone,

Cleveland, Ohio.
FINANCIAL.

Mr. Sheldon, from the Committee on Finance, presented the

following report

:

EECEirTS.

Sale of members' tickets and reports $370 95

Cash in the Treasury 1 33

Total |3'2 28

DISBUESEMENTS.

Rent of hall $ 50 00

Ticket agent 13 00

Doorkeeper. 7 50

Paid to Secretary Arnold 302 78

Total $372 28

It was explained that the $302 paid Secretary Arnold Avas

nearly all for expense of printing the reports of the Convention,

postage, etc. The Association is largely indebted to Secretary

Arnold, as shown by a financial report of his de]iartment. His

salary is placed at $200, but there is over $51 due him for Associa-

tion expenses, to say nothing about the salary.

The financial reports were accepted and adopted.
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BUTTER MAKING.

Mr. O. C. Blodgett, of Chautauqua Count}', addressed the Con-
vention on

expp:ri.ment8 in butter making.

Mr. President^ Ladies and Gentlemen: There is one branch
of dairying which, if we take into account the number of people
em ployed," and the value of their product, probably outranks all

the other branches—I mean butter making in the common farm
dairy.

In no other branch is there greater need of improvement than in

ours. No other branch is capable of being carried to so high a
degree of perfection, because we begin with the raw material (milk)

when in its best condition.

We will not trouble you to inform us how the finest butter in the
country may be improved one-tenth of one per cent., nor in what
manner one family out of 10,000 may produce " gilt-edge butter

worth a dollar a pound " (that hackneyed phrase that goes the rounds
of the newspapers about every three weeks). But exactly what
general rules will 3^ou lay down for our guidance—what never-fail-

ing principles shall we recognize in the management of our dairies,

that will tend to elevate the quality of the butter-crop of this coun-
try next year.

It has been said that the art of making fine butter cannot be de-
fined in language—that it is a knack that some people possess but
cannot communicate. A short analysis of the subject may show us

either the truth or fallacy of the proposition.

Pure, healthy milk, supposes well-kept, kindly-treated cows.
With such milk to begin with, the process appears simple. Set for

the cream to rise, skim, churn, wash, salt, and pack.

Now, at exactly what point will you say that most butter is

spoiled ? Had you asked the commercial classes six months ago, they
would have answered that it was because you did not use a particu-

lar kind of salt. But you should notice tliat that is the last opera-
tion, and the character of the butter is established before you get to

salting. Not but what bad salt may injure g'ood butter ; but then,

while we are finding fault with the salt producei's, they might get us
indicted for spoiling so much of their good salt with our confoundedly
poor butter.

Some people might tell us that the secret lies in some new-fangled
patent-right churn.

This cannot be quite true, because many familiar with an old-fash-

ioned dash-churn send to the New York market some of the sweet-
est, rosiest, longest-keeping butter.

Then they may suggest that the whole secret lies in the manner
of setting your milk for the cream to rise. That you must have a
patent-right milk-cooler to take '-' animal heat out of the milk^''

' and all that kind of philosophy. This would do, if it was not for
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the fact that some of the best butter produced upon the continent is

made by people who use the old-fashioned common milk-pans.

Now, if it is a fact that there is no royal high-road to success in

butter-making—that the quality of our goods does not depend upon
any of the so-called improved dairy implements, then we may infer

that the secret of making good butter lies in the manner, almost

wholly, in which the labor is performed.

Let us take them in order.

MILK SETTING.

Here, at the start off, are two parties, the deep and shallow

setter. Each party have their leaders, orators, and fighting men.
I call yom* attention to this singular phenomenon of the human
mind, that thousands of people are ready to certify that they have

carefully experimented with milk setting, and the results are in-

variably in favor of deep setting in water. Another equally

numerous party give us their experience in favor of shallow setting.

Then, when one comes before a farmers' club to discuss butter-

making from the stand-point of the common form, if he shows any

leaning toward either party, the other is up and ready to take him
by the collar.

I call your attention to this to-day, not because this state of

things has not been of value in the past, but because it lias now
been going on about long enough for profit, and because the orators

on both sides are getting a little hoarse.

As this problem is being worked out by many individuals with

apparently contradictory results, can it not be worked out both

ways by the same individual, getting an answer first in favor of the

deep setter, and again in favor of the shallow setter. Such a solu-

tion would at least be a novelty ; and it might have a tendency to

put us out of the oltl swing-around-the-circle rut in which we have

been traveling for a half-dozen years or more, and possil^ly send us

ofif on an excursion where a few more facts are to be discovered in

regard to milk-setting.

Let us try this double problem. Step down into next July, and

in fancy transport yourselves up among the hills of Chautauqua

County. We place before you equal quantities of milk, of equal

quality ; the first you set in tin vats two inches deep, in the open air,

in a clean room, with a mild light. The other quantity you place

in deep pails set in water.

Now, let both set until all are sour; then skim all at the same
time, and your deep setting will give most butter. Now try it over

again under exactly like circumstances, except that you skim the

shallow set milk jnst as soon as it is plainly sour on top next to the

cream ; set the cream away in a clean tin can in the cellar, where

the air is about 65°, for 12 to 24 hours; churn, and you will have

more and better butter than in your deep-setting, water-cooling pro-

cess, although you may skim and churn when you please. Now let
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me qualify this proposition by withdrawing the assertion and putting

it in the form of a question, and asking you if it is true. And then

asking you whether it is or is not the true sohition of the disputed

milk-setting question. And, furthermore, if this is not the true

solution, then what is the true solution ?

But by whatever method you may set milk, that is now com-
monly practiced upon the farm, as in pails set in water, or vats

cooled by water, or in vats (shallow) set in the open air, or in the

common pan, this one point should be observed, to skim as soon as

the milk is sour.

You may put it this way. Say you keep 25 cows
;
your milk is

set by any of the above-named methods, and for ever}^ hour that you
let it stand after a milking is done, you are losing more than you
can earn by svnnging the pick and the spade, and your wife run-

ning the sewing-machine.

Why is this ?

It is because at this point no more cream rises that is of any
value. And if you allow sour cream to remain in a high tempera-

ture, chemical changes begin immediately to take place ; new com-

binations are formed that work injury to the butter. Among these

combinations is one that we commonly call " whey." This is a

transparent liquid that dissolves the butter, and holds it in solution;

and you cannot get it back again by churning. It is lost to the but-

ter-maker.* But you may say that " if your milk is kept down to

60° by the aid of some ' cooler,' that even if the air is at 80° or

90°, these chemical charges will not take place." It is true they

will be retarded in a great measure ; but then in that case it would
be of no use to keep it standing after it had turned sour ; besides, a

colder body (as your milk would be in this case) is continually con-

densing moisture from the atmosphere that is taken up by the

cream. But you may say that this moisture, falling on the cream,

keeps it soft. True, but it is softened at too much expense, because

such moisture taken from the air is always impure, and often very

impure. And this impurity makes its way from the cream to the

butter. But you may say " that you cannot detect it in your
butter." But will such butter stand the test of long keeping ? Do
you think that the nice tin package of Danish butter that had been
shipped to London, thence to Bolivia, thence back to New York,
seventeen months on the journey, and yet pronounced " sweet and
nice," was made in that way ? Yery doubtful.

Bvit you may say that you ship your butter to market every week,

and if your butter will pass muster for a week or two, it is all you
care for.

Well, we do not. We wish to know how to make butter during

* This so-called "whey" is one of the powerful solvents in nature. This is

understood by those who use it for bleaching cloth. This transparent liquid

dissolves the material that you wish to extract from the cloth, and leaves it (the

cloth) the color of the then purified material.
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tlie summer months that will keep sweet till fall, winter, or early
spring, or longer—tliat we can rely on to a mathematical certainty.

How shall this be clone, is the question with us.

For our present purpose let us classify the butter as follows

:

Class No. 1. Butter that is prime and deliciously sweet to-day,,

next week, or next month, and that l3y long keeping and transpor-

tation, goes down in quality very slowly, contending every inch,

like a thing tenacious of life.

Class No. 2. Butter that will pass muster to-day may ])ass for

the best, but will not remain so, and soon goes down in quality.

Class No. 3. Poor. Either poor when completed, or has since

dro])pcd down into this class from class No. 2.

The gentleman from Philadelphia (Mr. Reall) suggests that the

fine butter for winter use should be produced by a system of winter
dairying. This is good as a suggestion; but does such a solution

cover the whole ground ? This system would then suppose the prod-
uct to all go into consuni]jtion as soon as made. Would you say,

upon general principles, that the butter that was best for keeping

sweet and nice, w^ould also be best for use to-day ? Certainly. This

remark is meant to apjil}^ to farm dairies.

Our creamery friends will loudly object if we should suggest that

possibly the practice of taking from tlie milk. only the larger cream
globules, and making butter from them, that tliey are thereby pro-

ducing really an inferior qnality of goods for the use of the digestive

organs (that wonderfully delicate machinery that runs upon pink

gearings, and is all the time going on within you), and that perliaps

it is a better food to liave all those globules worked up together, as

in our dairies, than only a portion of thena by themselves, as in the

creamery practice.

Should it prove to be a fact that for this reason this kind of butter

does not serve the purposes of your digestive organs as well as the

whole cream butter (farm dairy), then will not this fact help our

cheese-making friends to settle their disputed milk-skimming ques-

tion, which at present seems to be almost an interminable squabble ?

Some may propose to settle this question by argument. But
would it not be well enough to call the attention of the butter-eating

puldic to this point, and ask them to observe as to whether the

creamery butter does or does not work exactly riglit in their indi-

vidual cliemical laboratories, that is, on their digestive organs ? Is

not tliis the final test?

This does not, however, debar our cheese-making friends from

airing their eloquence on the subject peiiding the decision.

You would not consent to any ruling that would have a tendency

to divest them of their innocent amusement on this point, for that

would be throwing cold water on the enthusiasm of the average

modern cheese-makers' convention.

Just liere arises anotlier difiiculty. Should it be decided that the

whole cream buttei- (farm dairy) is better adapted to our use as food,
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tlien will it not follow that this creamery butter will drop down in

market, and finally be dodged in under the name of " new farm
dairy," just as much skimmed cheese goes into the final consumers'

hands, " warranted" as ''•full-cream cheese?'''

You have yet many unsolved problems to deal with. You have
yet to institute a method of selling your goods in an open market
upon their real merits. Stringent laws should be enacted whereby
the dealers are prevented from changing their real brands as your
goods pass from producer to consumer. Such laws have been found
to be necessary in older countries, and human nature remains about

the same tlie world over. To-day you sell a skim cheese as such,

to-morrow it,is retailed as a full-cream cheese.

Society must pass such rules as will protect its members against

frauds in food—such laws that, when we ask (and pay) for bread, we
shall not be given a stone.

We have now wandered into fields of investigation that heretofore

have been claimed by the clieese and creamery men as exclusively

their own. And they may be disposed to resent our intrusion, and,

in the language of the injured son of the Emerald Isle, exclaim that

we have intentionally " tread upon the tail of their coat." Should
the}'' take this view, possibly they may file up their teeth for a fight.

But these points must be met ; we can no longer dodge tliem. Not
only must we ask the question, " Is a part-skimmed cheese a delu-

sion and a snare ? " but also, " Is the butter thus made best suited to

the wants of digestion, or is it not V
In the city of New Y''ork, recently, while conversing with a

gentleman engaged in handling this short-lived goods, made from
part of the cream, he said: "I don't know about this shortlived

butter, tliat refuses to be kept from going to decay."
" But doesn't it sell well ?

"

" Oh, yes ; when we can get it in market soon enough ; but it

goes down in quality mighty fast."

"Why do your city people buy it so greedily ?"

" Because it has a pleasant, sweet taste upon the tongue. But I

do not know about eating food that has to be hurried to market
with the greatest speed—that can't 1)0 sold too soon—and must be
swallowed immediately to prevent its spoiling."

" Well, what next ?
"

" Well," he says, " I don't know what's next—that's what's the

matter. But," he added, " this we do know, that some kinds of

foo^ can be made to spring a trap on us. Take, for instance, milk

when produced under certain conditions ; keep it cool till delivered

in market, and it will appear innocent enough ; even an Arnold
might -not recognize it as an agent of death (without you let him
test it too closely). But you may eat of it, and, when it has come
up to the temperature of the stomach, it goes to decay so quickly

that it makes you sick, and, in extreme cases, a coroner's jury is

the next thing in order. But," he continued, " don't let me convey
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the idea that this short-lived creamery butter ever goes to such ex-

tremes as before indicated ; but may it not, in some cases, act detri-

mentally upon tlie digestive organs of finely-organized people,

especially delicate women and sensitive children 'i

"

That is the way the commercial classes put the question.

And the answer is one in which the producer of farm dairy

goods is deeply concerned, because the final issue hinges upon this

proposition : "Is the value of this short-lived food, ivhen it has

found its true level in the world's market., equal to the long-keep-

ing farm dairy butter, that will stand a trip around the world ?
"

Now, gentlemen, let us leave this matter where it belongs—in

the hands of our hair-splitting philosophers
;
go back to butter-

making on the farm dairy, away from which we have rambled
more by accident than design.

Allow me to give you the result of a recent interview with the

pioneer butter-dealer of Chautauqua county, N. Y., Mr, Lazzell,

when the following conversation took place :

Question. How long have you been dealing in butter ? Answer.
About 30 years.

Q. To what extent \ A. From $50,000 to $100,000 worth per

annum.
Q. Can you tell me how the butter is made that suits your New

York trade best % A. It is a very easy question to answer. The
process is very simple ; and those who first get possession of a few

fundamental facts to begin with, and stick to them, are sure of suc-

ceeding. Commencing with cleanliness, animals well kept, then set

milk shallow, and now I come to the main point, said lie, which is to

skim just as soon as the milk is sour. That is the main point, and

the secret that many people will not discover. They can't or won't

understand tliat no more cream that is of any value will rise after

the acidity takes place in the milk.

Q. But some people say that they can make more butter by cool-

ing their milk with water. A. Sure enough some can. The water

process has tempted some people to improve their butter, but they

were never my best butter-makers. I do not like to have one of

them adopt any cooling process—it lets the best butter down, while

it brings the poor butter up. He continued : The point to begin

cooling is just as soon as skimmed, set the cream down cellar where

it will slowly cool down riglit for churning. Here is the point, he

adds. The reason why milk-coolers help some people is, they have

a notion that milk must stand a certain length of time before it is

churned, and before their time is up their cream is spoiled, if not let

in water.

Q. But does not the heat in summer injure the cream or milk be-

fore it sours ? A. No, sir. The injury begins at the souring point.

Q. By what analogical reasoning can you show this to be true ?

A. ' Before milk and cream sours you can heat them up 50 degrees

hotter than any summer day, and yet the cream will yield delicious-
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ly sweet butter ; but heat them after souring, and the effect is to

soon injure the butter made from them. With those butter-makers

who understand this point, they have no need of patent-right milk-

coolers.

Q. How about the quantity ? A. My skillful butter-makers do

not increase their quantity by cooling milk. The cream on milk

that is cooled by water appears thicker, but it takes more of it to

make a pound of butter than cream raised on warmer milk ; besides,

cream rises sooner on warm milk than cold.

Q. But can't you qualify this statement ? A. Glancing back over

my more than thirty years' experience in handling butter as a coun-

try buyer and New York commission merchant, after carefully noting

the manner of making among my customers, who have followed out

every plan for setting milk yet invented, I think, I say here, and I

defy successful contradiction, that the best butter is made by com-

mon pans (or, to save labor, large square vats, in which milk is set

shallow in the open air), as compared with the best butter made by
any milk-cooling process. The first process stands ahead, both for

quantity and quality. And more especially does the quality super-

sede, when you take into consideration the length of time that it

will remain nice and sweet.

I do not understand Mr. Lazzell to have reference to the plan of

setting milk down to the extreme low temperature of 35" or 36'',

as reported from Sweden by the superintendent of the Royal
Agricultural College of Stockholm, for it appears to be a fact that,

when the temperature of the milk falls below about 40**, the cream
begins to rise as fast again. But, from those Swedish reports, they

do not appear to get a great yield of butter from the amount of

milk, as the amount ranges from 26.7 to 31.5 pounds on the

average for the season. While in Chautauqua county, when milk is

set shallow, 26.5 pounds of milk appear to be about the extreme

limit in summer, under the most unfavorable circumstances, and from
that down to 14 pounds in winter. We mean Avlien it is handled

right, but set shallow. But why does Mr, Lazzell say " slowly cool

cream down right for churning." Why not cool down immediately

by aid of ice.

Because when cream is skimmed as soon as sour, it should have
time for the acid to form that works upon the covering of the globule

of butter. If you cool down immediately and then churn, you will

not get as much butter, and it will not keep quite as well. By the

first process you lose a little in flavor, but increase its long-keeping

qualities. But if you let it stand too long, the acid will destroy too

much of the flavor, and the New Yorkers will say that " it is some-

how dead and flat." If your cellar stands from 62° to 65°, you can

leave cream 24 and 12 hours. At the end of the first 12 hours, or

when you skim the next milking, then mix the cream together and
stir very gently, say about two or three moments, with a dipper or

paddle. (This is supposing you churn once a day.) If you stir your
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cream too much during the time tliat it is standing, it will injure

your butter very mucli. I know of a Chautauqua county dairy that

has always before proved fine, turned out inferior this year, and we
can discover no other difference in their practice from other years,

except that they had invented a new instrument for stirring their

cream, and had very likely used it too freely. The reason appears

to be this : By stirring the cream the acid forms a little faster—it

hastens chemical action in the cream. Besides, such stirring may
break a few of the tenderest of the globules, and they would be in-

jured by remaining long in the cream, exposed as they then would
be to the action of the fluid. At any rate the practice is a bad one,

and those who would aim to make butter that will class as " Extra "

on the floor of the Butter and Cheese Exchange, must study carefully

all such little and apparently insignificant points as this. And if

they ignore any of them they will find that it has turned the whole
scale of its quality. One reason why I say that quite likely stirring

cream hastens the chemical change is, because it has about a similar

effect as allowing the cream to stand too long.

Shall we skim cream and mix it with old cream, and churn imme-
diately ? No. Because the acid has not had time to work upon the

covering of the globules, and some of them will not break. This is

shown to be the case by a decreased quantity of butter. Mr.
McAllister, who keeps a hundred-cow butter dairy, and runs it with

precision, says '' that the difference in quantity antl quality is consider-

able." One reason why the quality may be injured is, because the

tougher skinned globules that do not break, and consequently do not

shed their caseine skins, may (or a part of them) become attached to

the butter, and the caseine in this case would help carry away the

butter to decay. If this is the case, it M'ould be equivalent to putting

a quantity of cream into the churn just before the churning is done.

In this case we should say that the cream might become mingled
with the butter, and injure it.

The dash churn still stands at the head, especially when you have

a good power (steam or otherwise).

The point put forward b}^ Mr. Arnold, namely, that the foot of

the dasher should fill about three-fourths of the size of the cover to

the churn, and decrease the motion, is a very valuable one, I think, and
on(; that will helj) us to improve our butter crop, and also to lessen the

labor somewhat. A very unphilosophical way to churn is to whip
the cream with such dashers, bored full of holes, as we have been

using in the past.

The best chant butter has been made by washing, after first gath-

ering the butter in a mass. The best that I can say on this point is

to ^Dash the buttermilk all out ; and the more water you use at a

time, the quicker, and by least working of your butter, can you
accomplish your object. To illustrate this, change the rule, and see

how you will come out. Say you have 50 pounds of butter
;
you

put in two quarts of water and go to puddling away at it. Then
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pour that oflP, put on more, and puddle away again. We shall find that,

before we get the buttermilk all out, we have puddled our butter to

death. Some people have good ideas of butter-making until they

get to this point, and then ruin all of their work done before

by being very economical with water. I don't say but what
there may yet be some better way than to wash butter, but

if you wash at all, wash thoroughly and quickly, and the more
water you use the better, but mind and stop just as soon as tlie

buttermilk is all out. Some butter in our Association has been
washed this year on the plan recommended by your secretary (Mr.

Arnold) ; that is, to wash before it has massed together, or while it

is in a tine state. It will be practiced more next yeai*. We like tlie

plan, but have not got the knack of doing it nicely yet.

Now you have got through with the main points of butter-making

that have an influence upon its quality. But you may say that salt

comes in play now, and acts a very important part ; that is

partly true. But butter that is well made up to this point will keep

sweet and nice for a considerable length of time without any salt in

it at all ; and butter that is not made exactly right up to this point

cannot be changed to good butter, nor can it ij>e kept from going

down in quality, by the use of the best salt in tlie world.

I know of people who, pending the salt decision, are sending

their butter to market without a particle of salt in it ; and those who
make butter that is exactly right still get a good price. Mr. Kinner,

of AUeghan}'- county, reports that he has been in the habit of sending

his butter to the New York market for two years perfectly fresh

;

and he further reports that he gets from five to eight cents per pound
more than his neighbors, who salt in the usual way. Of course there

is a limit to the demand of perfectly fresh butter ; but I speak of

this to show you that if you fail to produce butter tliat, when sold

upon the open market and upon its true merits, fails to bring the price

of good butter, that the real cause of its inferiority may have nothing
to do with the salt question.

The dairy salt question is a very important one, but some peo|jle

are endeavoring to give to it an undue importance by trying to

spread it over the whole butter and cheese making process. To
illustrate, step into the average gutter-snipe butter-malcer's cellar to

buy his butter. We will suppose him an average one-idea man,
with Onondaga salt on the brain. You ask I'lim what his ideas are in

regard to the feed of cows, the care of milk, the best plan of setting,

skimming, churning, etc. He answers you that he does not have
any definite ideas about any of those points, but that there is one
point about which he is posted, and that is, that Onondaga salt is the

best salt in the world, and if he was going to make butter for a

thousand years, nobody could induce him to use a pound of any
other salt. Then if you taste of his butter before it is salted, per-

haps it is bad enough to raise your hair up in front, and, of course, is

no better after saltino-.
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His prototype, who lives over the way, runs things in exactly

the same manner, except that he may have the Higgins, or Ashton,
or some other brand of salt on the brain, instead of the Onondaga.
Now step down among the commercial classes of the city of New

l^ork—a class who claim superior intelligence to the producers (and
nobody disputes them). Here you find that singular phenomenon of

mind (called prejudice), growing in about the same kind of soil, but
under a higher state of cultivation. Six months ago, had you strolled

into the Produce Exchange and inquired of its average member
what the exact fact was about the disputed salt question, he would
have informed you that a certain kind of salt was far superior to

any other kind produced in the world, and that one of the chief

causes of the great difference between the different grades of butter

was almost wholly due to not using his favorite kind of salt.

" But, my dear, good sir, will you allow me to trouble you to explain

exactly how you know this to be true ? " With a little surprise he
will want to know " how it is that you are so fond of asking ques-

tions." And when you inform him that, as soon as he makes the

matter perfectly clear, you are ready to raise a hue and cry that

may drive the bad salt out of the dairying regions, it seems to re-

assure the good man, and he continues: "Sir, you ask me to ex-

plain exactly how we know this to be true; it is because we can

prove it by from seven to nine-tenths of the dealers in dairy prod-

ucts in the city of New York."
" Well, what do the other one to three-tenths of the dealers say

about it ?

"

" Oh ! they don't say much. You see we are pretty heavy against

them, and you know that majorities carry things in tliis country."

The good man laughs heartily as he clinches the matter down.
" Do you prove your favorite salt to be best by chemical an-

alysis ?

"

" Analysis ? " he repeats. " No, sir ; analyses are all well enough
so far as they go. But we go farther ; we decide by actual experi-

ment. And, Mr. Blodgett, you should remember that we are

practical men, and the question that you ask is one that has been

settled for years, and is being settled over again and again in this

market every day."
" Well, how do you settle it ?

"

" Why, we do it this way. When we find butter that is not

exactly right, we atti-ibute the cause to the use of Onondaga salt

;

and when we strike a package that is just right, we say that the

maker is an Ashton salt man."
Now, step into one of our dairymen's associations, in search of the

exact fact in regard to the disputed salt matter.

One gentleman pointedly affirms that he is $1,000 out of pocket

by using Onondaga salt ; and another gentleman wants to go before

tiie salt commission and state that he has lost $500 in the

last three years by using Ashton salt. And we might all go in and
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.say that we are, each of us, losing largely every year by not having
more butter and cheese to salt v^^ith either Onondaga or Ashton.
Now, if we could get no further evidence than the above high-

pressure, ten-horse-power orators give us, old-time justice would be
likely to render a verdict of $500 in favor of the Ashton salt.

But, suppose you were to put the case this way : Put up package^
-of butter under exactly like circumstances, except that you salt with
the different brands of salt.

When a churning is finished, washed, and ready for salting, then
divide that butter in equal parts, and salt one part with Onondaga,
the other with Ashton's. Put each part in a package by itself;

keep them under exactly like circumstances, and then place them
both before the New York dealers for examination. Then, can
they discover a difference between them ? I do not know. A
quantity of such butter" is now on the way for trial in New York
soon.

Also, butter put up in this way with Higgins' (English) factory-

filled against Onondaga (factory-filled), and Higgins' against

Ashton's. This appears to be getting the matter in shape, when
some exact information may be elicited upon the long-disputed salt

question.

During the past season dairies have been put up by the Western
New York Association, when alternate packages were salted with
Ashton's and Onondaga salt.

About half a dozen tons of this butter went forward, and was ex-

amined in New York about the middle of October.
This was not put up with that critical precision that the public

•demanded, as a package put up this week, salted with one kind
of salt, to be tested against another package put next week with
the other kind, might not be a fair trial, especially when we find

that the difference in practice between the two kinds of salt is

very little, if any at all. For, suppose some other cause besides the
salt makes a difference in its quality, and you happen to salt the
best package with the inferior salt, and the poorer package with
the better salt, then you might be led astray by a decision that
" the butter proved just equal in quality.''

But, of course, this would not be very liable to occur every time
when you ran through several tons, as in the last October Broad
street test.

But another difficulty arose in that test. The agents for the
Ashton came in and objected to a final decision in the matter on
that test, upon the grounds that possibly we had been using the
counterfeit Ashton salt, which, they informed us, was being dis-

tributed by unprincipled dealers to the dairying districts, greatly to

the injury of the true brand of Ashton salt.

The Ashton agents required us to trace the so-called Ashton
salt used by sworn statements from dairymen to country dealers, and
on (if possible) to their agency in New York. This we have at-
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tempted to do, but witli success only in case of lot No. 1 (about 100
pa(;kages), put up by Mr. James McAllister, of Chautauqua county.

The salt used in this lot was, according to the affidavits, the true

Ashton salt.

But the so-called Ashton used in the other lots have either been

^ traced to parties who flatly refused to answer under oath whether or

not the salt sold to our dairymen was the true Ashton brand, or to

those whose answers arc evasive. In these cases we infer that it

may be, and quite likely is, counterfeit.

This inference is strengthened in our minds by the fact that

parties (salt dealers) in New York have, since this investigation

began, voluntarily gone to the Ashton agents and confessed their

guilt of having been engaged in selling other English salt nnde^* the

Ashton brand.

I call- your attention to this point, to show you that your neglect

to thoroughly overhaul this salt question had become almost criminal

on your part ; and also to suggest to you that in case the final de-

cision should be that the Ashton is the best salt for dairymen to

use, that your association will be called upon to help put into

operation and carry on some system whereby the dairymen can

supply themselves with the true brand.

Now, Avith the above explanation you may be better prepared to

hear the report of the result of the October Broad street test on
those dairies of butter, and have your minds prepared to not put too

much stress upon the result of the test as a deiinite settlement.

These explanations are given by request of the Western New
York Committee having the matter, in charge.

Well, the result of the test was, as communicated through its chair-

man, in substance, " that from the goods the best of judges could not

tell which packages were salted with Ashton and which witli the

American dairy salt (Onondaga). But, from the foregoing condi-

tions, as we are not warranted in drawing definite conclusions from
this test, can we not, however, draw at least some approximate

conclusions that may assist us in this matter.

Take these facts :

(1) Lot No. 1 (McAllister's) shown by affidavits to have been

true Ashton.
Between the use of this and the American, the New York

merchants could not distinguish any difference.

Now, take lot No. 2 (W. Blodgett's), salted with American dairy

salt, same as lot No. 1 ; but the brand of Ashton is doubtful (as the

New York party selling it stubbornly rei'ii>e to answer any questions

about its genuineness).

But assuming it to be the true Ashton brand, then the wcr

stands the same as in lot No. 1, as tin- couimittee could tell no

difference. But the probability is that it was not the true Ashton.

Now, in this case, assuming it to be the counterfeit brand, what do

we have ? In the first case, in lot No. 1, the effect of the American
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and Ashton salt were eqnal.

ed counterfeit Ashton also appear just eqnal.

low that in this case the so-called Ashton salt used in lot No. 2

proved to be in effect just equal to true Ashton in lot No. 1 ? This is

taking the American salt as the basis.

What question naturally follows ? It is this : If salt is put up and
sold for Ashton that is not Ashton, but yet in practice just equal

to Ashton for butter, then what kind of salt is it ?

This question comes up when legal proceedings are proposed
against the New York salt counterfeiters :

" To what extent liave you been damaged by the- use of counterfeit

salt ? Suppose the counterfeit salt to be exactly equal for dairying

purposes, then what damage have you sustained, except by having

your prejudice knocked in tlie head. " On the other hand, if the

counterfeit salt and every other brand of salt is in practice infei-ior

to the true Ashton, then we should all be in possession of that

fact and buy nothing else. Yon have much more at stake than all

the competing salt companies combined, and yet they make more
noise than all of yon. They make a penny's worth of salt for

you, and you put it into five or ten dollars' worth of butter, and if

the quality of that butter depends on the kind of salt used, it must
be mnch more than the value of the salt.

Again, should it finally prove to be the fact that the Ashton
neighbors or somebody else in the world are, and have been, making
just as good salt as they do, and that the commercial classes have

long recognized the fact, and have taken advantage of our ignorance

in the matter to sell us all kinds of goods under our favorite brand,

then can we not easily figure out what it costs to entertain a blind

prejudice ? That class of people who are behind the rest fear the

burdens (carry the baggage) of those who go before.

I present you the following correspondence, as it goes to show the

manner and spirit in which the commercial classes meet us in this

investigation, and by it we can also mark the progress made in

thought upon the subject

:

Fredonia, N. Y., Nov. 24, 1874.

D. E. Manton, Esq. :

Sir: Your report received. This association would like to know whether
the butter in question was salted as hij;li as you would like to have butter of

that quality for your market, that was to be jiut up from June 1st to October
lOtb, and kept for fall oi- winter shipment. This occurs to us from the expres-

sion you use in your rcpoit, ''from tiie limited amount of salt used," etc.

Vours very respecLl'uily,

O. C. BLODGETT, Cor. Sec'y.

New York, Nov. 26, 1874.

O. C. Bt^odgett:
Sir: In answer I will say that the W. Blodgett dairy (lot No. 2) of butter

received from your society, and tested, was salted about right for the trade.

But, as I have intimated to you before, tlie committee would like to have some
butter salted with 1^ ounce to the pound, or 50 per cent, more salt than is re-

quired for long keeping, for the following reason : It has been a general opinion
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with the trade for a long time that the Onondaga dairy salt contained an im-
purity that was highly detrimental to the flavor and keeping quality of butter.

We will not here discuss whether this opinion is true or false. But for the
purpose of the test we will assume that it is true, notwithstanding the last ex-

periment, only that it is not so plainly marked as we had supposed. There-
fore, in order to get this detrimental effect from the Onondaga salt in an un-
mistakable degree in the butter, we wish you to forward another lot containing
50 per cent, more salt than is usual to put into butter. "With this amount of

salt," the trade reasons, the supposed bad element in Onondaga salt would make
itself manifest, if any such element or detrimental quality really exists.

Yours, etc.,

D. E. MANTON.

The butter has been put up and forwarded this week as requested.

Should the commercial men succeed in detecting and defining the
" supposed detrimental quality " in either salt, the next question that

would arise is : What is that element ? Perhaps we- can find it by
examining their analysis.

The following of the Higgins' (English) factory-filled dairy salt,

was made by James Anderson, of the Internal Revenue Laboratory,

London, Of the American (Onondaga) and Ashton, by Charles A.
Goessmann, Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry in the Massachusetts

Agricultural College at Amherst, Mass.

:

p. 3 English , Higgins'
Ashton Salt. FSo^^^^fj^d. ^^d'aS'/S'"

Chloride of Sodium 97.65 98.28 98.17

Sulphate of Lime 1.43 0.91 1.76

Sulphate of Magnesia 0.05 .06 .00

Chloride of Magnesia 0.06 .00 .05

Sulphate of Soda 00 .03 .00

Insoluble matter 05 .12 .02

Water 76 .60 .00

100.00 100.00 100.00

Two other analyses before me, by different chemists, taken at

different times, substantially confirm the one I give you of the

Higgins brand.

A scientific man holding these analyses before him would have

to be informed which of the three competing brands are suspected

of being miscliievous. But the friends of each claim that the

superior effects of their salt in butter is in the grain—the dift'erent

shape of its particles. The Higgins being in somewhat flatish shape,

" flakey " they call it. While the Ashton claims a fine irregularly

formed "spangle." While the Onondaga man says that he will

grind fine or coarse, just as you like it best.

But what takes place with salt first when we put it in butter—does

it not dissolve ? Then away goes your " flakes " and your
" spangles." Does butter really dissolve the salt, or is it the water

contained in the butter ? We find that butter, when the water and

buttermilk is all extracted, has no more power to dissolve salt than

it has to dissolve sand. This leads us to another question :
" How

much water shall we leave in the butter ? " Shall we not say, just
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water enough in each pound of butter to dissolve an ounce of salt.

Now, it takes a certain amount of water to dissolve a certain amount
of salt, and then it will take up no more salt ; and if you sponge or

work your butter too di-y, so that there is not water enough to dis-

solve the ounce of salt to each pound of butter, then you will have
" gritty " butter. And those " grits," as the 'New Yorkers call

them, will remain tliere, no matter how " flake}' " or " spangley " or

fine-ground your salt is.

That is a law of nature, and you know we can depend on her.

Just here it is well enough to put in a point on sponging the butter-

milk out of butter instead of washing.

Some people are trying this process, and they state when they

work butter and press it with a sponge to take out the buttermilk,

then salt, and set away for twelve hours or more, that they can

work out perfectly clear water, and they thereby claim that the

sponging process has taken the buttermilk all out.

This is not quite true. The small amount of buttermilk left in

is composed of water and caseine. The water leaves every thing else

and unites with the salt, and the small amount of caseine is now stick-

ing to the butter.

Another point in this connection is working a great evil ; and
that is, leaving too much water in the butter. In the first place, a

superabundance of water, when united with the ounce of salt, makes
the brine too weak. And if this butter stands, the superabundance
of brine will make its way too slowly out of the butter, bringing its

shf^re of the salt along with it. Then the butter is too fresh.

But this practice of leaving as much brine as possible in but-

ter works another evil. "Where butter is contracted for by the

season, some people manage in this way to get considerable cheap

salt-water off to market mixed with their butter, and they think, no
doubt, that this is a very honest way of cheating.

One dealer informed me that he estimates that he has paid no less

than $1,000 for salt-water in this way the past season, and that

another buyer has been " tapped " to about the same amount. The
dealers say that this thing is becoming unendurable in some locali-

ties, and ask that public attention be drawn to the point. A very

encouraging condition of things, too, it is, in this country, that when
an evil is brought to light public opinion soon regulates it.

We have now rambled over nearly the whole question, and if you
were to say that if every thing was done exactly right, from setting

the milk to salting, we should yet have a great deal of poor butter

made in this country, caused by careless milking and almost no
straining at all. The common pail-strainer is not fit to strain milk
in when cows are in stable, spring and fall, and some makers of the

best butter strain through two thicknesses of muslin in summer, and
four in winter.

I know a family who improved the quality of their butter 20
per cent, by trying the following experiment : First, strain milk
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through a common tin pail strainer, then again through four thick-

nesses of muslin, wash each piece of nmslin by itself, and evaporate

the water down, and see what you have left, and then contemplate

that if you had not strained the milk the second time you would
have had this filth in your butter to eat. Just as many of you as

will try this experiment to-morrow will become better milkers next

week.

X. A. Willard puts the question obliquely when he says that " some
practice economy by wettiug the cow's teats, and then allowing the

drippings to fall into the pail."

On my farm, contracts with the milkers run as follows: "For
every time that the party of the second part is caught wetting the

cows' teats, they forfeit the sum of one dollar, to be deducted from
their wages." This keeps their memory good and fingers dry.

It is these little things that makes the difference in these millions

of dollars' worth of dairy goods. Some people look too far off for

the cause of this bad butter—to Syracuse or to Liverpool—when,

if the cause was written out, it would spell covj riianure at home.

About heating milk for butter-making. If you were to put the

question this way :
" that you had never succeeded in making good

butter—had you best try heating your milk ? " Probably you had
better not, as it adds to the complexity of the process.

But those who always make good butter, and who always use

very clearly-drawn and well-strained milk, can still farther purify

it by heating up to 120° or 130°, and the butter made from it will

be a little less firm in texture, a little yellower, with a delicately

fine, delicious taste. By heating, it appears to have lost its pecu-

liar animal flavor. One tester in New York says " it tasteslike

some delicious vegetable production." It is probably better suited

to the digestion of people in delicate health than butter made
in the ordinary way, and I think will, in future, form a dis-

tinct branch of dairying. The discovery, at any rate, that heat does

not injure sw^eet milk and sweet cream, has helped us to solve the

disputed milk-setting question.

Another point is reported to us. It is, that by assisting milk to

sour does not always lessen the quantity of butter. Mr. M. Bailey,

of Stockton, N. Y., says :
" Last July he by an accident spilled

about a quart of sour milk in a vat containing the new milk from

his dairy of about 20 cows. At that time his milk w^as keeping-

sweet ai30ut 36 hours ; but this vat soured in 24 hours, and yet

when it was skimmed and churned, yielded exactly the same amount
of butter as the other milk that had*^ kept 12 hours longer." Then
he asks, " why not sour all the milk in this way \ and will it not

make better butter w^hen exposed to the atmosphere only 24 instead

of 36 hours ? and also, do the changes taking place in the souring

process induce the cream to rise faster \
"

And now, gentlemen, do I not owe you an apology for having

squandered so much of your valuable time ?
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At the close of Mr. Blodgett's address, Mr. Boiifoy offered tlie

following resolution

:

liesolved, That when we adjonrn, we adjourn to meet at the city

of Utica on the second Tuesday of January, 1876, and to continue

in session three days.

KOME.

Hon. Harris Lewis moved to amend by inserting Rome instead of

Utica. Mr. Lewis said he made the motion partl}^ because Rome
is the cradle of cheese-making. Shall we keep these conventions in

pent-up Utica ? While I admire the generosity of the people of
Utica, yet I could not think it just for them always to have these

conventions. We have not had sufficient accommodations. We all

suffered from cold last year ; we have been crowded here ; we have
not had the room nor the audience that met at the St. Lawrence
Convention. The State organization w^as sick nigh unto death be-

cause it met at Little Falls, right in the heart of the dairy district as

we supposed, where it would receive encouragement ; and the mo-
ment we left Little Falls and met in another place where they were
interested in the dairy business, we had a large and interesting meet-

ing.

Mr. Morrow invited the Convention to meet West,
Mr. Scovil hoped Mr. Lewis woi]ld withdraw his resolution, as

the majority certainly desired to meet in Utica. He would suggest

that Mr. Lewis and Mr. Wickson be appointed a committee to secure

a hall for the next meeting.
The previous question was called for, and the ayes and noes had

on the amendment of Mr. Lewis.

The Chair was unable to decide which had the majority, and a

count was called for.

TO ROME.

The count resulted : for Rome, 58 ; for Utica, 35.

The resolution as amended was then put and carried.

The re]3ort of the committee on dairy utensils was then heard and
adopted. The report was as follows :

EEPOKT ON DAIRY UTENSILS.

Stone's combination butter package, R. S. Doty, general agent
for New York State, New York. On examination of the merits of

this package we consider it a step in the right direction, and upon
general principles would say it is worthy the consideration of dairy-

men and the trade. The claims for this package are that it is air-

tight, a non-conductor of heat, and the metal non-corrosive.

If these claims can be substantiated, it fulfills the requirements, and
we would suggest a test of its merits in this respect. We should say

that the probabilities are highly in favor of this proving an excellent

package in practice.

C. W. Grannis, Growanda, Erie county. New York, exhibits the
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Empire butter package. It is a double package, the space between
the metal liniug and the outer wood covering being filled with char-

coal, and the inside coated with a preparation said to be impervious

to brine or briny water. From the construction of the package we
would say it must be very nearly a non-conductor of heat.

The Metallic Butter Package Company, 150 Chambers street,

New York, exhibited a plain tin butter package, which, for sim-

plicity, clieapness, and for use, especially in mild temperatures, must
serve as a good, practical package.

Jones & Faulkner, Utica, exhibit a wood butter package.

A. J. Dibble, Hanklin, Delaware county, N. Y., exhibits a butter-

worker, whereby the butter can be washed, weighed, worked and
salted, without being removed from the worker. There is also at-

tached a simple but efiective mill for crushing and preparing the

salt for use. We think it shows the result of much good thought,

and recommend it to the use of dairymen.

Jones's Scale Works, Binghamton, N. Y., exhibit a scale capable

of giving the weight of each patron's milk, with more precision

and less labor than the old method.

Alvin Midaugh, Friendship, -Alleghany county, exhibits a novel

plan whereby he can work up samples of each patron's milk by
itself, thereby practically testing its comparative quality.

P. Blanchard Sous, Concord, New Hampshire, exhibit one of

their excellent churns, factory size.

W. C. Gifford, Jamestown, N. Y., exhibits a self-fastening swing-

ing cattle-stanchion, that saves labor in the care of stock, and allows

the animal more liberty than the common method.

Bunnell & Brown, Guilford, Chenango county, exhibit a system

of iron-clad pans, whereby milk can be effectually heated or cooled
;

is constituted on correct mechanical principles, and shows good
workmanship in construction.

Hannan & Obitts, Elyria, Ohio, exhibit a model of a self-heating

cheese-vat, which seems to possess some good features.

A. P. Busseys, Westernville, exhibits Busseys' national milk de-

odorizing strainers and coolers.

Bullard's oscillating churn, exhibited by J. T. Ellsworth, Barre,

Mass., presents the advantages of a churn apparently easily operated

and cleaned, and as being worthy attention on the part of dairj^men.

S. Powers, Hamilton, exhibits a milk-can and cooler, furnishing a

vat adapted to setting milk on the deep-setting jdan.

W. H. Spooner. Palmyra, N. Y., exhibits a curd-mill that seems

to possess some merit.

Elliot Oakes, Cattaraugus county, N. Y., exhibits the common-
sense milk-pan and cooler—a plan for setting milk deep, cooling up-

on the sides, bottom, and center.
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E. Overton, Utica, exhibits a combined milk cooler and ventila-

tor. We earnestly recommend the ventilating feature to dairy-

men.

Special mention is made of the rectangular churn manufactured

by Cornish & Curtis, Fort Atkinson, Wis., endorsed by X. A. Wil-

lard and others.

A. M. FlILLER,
J

0. C. Blodgett, > Committee.

F. W. MOSLEY, )

Report of the committee on the matter of guaranteeing weights

at New York city was called for, but not forthcoming. The resolu-

tion of Mr. Folsom in reference to the matter was then, on motion

of Mr. Jeffries, of Oneida, adopted. The resolution recommends
adoption of the practice of guaranteeing weights by all dairy

markets.
THANKS.

The following resolution, offered by A. M. Fuller, of Pennsyl-

vania, was adopted

:

Resolved^ That we gladly acknowledge our special obligations

for the high compliment extended to us by the National Dairymen's

Board of Trade and citizens of Utica, in the entertainment provided

for us at Bagg's Hotel, and in this and similar expressions of friend-

ship find recognition of the fact that our interests are mutual.

Mr. Lewis said that the Romans had promised a hall free of

charge for the use of the Convention next year, and board at $1 to

$1.50 per day, and extended a generous invitation to stay all week
if it were desired.

The Convention, about 4:30 p. m., adjourned, to meet again next

January in Rome.



COMMUNICATIONS.

AN ESSAY ON THE DETAIL OF THE CONSTKUCTION
OF COW STABLES, ESPECIALLY ON THEIR

VENTILATION.

Prejyared for the American Dairymen''s A.ssociatio?i,

By Professor J. Wilkinson, of Baltimore, Md.

I practiced steaming corn-fodder, straw, coarse hay, roots, etc., for

feeding cows, for many years. I commenced steaming and feeding

the kinds of forage above named in conjunction with the late pas-

turage, in order to avoid too sudden transition from green and succu-

lent food to dry and unpalatable, and to maintain a good flow of

good milk as long as it was deemed profitable to keep the com's to

their milk, which was generally until within eight or ten weeks of

the time of calving.

At first I found it somewhat troublesome and expensive, but I

made repeated experiments with feeding the same amount of

the same kinds of food to the same animals, cooked and un-

cooked, and the advantages arising from cooking were found to be

so great, that I decided I could not afibrd to feed the uncooked food
;

hence, I continued to cook so long as I continued to farm.

Since I discontinued farming, and have devoted my time to my
profession of rural architecture, landscape gardening, and consulting

agriculturist, I have supplied plans and specifications for a large num-
ber of sets of steaming apparatus.

Among the most satisfactory of these have been those where I ar-

ranged for making all the meal and bran fed into a thin slop, which
I cooked thoroughly and applied to the chopped stalks, straw, and
hay, at a boiling heat, and mixed it well, with as little loss of heat as

practicable, and covered the mass closely, and allowed it to steep

from one meal-time to the next. I found this much less expensive

and laborious than steaming the whole, and I also found that when
the slop was applied and manipulated as I have described, the harsh-

ness of the rough material was reduced to a palatable mellowness and
succulence, and by sugar-coating it, as it were, with the boiling slop,

the roughest forage that it was desirable to feed was eaten with such

avidity that I could induce the animals to fill themselv^es nearly as

they would on fresh, succulent pasture, and the effect on them was
quite as satisfactory as when I steamed the mass.
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THE PREPARATION OF ROOTS.

In feeding roots liberally to cows, in profit, in cold weather, I have
found it very remunerative to steam them sufficiently to have them
mash readily, and to mix with the mashed roots a portion of the

meal and bran fed, whilst there was heat in the roots sufficient to

scald the meal. I found that I could feed to a full-sized cow, in

profit, two and a half to three bushels of steamed roots, with a light

feed of bran and meal, per diem, with most satisfactory effect.

I had little trouble from the laxative effects of steamed roots, even

when fed most liberally, provided I fed no salt with them, took the

chill from the water drank, and kept the animals quiet, and at a com-
fortable temperature.

I experimented repeatedly by salting the steamed roots, watering

with cold water, and turning the cows in a paddock, where they were
inclined to run and play and exercise violentl}'', and the effect on a ma-
jority of the animals was to cause them to drink on a cold da}^ suffi-

cient water to cause them to shiver, and those so affected would
subsequently have more or less severe attacks of scouring, and
thin, feeble animals would continue to be relaxed in the bowels for

some days, unless the food was changed to check it. I would
state, in this connection, that I am thoroughly convinced that the

only safe and proper way to manage the cow, with regard to saZ^, is to

keep rock salt accessible to her constantly, and never to feed it in any
other way but by itself. I have known numerous instances where
over-doses of salt have acted very injuriously on cows and young bo-

vines. Long abstinence from water in cold weather, followed by
copious draughts of cold water, is excessively injurious in its effects on
the cow. I have known it to check the flow of milk seriously for

several days, and to produce convulsioiis in a well-developed fetus

so violent that the cow would turn her head to her flanks, and kick

her belly Mdien the paroxysms of the fetus were most violent.

CLEANSING- ROOTS FOR COWS.

I consider it important to thoroughly free roots, to be fed to cows,

from all earth, especially if there are any coarse particles of sand or

fine gravel in the soil adhering to them ; as such insoluble and indi-

gestible matter is inclined to lodge in the rumen and produce irrita-

tion and inflammation in that essential organ of the ruminant. Any
material abnormal condition of almost any internal organ of the cow
sensibly affects the quality of the lacteal secretions, and may easily

render them unwholesome food ; hence, every hygienic principle

applicable to tlie cow should be most scrupulously observed by
herdsmen and dairymen.

APPLES FOR cows.

The value of ripe, sweet apples as food for milch cows is greater

than the same weight of any root that I have ever fed ; and ripe,

tart appies, steamed, and fed with nothing but good natural meadow
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hay, produced for me an excellent flow of milk and a large product
of very excellent butter. The difference in the quality and quantity

of butter produced from feeding green or fully rix>e apples is much
greater than many would suppose ; in fact, that made from the for-

mer, in my experiments, was very bitter and scarcely edible. I

once experimented by keeping a dairy of 15 cows for five weeks
on nothing but mixed sweet and tart apples, steamed, and what
bright, long, oaten straw the animals would eat ; and, after the first

ten days, I fed all the steamed apples that I could induce tlie cows
to eat.

Several of them eat a barrel, or two and a lialf bushels per diem
each ; all kept in good health, and the flow of milk and the quality

of it was most satisfactory. I have fed apple pumice to cows for

several consecutive weeks with great profit. After eight or ten

days, a bushel per diem may be fed to each cow (and I beheve more)
with no ill, but with very good effect.

A peck a day, in two meals, is all that I fed of pumice at first.

It should not be allowed to ferment and sour if it is to be fed to

cows.

I would recommend to mix j^umice with chopped hay or straw for

the cow.

Farmers are under the impression that apple pumice is very inju-

rious to the cow, because a gorging of it will produce lioven, and
founder, or stiffness and inflammation in the limbs ; so also will corn

and wheat
;
yet, judiciously fed, they are all wholesome cow food.

IN FEEDING TO COWS THE CURED STALKS OF CORN

that have been cured in the ordinary way, by stocking them in the

field, I have decided that there is great economy in chopf)ing off

and discarding several inches of the butts.

I have found that the butts of the stalks absorb moisture from the

ground, causing them to mold and sour, thus unfitting that portion

of them for milk production. I have also observed that, by setting

the stalks up on the butts, pebbles adhere to the pith, and if the

butts are not removed before chopping the stalks, the sour portion

of the stalksi, pebbles and all, are mingled inseparably with the

mass, which will detract from its value many times the cost of

removing them ; besides, the pebbles and sand in and adhering to

the butts, rapidly dull the knives of the chopper.

THE ECONOMY OF CHOPPING

coarse forage, and mixing the coarse and unpalatable with the palata-

ble, is thoroughly settled ; but it is not desirable or economical to

chop forage for cows or horses into sections less tlian three-fourths

of an inch in length.

FERMENTATION.

Stalks and coarse hay chopped, and allowed to lie in bulk mixed

until fermentation has advanced so that the woody epidermic of the
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stalk is softened and a good degree of heat is generated, which will not

,

ordinaril}'^ require more than 36 to 48 hours, I have found to be a

very economical mode of preparing such food for cows. Heat thus

generated is equally as good as that produced by any other process

and it may thus be easily worked up to 150°. With this degree of

heat already in the cut mess, a less quantity of hot slop is required

to heat and moisten the food, and that heat, spontaneously gener-

ated, costs nothing ; the economy of which, if carefully estimated

for a foddering season, will be found well worthy of attention.

A COMFORTABLE TEMPEKATUKE FOK THE COW, AND A PROPER ONE
FOR HER FOOD AND DRINK

in the cold season, are matters of much greater importance than is.

generally considered by even very intelligent dairymen.

A series of carefully-conducted experiments in feeding, watering,

and stabling cows, by the writer, convinced him that, with proper

management, a saving may be made by close attention and the

necessary fixtures that will *pay well for the cost.

THE FULL POWER OF THE SUN IN THE COW STABLE IN WINTER,

IN A COLD CLIMATE,

will save the cost of spacious glazed windows every winter, and the

same is true with regard to the extra cost of time and material re-

quired to make the stable as close and warm as it should be.

BY SUPPLYING THE STABLE WITH AIR, IN WINTER, THROUGH A
PROPERLY CONSTRUCTED SUBTERRANEAN DUCT,

a uniform temperature of 60 degrees may be maintained in it, even

when the external temperature is below 0,

The economy of keeping the animals, their food, and their water

at 60*" all winter, instead of allowing all to run too low, must be

tested to be realized, for none will believe how great a saving may
thus be effected, especially in keeping a cow that is in profit.

I have had eleven years' experience with a stable which I de-

signed for a farmer in this State, which is solely supplied with air

in winter, as I have recommended ; and a bucket of water, standing

directly over the ingress, subterranean air-duct in the stable, has

never been known to freeze, with the mercury at 8° below 0, which

is the lowest point at which record has been obtained of its

efiiciency.

THE SUBTERRANEAN AIR SUPPLY DUCT,

the invention and application of which I have patented, operates, as

I shall explain, in supplying a stable with fresh, warm air perpet-

ually in cold weather.

The duct is to be modified in the area of its transverse section

and* in its length, according to the volume of air that it is to supply

in a given period of time. For winter supply it must have an

ascent toward the stable, i. e., the receiving end of it must be lower
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than the discharging end in the stable. It should discharge at the

floor, and as centrally in the building as is practicable ; or, if the

stable is large, two or more supply-ducts should be used. The
walls of the stable and all windows and doors should be so close

that no cold air may be admitted ; and, to be perfect, the construc-

tion of the stable should be such that the conduction of heat from
within the stable to the external atmosphere through the walls is

prevented as far as practicable. * In cold weather, as has been

stated, the duct having an ascent toward the building to be ventilated,

is the sujyply. The egress is provided for by tlie use of a similar

subterranean duct, which should have an ascent from the bidlding.

The same influence is acting on the air in this duct as obtains in

that on the lower side of the building. The only source of supply

of the upper duct being from the stable (if the building to be venti-

lated be a stable), it acts as an egress or exhaust duct.

By means of a movable joint of pipe to be placed on the mouth
of the egress duct, the air may be exhausted from any desired point

between the floor and ceiling. When, ' however, it is open at or

near the level of the floor, it will exhaust the coolest air in the

apartment.

If the amount of air exhaled is so great that carbonic acid gas,

or vitiated air, separates from the main body of the air of the apart-

ment, and it becomes cool, its specific gravity is so much greater

than atmospheric air that it will not rise in the ascending duct, but

may, as a counter current, flow down from the apartment in tlie

bottom of the supply-duct. In mild weather, when the action of

the ducts is reversed, there is no possibility of an accumulation of

carbonic acid gas in the apartment, as its greater weight than the

pure atmospheric air will cause it to occupy the descending exhaust

flue to the exclusion of the purer air ; but when it, the vitiated

air, shall have escaped, we may, in the use of the movable joint of

pipe attached to the mouth of the egress flue or duct, so arrange it

that it will receive air from near the ceiling, and exhaust the M^arm-

est air in the room continually.

I trust that I have been so explicit in the foregoing that the

reader understands that all displacement and movement of the air,

by the principle controlling the subterranean ventilation in cool

weather, is in an upward direction, and it only requires a rapidity

of movement to render it impossible that an exhalation shall not be

re-inhaled.

Another valuable characteristic of this system of ventilation is,

that there are no perceptible draughts or currents of air produced.

Its silent and efficient working is a patent, and as certain and con-

stant as that wonderful law of nature, gravitation, which controls

it, hence it is thoroughly reliable ; and the great economy and the

comfort to the animals secured by its use are so axiomatic that it

strongly recommends itself to the intelligent everywhere.
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ITS SUPPOSED COST A

Fogyism unliesitatingly denounces this system of ventilating, and
stigmatizes it as an emanation from " a city book-farmer." An at-

tempt at a reply to sncli would be " casting pearls before swine,"

a practice revolting to one of my utilitarian views. I leave the

soundness of the philosophy and the economy of the system to

such as have intelligence enough to comprehend and appreciate it.

For the benefit of such I will add, before I dismiss this branch,
that I have recently invented a cheap and effective mode of con-

structing said ducts, one requiring no skilled labor and very trifling

cost.

THE USE OF ABSORBENTS OF THE LIQUID EXCREMENT IN STABLES

is to my mind a barbarous practice, and one which I am confident

will not be tolerated much longer by such as make any pretensions

to cleanliness in the dairy art. In the arrangement of my best mod-
ern stables for cows, I use no bedding, or absorbents of any kind by
which to hold the fluid portions of the excrement where the animals

are compelled to lie on it. The animal heat of the bodies of animals

lying on beds charged with fetid, excrementitious matter, volatil-

izes it with great rapidity, and renders the air so impure that, if it is

inhaled by the milch-cow in sufiicient quantity, it will taint the

milk in the blood ; hence, I claim that any feature of stable arrange-

ments that is capable of producing such baneful influences, is too

barbarous to be tolerated by men professing civilization. It will

be my purpose to explain how I construct a cow stable floor so that

the liquid excrement, as it falls from the cow, passes directly through
the floor into a sub-gutter, by which it is conducted under the floor,

thence under ground to a proper place of deposit. I construct a

belt of three feet in width, of the rear portion of the cow-stable

floor, of a grating of cast iron. The openings or meshes in the

grating are If x If inches square, and the intermediate bars are

one inch in width on the floor surface, and five-eighth of an inch in

thickness at the bottom, and one and one-eighth inch in depth. Each
cow occupies a plate 3' O" x 3' Q" of the grated floor sui-face ; the

greatest width being placed across the stall, or longitudinally of a

line of stalls.

The plates forming the open floor of the rear of the stalls only
rest on a joist at each end of their greatest length ; thus the joists sup-

porting them form no obstruction to the passage of the solid or liquid

•excrement through the openings in the plates. The solid excrement, a

portion of it, passes directly through the plates as it falls on them
;

the balance is pressed through as it is stepped on by the animals,

a,nd very little remains on the plate ; what does, readily falls through
by sweeping the plate with a brush broom. The iron floor for each
cow weighs about 200 lbs., and each forms 10|- superflcial feet of

floor, requiring no repair. The upper surface of the bars of the grat-
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iugs is convex and smooth. Cattle do not slip on them, nor do they-

suifer any inconvenience in any way from lying on them.

I have equipped a number of stables with the gratings and con-

cealed gutter, and I have yet to hear the first complaint of them in

any way.
I would state, however, that I do not recommend them for stable&

in which the manure is allowed to freeze, or where bedding is used,

as it destroys the efiiciency of the grating by clogging the gratings.

As this open floor and concealed gutter is probably entirely new
to a large majority of those who may read this essay, I will, for the

benefit of such, describe it still more in detail.

The floor on which the cows stand and lie is raised eight inches

above the floor of the passage in the rear of the line of stalls ; it has

no obliquity or slope in' any direction, and is long enough to lie on.

Before I dismiss the consideration of my improved cow-stable floor,

I will describe one feature that I consider the most important of all

embraced in it. Cow-stable floors having a slope to the rear are

both uncomfortable and dangerous to the animals. The obliquity

occasions slipping ; and when a cow in an advanced stage of preg-

nancy lies with the posterior considerably lower than the foreparts,

the efiect is to produce undue fatigue and injurious posterior press-

ure on the bowels and womb ; and I have often observed the effect

of it when it had so fatigued the muscular power of the neck of tlie

womb that the fetus would be prematurely partially presented at

times for weeks prior to the period of normal parturition. This
needless barbarism is effectually avoided in the use of a stable floor

that is level " fore and aft," and the floor a proper length.

In the use of open gutters behind cows to receive the excrement^

it is a universal practice, besides giving the stable floor a slope to

the rear, that the animals may not drown in their own urine, to

]3lace the gutter close to the animals, that the excrement may fall in it,

instead of on the floor. This generally causes the posterior of the

cows, when lying, to overhang the gutter, and they being thus de-

prived of support, the position is one of constant and severe fatigue.

This, and a number of other stable cruelties which I desire to ven-

tilate, we might hope, would, at an early day, like other glaring

barbarities when exposed, succumb to the march of civilization, but

I fear it has become too stable to be soon supplanted by any substi-

tute, however good.

I cannot dismiss the consideration of the heathenish " ope7i gutter "

witliout stating one more characteristic that it possesses, viz., that of

storing in the stable all the accumulating filth in the most favorable

position possible for the animals to smear themselves, the stable, the

milker, the milk, and even the mangers.

The solid excrement dams the liquid in the gutter, and the tails

of the cows become saturated with the filth, for broadcasting which
that natural fly-brush seems admirably adapted. I know of stables

that are smeared from floor to ceiling, and from wall to wall, and 1
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know of few things that directly affect the cleanliness of human food,

which need reform more than the cow-stable, yet it seems to have re-

ceived little attention from members of dairy associations, but it is

•devoutly to be hoped that it will at an early day.

Nothing is more certain than that good butter and cheese cannot
he madefrom impure or tainted milk.

In the use of the gr-ating floor and the concealed gutter, it is im-
possible that the bodies or tails of the cows shall come in contact

with the excrement in the gutter.

The margin of the floor of the passage nearest the rear of the floor

on which the cows lie and stand, is eight inches back of the back
edge of said floor, and the space between the floors and over the

rear portion of the gutter is covered by an oblique, movable plank,

cut into convenient lengths, thus providing for conveniently clean-

ing out the gutter, which is the width of the iron floor, and of the

, space between the passage and the plank, stable floors, and has a

strong slope in its bottom to the rear, also a fall longitudinally. The
apparent inconvenience of cleaning out this gutter is well provided
for, and this is the only cleanly, comfortable, and safe arrangement
of a cow-stable floor known to the writer.

I must admit, however, that it has the objection of being much
more expensive than the ordinary filthy, uncomfortable, and danger-

ous arrangement, but is durable and safe', and is worth all it costs.

I -am now engaged in inventing, with great promise of success, a

cheaper wooden floor, on the same principle, for the use of such as

cannot afford to adopt the iron-grated floor.

I shall give it to the public as soon as I have tested and perfected

it, so that I can recommend its eiflciency.

In all my improvements in dairy-rooms, ice-houses, and stables,

and, in short, in all my attempts at perfecting every detail of dairy

appurtenances, I have endeavored to practice economy as far as

practicable ; but I am unable to build a luxurious carriage for the

cost of a rude cart, or a first-class dairy-room and ice-house for the

cost of a log trough, set near a spring, and supplied with water for

keeping milk by means of a sun-warped bark trough as a conduit.

The good -and useful, I find, will cost more than the poor and use-

less.

EEFITTING CUEING-ROOMS.

[Extract of a letter from O. L. Sheldon, Lowville, N. Y.]

I am spending the stormy weather in fixing over my curing-house.

I have ceiled tlie lower room with matched spruce ; have taken par-

ticular pains to stop every mouse-hole and every air-hole, have made
double doors, have put in a partition to divide the room, so that in

cold weather we have less to warm. I have it so arranged that I
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can, in five minutes, put it up or take it down, and have every thing

out of the way. I liave doors to my windows hung on the inside^

and so arranged that to open any one door on one side, all the others

on that side will open simultaneously, and shut in the same way. I

have enclosed a little slip illustrating how the connection is made.

A strip of board two inches wide connects the doors, being pivoted

on an arm projecting some six inches from the top of the door. The
doors at the opposite end of the curing-house (window-doors) swing
up to open, and are connected with the opposite end of the curing-

house by wires, so that from the entrance end of the curing house I

can open or shut every window, making it dark as midnight or light

as I choose. If darkness is desirable to hasten the cheesing process,

it can be made dark with so little efi"ort that we have no excuse to

have it otherwise, or they can be left so that a little light will enter

if desirable. For heating I propose to use a coal-stove, surrounded
with a metal case, heating by hot air to give uniformity, instead of

by radiation. I think I shall have a chance to try some of our theo-

ries of curing cheese the coming season.

Yours, truly, C. L. SHELDON.
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FACTORY REPORTS FOR 1874.

But few factories liave reported directly to tlie Association this

year, the most of those below being copied from the Utica Herald.

The few inserted are deemed sufficient to indicate the general char-

acter of last year's productions :

MISSOURI.
IVorthern Star Factory.

Factory opened June 22; closed October 30.

Greatest number of cows 180
Average number of cows 130
Whole number pounds of milk 193,971

Whole number pounds o f cheese 20,850

Average pounds milk to pound cheese.

.

9 1-3

Highest price cheese sold for 15c
Lowest price cheese sold for 12c
Amount paid for 100 pounds of milk.. .

.

$1.00
Adam Kuhn, Owner.

Gilbert Gullee, Maker.

MAINE.
China Clieese Factory, Kennebec Co.

Opened July 20, 1874; closed September 5, 1874.

Whole number pouads milk 78,683
Whole number pounds cheese 8,300
Pounds of milk per pound 9 39-83c
Cheese per pound 15o
Length of time factory run, two months.

E. F. Bbadlet, Cheese-maker.
Col. N. Stanley, President.
F. O. Bbainabd, Secretary and Treasurer.

Cream Factory, Vernon, N. Y.
Season began March 23; closed Kov. 28, 1874.

Whole number of cows 562
Average, perhaps 520
Pounds of milk received 2, 036,443
Pounds of cured cheese made 207,396
Average pounds milk to pound cheese. 9.81'

Average price per pound cheese 14.12c

Net to patrons per 100 pounds milk $1.26
E. Hill.

Vernon and Verona, Vernon, IV. Y.
Season commenced April 6; closed Nov. 7, 1874,

Whole number of cows 351
Average, perhaps 330
Whole number of pounds of milk 1,094,623
Pounds of cured cheese made 111,752
Average pounds milk to pound cheese.. 9.79
Average price per pound cheese 14.16c
Net to patrons per 100 pounds milk $1.26

Keport of E. Nortli, Jr.'s, Factory.
Commenced operations April 4; closed Nov. 1.

Had milk ofabout 100 cows, half of above num-
ber being Mr. North's, balance of milk being
bought by quart, allowing 2I2 fts. to a quart,
milk being delivered once a day only; cheese all

Bold from factory to retailers and market for as
many more; highest price obtained per pound
was 17 cents, and lowest 15 cents per pound.
Amount of milk taken in 335,560 fts
Amount of cheese made 36,501 fts
Amount of money it brought $5,679.95
Amount of milk to 1 ft of cheese 9.19317 fts
Number of cheese made 969
Average weight 37 33-50 fts
The cheese were all sold young, the demand

belBg principally for new or mild cheese.
B. S. B., Maker.

Gregg.
Factory opened March 25; closed December 1.

Greatest number of cows 450
Average number of cows .

.

400
Whole number pounds of milk 1,435,429
Whole number pounds of cheese 142,693
Average pounds milk to pound cheese.. 10
Average price per pound cheese 14.15c
Net to patrons per 100 pounds milk $1.22
Average net per cow to patrons 50.50

J. Gregg, Owner and Maker.
Kirkville, N. Y., Feb. 26, 1875.

TTvinsbwrg.
Factory opened March 28; closed December 9.

Greatest number of cows 492
Average number of cows 447
Whole number poimda milk 1,640,930
Whole number pounds of cheese 146,931
Average pounds milk to pound cheese. . 11.16
Average price per pound cheese 10.76c
Park, Dodge & Co., Owners.

Henbt Livingston, Maker.
Twinsburg, Ohio, March 4, 1875.

NortU Gage.
Factory opened March 18 ; closed December 14.

Greatest number of cows 365
Average number of cows 320
Whole number pounds of milk 1,280,820
Whole number pounds of cheese 130,297
Average pounds milk to pound cheese .

.

9.83

Average price per pound cheese 14.24c
Best average money per cow in a single

dairy $60.00
A. L. Blue, Secretary. John Campbell, Maker.
North Gage, March 10, 1875.

Patrons skimmed until April 20, and after Oc-
tober 1.

East Honjer Creamery.
Factory opened May 9, 1874; closed October 8,

1874.

Greatest number of cows 360
Average number of cows 303
Whole number pounds of mUk 796,362
Whole number pounds of cheese 60,280
Average pounds milk to pound cheese. . 13.45

Average price per pound cheese lie
Net to patrons per 100 pounds milk $1.32
Best average money per cow in a single

dairy $44.53
Lowest average money per cow in a

single dairy $20.50
Butter.—Whole number pounds made 16,818
Stephen Klock, Owner, Pres't or Sec'y.

Shepabd Bxtrnham, Maker.
Homer, March 10, 1875.

li. J. AVing.
Factory opened April 1; closed December 28.

Whole number pounds of milk 962, 597
Whole number pounds of cheese 94, 195
Average pounds milk to pound cheese . . 10. 21
Average price per pound cheese 13.8c

Net to patrons per 100 pounds milk $1.20
L. J. Wing, Owner and Maker.

Unadilla Forks, March 15, 1875,
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Kntled$;e Creamery.
Commenced operations April 1; closed Novem-

ber 21.

Amount of milk received 2,075,747fts

Amount of butter made 56,570fts

Amount of cheese made 171,146ft8
Cash lor butter sold $19,603.11

Cash for cheese sold 18,161 . 47

Total amount of sales $37,764.58
Deduct amount of manufacturing. . . 5,293.65

Net amount of sales $32,470.93
Amount of milk for 1 ft of butter. . . . 36.61bs

Amount of milk for 1 lb of cheese 12. libs

Amount of milk for 1 R of butter and
cheese 9. lifts

Average price per ft of butter 34.87c

Average price per ft of cheese 10.61c

Value of 1 ft of milk from total sales 01.918c

Net value ofl ft of milk 01.564c
Geo. E. Seaoek, Secretary.

Canewaugo, February 22, 1875.

O. AV.'^well.
Factory opened April 20; closed November 16.

Whole number of cows 220

Whole number pounds of milk 557,312

Whole number pounds of cheese 56,322

Average pounds milk to pound cheese 9.90

Net per 100 pounds of milk to patrons . . $1.16

O. W. Newell, Owner and Maker.
Cassville, March 4, 1875.

Monterey.
Factory opened May 1; closed October 12.

•Greatest number of cows 200

Average number of cows 180

Whole number pounds of milk 491,430

Whole number pounds of cheese 49,143

Average pounds milk, to pound cheese.. 10.00

Average price per pound cheese 14c

Net to patrons per 100 pounds milk $1.20

Average net per cow to patrons $40.00

Beet average money per cow in a single

dairy $54.50

Xowest average money per cow in a

Blngledairy $28.00
Chas. S. Putnam, Maker.

A. Tucker & Co.
Monterey, Schuyler county, N. Y., February

26, 1875.
Frankfort Hill.

Factory opened April 20; closed November 12.

Greatest number of cows 235

Average number of cows 200

Whole number pounds of milk 718,199

Whole number pounds of cheese 71,215

Average pounds milk to pound cheese . . 10.08

Average price per pound cheese 14 24c

Net to patrons per 100 pounds milk $1.2625
Commenced skimming night's milk Septem-

ber 4. Mybon Inman, Maker.
G. M. & P. S. KussELL, Owners.
Frankfort Hill, February 18, 1875.

Snitth E^dmeston.
Factory opened April 13; closed November 26.

Greatest number of cows 485
Average number of cows 450
Whole number pounds of milk 1,628 173-

Whole number pounds if chsese 161,883
Average pounds milk to pound cheese. . 10.05

Average pi ice per pound cheese 13.666c
Net to patrons per loO pounds milk $1.33
Average net per cow to patrons $44.32
Best avei age m one dairy for 100 pounds
milk $1 ,493

October milk net per 100 pounds $1,883
November milk net per 100 pounds $2 099
BuxTEK.—Whole number pounds made 5,622

A. N. Spurk, Owner and Maker.
F, HOOKEE, Secretary.

^B^u^^r"^'H^l--n.

j

Sharon.
Factory opened May 4; closed November 14.

I

Greatest number of cows 900
Whole number pounds of milk 2,218,331
Whole number pounds of cheese 222,840
Average pounds milk to pound cheese.

.

9.95
Average price per pound cheese 12.43c

R. Peakson, Maker.
R. Peabson & Co., Owners.
Sharon, Wis., February 20.

SomonauU.
Factory opened April 13; closed November 20.

Whole number pounds of milk 1,423,609
Whole number pounds of cheese 149,668
Average pounds milk to pound cheese. 9.511
Average price per pound cheese 13|c
Net to patrons per 100 pounds milk. . . . $1,148
Best average money per cow in a single
dairy $65.40

P. H. Evens, Maker.
John Clark, Agent.
Somonauk, 111., February 22, 1875.

Randall.
Factory opened April 1; closed December 31.

Average number of cows. 250
Whole number pounds of milk 806,200
Whole number pounds of cheese 79,647
Average pounds milk to pound cheese. . 10.12

Average price per pound cheese 12.4c
Net to patrons per 100 pounds milk 97c
Average net per cow to patrons $31.51
Best average money per cow in a single
dairy 47.57

Lowest average money per cow in a
single dairy 23.75

J. B. VosBUKGH, Owner and Maker.
Randall, Kenosha Co., Wis., February 20, 1875.

Maple Hill.
Factory opened April 6 ; closed December 6.

Greatest number of cows 400
Average number of cows 350

Whole number pounds of milk 1,222,522
Whole number pounds of cheese 118,714

Average pounds milk to pound cheese. . 10,238

Average price per pound cheese 12,652

Net to patrons per 100 pounds milk $1,038

Average net per cow to patrons $36.25
Best average money per cow in a single

dairy $48.00
Lowest average money per cow in a

single dairy $30.00
Butter.—Whole number of pounds
made 18.48

Mrs. S. Warren, Maker.
Wm. H. Harrington, Owner.

E. V. Canfield, Treasurer.
D. A. Gates, Secretary.

Munson, Ohio, February 23, 1875.

Central.
Factory opened March 20; closed Nov. 27.

Greatest number of cows 465

Whole number pounds of milk 1,533,423

Whole number pounds of cheese 157,627

Average pounds milk to pound cheese. 9.720

Average price per pound cheese $12.74

Net to patrons per 100 pounds milk $1,08.800

Average ntt per cow to patrons $43.00
Hiram Smith, Owner.

Sheboygan FaUs, Wis., February 26, 1875.

F. H. Baldwin's Dairy.
Factory opened October 22; closed January 20.

Greatest number of cows 24
Average number of cows 22

Whole number pounds of milk 27,457

Whole number pounds of butter 1,452

Average pounds milk to pound butter.

.

18.9

Average price per pound butter 40c

Net per 100 pounds milk $2,117
F. H. Baldwin.

Solon, Ohio, January 27, 1875.
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Korth Fairfield!
Factory opened March 16; cloaed Nov. 30.

Greatest number of cows 558
Average number of cows 500
Whole number pounds of milk . . 1,658,806

Whole number pounds of cheese 170,616

Average pounds milk to pound cheese.

.

9.72

Average price per pound cheese 14. iBc

Net to patrons per 100 pounds mUk .$1.2898

BuTTEB.—Whole number of pounds
made 97

N. Salisbury, Maker.
Norway, N. Y., February 27, 1875.

Sand^vicll.
Factory opened April 6; closed November 20.

Greatest number of cows 350
Average number of cows 293
Whole number pounds of milk 1,146,198
Whole number pounds of cheese 111,411
Average pounds milk to pound cheese. . 10.28
Average price per pound cheese 12.26
Net to p-itrons per 100 pounds mUk 96c
Average net per cow to patrons. $39.00

John Kelsey, Maker.
AuMAEiN Gage. Owner.
Sandwich, III., February 15, 1875.

Brovi'ii's.
Factory opened April 28; closed November 6.

Greatest number of cows 250
Average number of cows 200
Whole number pounds of milk 750,735
Whole number pounds of cheese 76,465
Average pounds milk to pound cheese.

.

9.813
Average price per pound cheese 13. 44o
Net to patrons per 100 poimds milk $1.23
Average net per cow to patrons $37.00
Best average money per cow In a single
dairy $53.00

Lowest average money per cow in a
single dairy $27.33

S. J. Upham, Maker.
E. W. Beown, Salesman and Owner.
Georgetown, N. Y., February 1, 1875.

PetJibone.
Factory opened April 7; closed Nov. 25, 1874.

Greatest number of cows 700
Average nvimber of cows 675
Whole number pounds of milk 2,401,323
Whole number pounds of cheese 226,301
Average pounds milk to pound cheese. . 10.61
Average price per pound cheese 12.2c
Net to patrons per 100 pounds milk $1,102
Average net per cow to pairons $44.00
Best average money per cow in a single

dairy, net $50.00
Lowest average money per cow in a

single dairy $23.00
Butter.—Whole number of pounds
made • 9,251

E. F. Shepabd, Maker.
D. Pettiboke, Owner.
Cuyahoga Co., Ohio, February 11, 1875.

Pcrrysburg.
Factory opened March 23; closed November 20.

Greatest number of cows 700
Average number of cows 130
Whole number pounds of milk 1,958,059
Whole number pounds of cheese 197,945
Average pounds milk to pound cheese.

.

9.89
Average price per pound cheese 13.33c
Net to patrons per 100 pounds milk $1.19
Average net per cow to patrons $42.00
Best average money per cow in a single

dairy $62.00
Lowest average money per cow in a

single dairy $30.00
• Patrons made butter two months in fall; skim-
ming one night in two, and three in four.

Perrysburg, February 1, 1875.

10

4^ West Hebron.
Factory opened May 9; closed November 9.

Greatest number of cows 225
Average number of cows 175
Whole number pounds of milk .537.446
Whole number pounds of cheese 54,000
Average pounds milk to pound cheese.. 9.95
Average price per pound cheese 14c
Net to patrons per 100 pounds milk $1.20
Average net per cow to patrons $43.20

J. E. Peatt, Maker.
Daniel Woodakd, President.
West Hebron, N. Y., February 2, 1875.

Andover.
Factory opened April 13; closed November 30.

Greatest number of cows 6.50

Average number of cows 450
Whole number pounds of milk 1,576,580
Whole number pounds of cheese 191,320
Average pounds milk to pound cheese.

.

9. 77
Average price per pound cheese 12.90c
Net to patrons per 100 pounds milk $1.13

L. L. Canfield, Owner and Maker.
L. D. Cobb, Secretary.
Audover, N. Y., February 20, 1875.

East Valley.
Factory opened April 6; closed December 2.

Greatest number oi cows 357
Whole number pounds of milk 1,258,365
Whole num ber pounds of cheese 129,139
Average pounds milk to pound cheese .

.

9.74

Average price per pound cheese 13.23c
Net to patrons per 100 pounds milk $1.17
Best average money per cow in a single
dairy $65.56

Lowest average money per cow in a
single dairy $25.00

W. H. H. Keller, Owner and Maker.
East Valley, N. Y., February 8, 1875.

Isaac Beeclier.
Factory opened April 1; closed November 23.

Greatest number of cows 160
Average number of cows 160
Who# number pounds of milk 500,585
Whole number pounds of cheese 49,058
Average pounds milk to pound cheese.. 10.23
Average price per pound cheese 13.23c
Best average money per cow in a single

dairy $,46.00

Lowest average money per cow in a
singledairy $35.00

Miles Moore, Owner and Maker.
Russia. N. Y., February 2, 1875.

Gait.
Factory opened April 27; closed September 30.

Greatest number of cows 225
Average number of cows 150
Whole number pounds of milk 400,807
Whole number pounds of cheese 37,308
Average pounds milk to pound cheese.. 10.75
Average price per pound cheese 12c
Net to patrons per 100 pounds milk 79c

E. A. Galt, Salesman.
Gait, III., February 13, 1875.

Burreville.
Factory opened May 4; closed October 31.

Greatest number of cows 350
Average number of cows 200
Whole number pounds of milk 580,740
Whole number poiinds of cheese 58,074
Average pounds milk to pound cheese.

.

10
Average price per pound cheese 12Jo
Net to patroDS per 100 pounds milk $1.00

M. B. Hubbard, Maker, Kenosha, Wis.
Henry Keller, Director.
Barreville, 111., February 13, 1875.
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FOR LIVERPOOL,
CARKYIlSra THE UNITED STATES MAILS,

TUESDAY.
Montana. Dakota.

Idaho. Nevada.

Wyoming. Wisconsin.

CABIN PASSAGE, $65 OR $80,
According to State-rooms.

Steerage Passages and Drafts at Current Rates.

For Freight or Passage, apply to

WILLIAMS & GUION.
B. F. VAN VALKENBURGH. H. K. RONK.

VAN VALKENBURGH &, RONK,
General Produce Commission Merchants,

AND DEALERS IN

BUTTER, EGGS, CHEESE, Etc.,

No. i8i Reade Street, New York.

Reference : The Nassau Bank.

SALMON W. HOYT,
I)E.\LER IN

CHOICE EASTERN AND WESTERN

Creamery and Dairy Butter,
AND

FI>>rE CHEESE,
141 Chambers and 2 Hudson Street,

New York City.



R. B. SHIMER. J. B. EMERY.

SHIMER & EMERY,
PRODUCE

Commission Merchants,
193 Duane Street, New York.

Refer to Thos. L. Raymond, President Produce Bank.

Hunter, Walton & Co.
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

And wholesale dealers in

Butter and Cheese,
164 & 166 Chambers Street,

NEW YORK.

FAIRFIELD & TRASK,
150 Chambers Street,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS IN

BUTTER AND CHEESE.
Orders filled for European, South American, West India, Southern, and other markets,

with Extras, Firsts, Seconds, and Thirds of Butter, official Inspection of the New York
Butter and Cheese Exchange.

Armstrong & Morrison,
Commission Merchants,

And wholesale dealers in

BUTTER,
No. 150 Chambers Street, New York.
HECTOR ARMSTRONG, STATES D. MORRISON,

Late of Hunter Adams & Co. Late S. D. & D. A. Morrison.



M. FOLSOM,
Commission Merchant

IN

CHEESE AND BUTTER
70 Warren Street, New York.

"^De La VERGNE~& HARE,
Wholesale Commission Dealers in

EGGS, BUTTER, CHEESE,
AND OTHER PRODUCE,

No. 299 Washington St., cor. Reade St., New York.
J. C. De La VERGNE, N. D. HARE.

REFERENCES:
Hou. H. H. Van Dvck, New York.
Hon. D. B. St. John, Newbiirg. N. Y.
Hon. S. F. Miller, Franklin, Del. Co.. N. Y.
First National Bank, New York.
Manufacturers' National Bank, Chicago, 111.

Foarth National Bank, St. Louis, Mo.
Louisville Ins. and Banking Co., Loui.=ville, Ky.

D. Weidman & Co., Albany, N. Y.
Gr. Wait, Esq., 2 Young's Building, Montreal.
Messrs. A. & .J. C. S. Harrison, Bankers, In-

dianapolis. Ind.
R. T. Wilson & Co.. Bankers, N. Y. City.

Mechanics' Bank, Nashville, Tenn.
First National Bank, Cincinnati, O.

A. VANDERBOGET & CO.,
GENERAL

Produce Commission Merchants,
No. 178 Reade St. (No. 7 Erie Buildings),

-^-.S^nTN^SK.! NEW YORK.
REFERENCES:

W. B. Palmer, Esq.. President Tenth National I D. B. Halstead, Esq.. President N. Y. National
Bank, New York. Exchange Bank, N. Y.

Messrs. J. H. Mott & Co., Chicago, 111.
|

Messrs. Wagner k Kellam, 76 Murray St., N. Y.

De Lamater, Cummings & Winsor,
DEALERS IN

Butter, Cheese, and Eggs,
No. 74 WARREN STREET,

NEW YORK.

Wm. G. De L.^.m.mer, Jay L. Cummings, W.\shington Winsor.



BELT & CILLEY,
PRODUCE

Commission Merchants,

154 CHAMBERS STREET,

NEW YORK.

M. RiTTENHOUSE & BrO.

PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Poultry, Etc.

No. 90 Warren Street, New York.

Reference : The Second National Bank of Jersey City.

S. OPPENHEIMER.
(established 1868.)

OFFICE, No. 148 ELDRIDGE STREET,
Between Rivington and Delancy Streets.

NEW YORK,
Importer and Dealer in

AMERICAN, ENGLISH, IRISH, AND GERMAN
RENNETS.

Sausage Casings, Sheep Casings, Etc., Etc.
Works—LONG ISLAND CITY, L. I. Competent Agents Wanted.

P. I. Ronk & Sons,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AND DEALERS IN

BUTTER, CHEESE, Etc.,

162 Chambers St., New York.

P. I. RONK. C. D. RONK. H. W. RONK.



ST. JOHN & AVERY,
IMPORTERS AND

Bealers in Salt9
AND SOLE AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF

Dean's, Marsliairs, Rayner's, and Williams's

BRANDS OF

Liverpool Factory Filled Salt,
AND OF THE

Onondaga Salt Company Brands,

Nos. 101 & 103 Broad Street,

r^in NEW YORK.

Nova Scotia,
(

Liverpool, April 8th, 1874. f

Gentlemen :

We beg to inform you that we have recently purchased the greater
portion of the valuable Salt Works and premises situate in Cheshire, called the
"Dunkirk Works."

We have also purchased in the immediate neighborhood another set of Salt

Works, situate at Wiunington, near Northwich.
The Dunkirk Works, we may state, were for many years tenanted by the

late Henry Ashton's firm of "Nicholas Ashton & Sons, "and their reputation
for the manufacture of Factory Filled Salt is well known to you. The Works
at Winnington we have already found afford even greater advantages for the
production and shipment of that quality of Salt. We have accordingly added
various facilities to them, with a view of increasing and improving such man-
ufacture.

Our manufactures at both the Dunkirk and the Works at Winnington
(other than the common descriptions of Salt) will be produced by the process
heretofore used by the late Mr. Ashton in the production of the brand known
in your market as " Ashton's Factory Filled ;

" and to this end we have con-
cluded engagements with his working Manager, his Banksman, and the more
skilled of his workmen.

The shipping branch will have, as heretofore, our personal attention, and
the experience acquired by our firm will, we hope, leave in this department
nothing to l)e desired. We are, gentlemen, yeurs truly,

DEAN BROTHERS.
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